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Abstract 

The underlying theme of this dissertation is the utilization of new orbits to improve the 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) we rely upon in nearly all facets of 

modern life. This includes new orbits for safety-critical augmentation systems as well 

as for navigation core-constellations. Today, safety-oriented augmentation is placed in 

geosynchronous orbit while navigation core-constellations such as GPS are placed in 

medium Earth orbit. This lack of diversity leads to certain pitfalls. Augmentation 

systems are limited in platforms on which they can piggyback and do not reach users 

at high latitude. Navigation systems have limited geometric diversity as well as faint 

signals, leaving them vulnerable to interference and limited in urban and indoor 

environments. The orbital diversity introduced here improves the service, reliability, 

and functionality of GNSS. 

 In the present work, new orbital representations are developed to enable orbits 

such as medium, inclined geosynchronous, and highly elliptical for augmentation with 

a tenfold improvement in orbit description accuracy compared to service today. This, 

along with constellation and frequency diversity on the horizon, is shown to enable 

safety-critical services for both aviation and maritime operations in the entire northern 

hemisphere. This is of great importance in the Arctic where commerce and traffic is on 

the rise due to decreasing sea ice. The addition of these orbit classes also increases 

SBAS visibility in urban canyons where safety critical systems like autonomous 

automobiles are beginning operation. 

 For navigation, we propose leveraging the wealth of low Earth orbiting (LEO) 

satellites coming in the near future. This unprecedented space infrastructure is planned 
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by the likes of OneWeb, SpaceX, and Boeing to deliver broadband Internet globally. 

These LEO constellations offer a threefold improvement on geometry compared to 

navigation constellations today, relaxing constraints on other aspects while still 

maintaining the positioning performance of GPS. Closer to Earth, LEO offers less path 

loss than MEO, improving signal strength by 1000 fold (30 dB). This strengthens us to 

interference and aids substantially in urban and indoor environments.  
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

With the advent of smartphones, there are now over 4 billion devices which make use 

of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) [1]. By 2019, it is estimated that 

there will be over 7 billion [1]. These satellite navigation systems provide not just the 

blue dot representing location on our phones, but also support the critical 

infrastructure we rely upon. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

recognizes that all 16 sectors of U.S. critical infrastructure depend on GPS, where 13 

have critical dependence [2]. This includes precise timing for financial transactions, 

telecommunications, and the power grid; precise positioning for agriculture and 

surveying; and safety-critical services like landing aircraft. With autonomous systems 

on the rise, our reliance on GNSS will only be increasing. It works so well that we can 

take it for granted, and many do not realize the limitations of these systems. A 20 Watt 

GPS jammer can deny service over a city block and in turn all of the services that rely 

on it. In dense cities, urban canyons give low satellite visibility and multipath, leading 

to no availability or large position errors. Safety-critical services are limited in 

coverage today. Availability in places like the hostile Arctic environment, which is 

now experiencing economic growth, is essential. The focus in the present work will be 

to protect, toughen, and augment the satellite-based position, navigation, and timing 

(PNT) services our society has become increasing reliant upon. Strength though 

diversity will be the method outlined here, specifically orbital diversity.  
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1.1 Historical Background 

Both early and modern navigation rely on objects in the sky above. Celestial objects 

like the Sun, Moon, and stars have aided in navigation for millennia. Today, these are 

replaced with artificial satellites. Satellite navigation systems enable positions to be 

determined to the level of meters in real-time, all weather, anywhere, anytime. In this 

section, we explore this evolution, and the technologies that enable it. 

 

1.1.1 Early Navigation 

In its most basic form, celestial navigation gives direction. The Sun rises in the east 

and sets in the west. At noon, the Sun is at its highest point and always points towards 

the equator. This is why moss growing on trees typically indicates north in the 

northern hemisphere (south in the southern) as this side is always in shade. However, 

direction on its own isn’t enough, to specify location we first need a coordinate 

system.  

A reference grid of parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude allow us to 

uniquely specify a point on Earth. Latitude indicates north-south and longitude east-

west. These reference lines have been placed on maps since at least the 3rd century 

BCE [3]. Latitude has a natural zero, the Earth’s equator. Since ancient times it has 

been observed that the Sun, Moon, and planets all pass directly overhead at the 

equator. Even the early maps of astronomer Ptolemy (circa AD 150) place zero 

latitude here [3]. Longitude has no such natural zero, and mapmakers have placed it in 

cities such as Rome, Copenhagen, Jerusalem, St. Petersburg, Paris, and Philadelphia, 

just to name a few [3]. Ultimately, its placement is political and eventually it was 

pegged down at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England.    

Latitude can be determined using observations of the Sun or stars. The angle 

between Polaris (North Star) and the horizon is very nearly latitude. The midday Sun 

can also be used. At local noon, the Sun is at its maximum elevation and can be used 

in conjunction with lookup tables to compute latitude. These tables correct for the tilt 

of the Earth and its relationship with respect to the Sun throughout the year. This 
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method, and measurement instruments like the Jacob Staff, have been known to 

astronomers since at least 400 BCE and used by mariners since the 16th century [4]. 

Improved instruments such as the astrolabe and later the octant and sextant were 

developed for better accuracy, allowing north-south to be determined to 2 miles (3.2 

km) at sea [5]. Longitude is not as easily determined and was an unsolved problem 

until nearly the 19th century.  

The Earth turns eastward at a nearly constant rate, completing one revolution 

in 24 hours, or 15 degrees per hour. This fact, along with knowledge of local ship time 

and the time at the port of origin, allows for the determination of longitude. 

Consequently, the problem of longitude was a problem in precise timekeeping at sea. 

Longitude was such an important problem in the 18th century that the Parliament of 

Great Britain put forth a challenge to come up with a practical solution [3]. Known as 

the Longitude Act of 1714, it promised prizes of up to £20,000, nearly 5 million USD 

in 2017. Its governing board included the likes of Isaac Newton, Edmond Halley, 

members of parliament, and naval officers [4]. Nearly fifty years later in 1763, the 

Royal Observatory published a solution to timekeeping based on celestial observation 

[3]. This became known as the lunar distance method where observations between 

specified stars and the Moon could be used with lookup tables to establish absolute 

time with respect to the observatory in Greenwich, still the location of the prime 

meridian today [3]. Though ingenious, the observations required proved difficult on a 

ship and the calculations were initially complex and laborious.  

The more practical solution to longitude was ultimately precision mechanical 

clocks. The self-taught English clockmaker, John Harrison, devoted his life to the 

effort. He developed the marine chronometer, a clock that would maintain sufficient 

accuracy for navigation during months at sea. Through a series of incremental 

developments between 1730 and 1761, Harrison achieved this with H-4, his 4th design. 

Sea trials with the British Navy showed a loss of only 5 seconds over an 81-day 

voyage from Portsmouth, England to Kingston, Jamaica [3]. This is equivalent to only 

1.2 nautical miles (2.2 km) in error, well surpassing the Longitude Act requirement of 

30 nautical miles (56 km). This success came a year before the lunar distance method 
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was ready for sea trials. The influence of the Royal Observatory resulted in much 

resistance to give Harrison the remainder of his deserved prize. It ultimately took 

involvement of King George III on Harrison’s behalf to obtain the full monetary prize 

and the recognition he deserved. This came only three years before Harrison’s death in 

1773 [3].  

 

1.1.2 Radio Navigation 

Lunar methods and marine chronometers were both used in the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. By 1850, marine chronometers became so inexpensive that the lunar method 

was effectively no longer practiced [6]. This represented the state of the art in 

navigation for 150 years. The First World War and the use of radio changed this [7]. 

Radio presented a new means of sending signals to establish Greenwich time. New 

methods of radio navigation were also discovered. In 1916, the British tracked the 

German fleet in the Battle of Jutland using radio direction finding techniques [6]. The 

feasibility of using radar not just for tracking but also navigation was soon established. 

Radio had the benefit of being impervious to clouds and fog, allowing for navigation 

in all weather.  

The post-war 1920s and 1930s saw a boom in aviation development, 

presenting new navigational challenges. The speed of aircraft, often with a crew of 

one, was not conducive to the use of complex calculations and celestial observations. 

During the Second World War, the first electronic navigation systems based on radio 

were rushed into development. The Lorentz Company in Germany created the first 

guidance system for aircraft landing in low visibility conditions. In 1940, the Germans 

sent bombers to Britain at night based on radio navigation. This made use of two 

beams 180 degrees out of phase to give a centerline of travel and a cross beam to 

indicate the drop point [6]. In 1942, the British Gee radio navigation system became 

operational. This used three radio towers and offered an accuracy of a few hundred 

meters over a range of 350 miles (560 km) [8]. This was the first time difference of 

arrival (TDOA) navigation system which relies on measuring the time delay between 

two pulsed radio signals to obtain a position fix. Based on the same technique, the 
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U.S. concurrently developed LORAN (LOng RAnge Navigation) which came online 

in 1943 [9]. Its successor, LORAN-C, provided coverage in most of North America, 

Europe, and the Pacific Rim, offering better than 0.25 nautical mile (460 m) accuracy 

[10]. LORAN-C remained operational in North America until 2010 [11].  

In the 1940s and 1950s, other aviation direction and range finding radio 

equipment came into service. What became the U.S. and later international aviation 

standard combined two radio transmitters: (1) very high frequency (VHF) 

omnidirectional range (VOR) to give bearing and (2) distance measuring equipment 

(DME) for range [12]. This became operational in the U.S. in 1952 and adopted as the 

international standard by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in the 

late 1950s [12, 13]. This remains operational today, delivering coverage along most 

major global air routes over land and is specified to provide a horizontal accuracy of 

0.6 nautical miles (1.1 km) [14]. 

LORAN and VOR/DME systems are limited in coverage. In 1972, OMEGA 

became the first global navigation system [15]. This used very low frequencies (VLF) 

to send signals over the horizon. Though LORAN can also see over the horizon, its 

range is limited to around 1500 km. Though operating on the same principle as 

LORAN, OMEGA was not as accurate, trading accuracy for coverage. OMEGA 

offered 2 to 4 nautical miles (4 to 7 km) accuracy globally at all times while using 

only 8 radio towers [16]. It was shut down in 1997 when the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) was at full operational capability (FOC) [17].  

This variety of terrestrial radio navigation systems stems from the trade-off 

between coverage and accuracy. The globally available OMEGA offers sufficient 

accuracy for ships and aircraft in transit. VOR/DME provides accuracy for precise 

aviation operations, but relies on line of sight and hence has less coverage. LORAN-C 

coverage goes well beyond the horizon but its accuracy is limited due to propagation 

effects. In general, the longer the wavelength used, the better the coverage but the 

lower the accuracy for terrestrial systems [18]. Higher frequencies offer better 

resolution but lower frequencies can be seen over the horizon. Accuracy and coverage 
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together can be achieved if the line of sight is unobstructed by placing radios in the 

sky. WWII resulted in another major technology that would enable this: rocketry.  

 

1.1.3 Satellite Navigation 

In October 1957, the world saw a jump in technology: the launch of Sputnik-1. This 

first artificial satellite was launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in modern-day 

Kazakhstan by the former Soviet Union. It was a technology demonstration of their R-

7 rocket, the world’s first inter-continental ballistic missile (ICBM). The R-7 is the 

predecessor of the renowned Soyuz rocket, which is currently the only method of 

carrying humans to the International Space Station (ISS). Sputnik-1 was equipped 

with a simple radio transmitter and was placed in a low Earth elliptical orbit with an 

apogee (highest altitude) of 939 km and a perigee (lowest altitude) of 215 km [19].  

Guier and Weiffenbach of the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab, observed 

the predictable Doppler shift of Sputnik-1 as it passed overhead. This information was 

rich; with one pass, they could determine the orbit of the satellite [19]. The 

implications were soon recognized for navigation. If the satellite knew its orbit, 

observing the Doppler curve as it passed above could allow for location to be 

determined on the ground [19]. This idea gained momentum and funding from the 

U.S. Navy and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, the predecessor of 

DARPA) [20, 21]. The beauty of such a system is that it only requires one satellite to 

obtain a position fix and provide global coverage though with latency.  

In 1964, the Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS) also known as Transit 

became operational [20]. The constellation typically consisted of 5 to 10 satellites 

placed in polar low Earth orbits (LEO) at an altitude of 1100 km [22]. This ‘bird cage’ 

configuration is given in Figure 1.1. Unlike many terrestrial radio navigation systems, 

a position fix was not instantaneous. It required 10 to 16 minutes of observation as the 

satellite passed overhead. There was also latency, users must wait for a satellite to 

come into view which may take 30 to 100 minutes [22]. The trade-off was accuracy; 

early performance was a few hundred meters and was later improved to 20 meters, the 

best of its day [20, 23]. This improvement came from better orbit modeling and 
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geodetic surveys [21]. A driving force for this accuracy was the submarine-launched 

Polaris ballistic missile, which required precise initialization of their inertial guidance 

systems to hit their target. In 1967, Transit became open for civilian use and remained 

operational until 1996 when GPS was at FOC.  

 

 
Figure 1.1. The Transit constellation. 

 

The Soviet Union developed a system similar to Transit known as 

Parus/Tsikada. Parus is a military navigation and communication system, with first 

satellites on orbit in 1967 [24]. A civil service was introduced in 1974 and was given 

the name Tsikada (Cicada) [24]. These operated on the same passive Doppler principle 

as Transit on the same frequencies and in similar polar orbits. The now Russian 

military LEO navigation system still appears to be in use today, with launches as 

recently as 2010 [25].  

Transit worked well for ships at sea which required infrequent updates and 

could receive several minutes of data continuously to get a position fix. This technique 

was not well suited to aircraft or other mobile users. In 1964, the U.S. Navy began a 
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program known as TIMATION (TIMe-navigATION) to investigate new technologies 

to speed up and simplify satellite navigation [20]. It relied on passive satellite ranging 

techniques based on time of signal transmission and satellite-user time 

synchronization. This requires ranging to multiple satellites simultaneously to get a 

position fix, but its passive nature meant it could support an unlimited number of 

users. The test program resulted in the first atomic clocks in space in 1974 with the 

Naval Research Lab’s TIMATION III.  This was re-designated as the Navigational 

Technologies Satellite 1 (NTS-1), which flew two rubidium frequency standards in a 

circular orbit at an altitude of 13,700 km [26, 27].   

The U.S. Air Force was concurrently working on a similar passive satellite 

ranging concept. Known as project 621B, a new spread-spectrum ranging signal based 

on pseudorandom noise (PRN) was developed [20]. First proposed by Robert Gold 

[28], this type of signal modulation has many desirable properties. It allows signals to 

be detectable below the noise floor, gives resistance to interference and jamming, and 

perhaps most importantly, it allows all satellites to operate on the same frequency.  

This frequency sharing method is known as code division multiple access (CDMA), 

and is employed by many cellular systems today, allowing for coexistence in the ever 

more valuable radio spectrum [29]. 

 With Transit, TIMATION, and 621B, all the necessary components for the 

next generation of satellite navigation system were in place. The U.S. Navy and Air 

Force joined their TIMATION and 621B programs in 1973 [20]. This was the 

beginning of what would result in navigation for the masses: the Global Positioning 

System.   

 

1.1.4 Global Positioning System 

Building on the operational experience and orbit determination methods of the Navy’s 

Transit, the space-capable atomic clocks of the Navy’s TIMATION, and the spread 

spectrum signal structure of the Air Force 621B, all elements were in place for what 

would become the Global Positioning System. Due to the ongoing Vietnam War in the 

late 1960s and early 1970s, military budgets were stressed and coordination between 
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military branches was encouraged. This led the Pentagon to pursue a single all-

purpose satellite navigation system [6]. In 1973, the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

created the Defense Navigation Satellite Development Plan, a joint Army, Navy, 

Marine Corps, and Air Force program [6]. The Air Force was designated as the 

executive service, and was to assign a manager and create a Joint Program Office. In 

1973, USAF Colonel Bradford Parkinson became the first GPS program manager and 

is credited, along with Roger L. Easton and Ivan A. Getting, as the father of GPS. 

Professor Parkinson also founded the Stanford GPS Research Lab where this doctorate 

is currently being undertaken.  

Much was learned from the operation of early satellite navigation systems, but 

GPS had the challenge of delivering 3D positioning instantly, at all times, anywhere 

on Earth with an order of magnitude better accuracy than Transit. This would require 

new technology, more satellites to provide the needed coverage, and thus huge 

investment. By late 1978, the first four GPS satellites were on orbit, just enough to 

calculate a position fix with all in view. With this, GPS became operational in limited 

capacity on January 6, 1980, which marks the birth of GPS time. It is noteworthy that 

GPS has the same birthday as the author, though it is 7 years older to the day. GPS 

time is the number of uninterrupted seconds since 00h00 January 6, 1980 Universal 

Coordinated Time (UTC). To give a sense of this, GPS time is 1164483200 seconds at 

the time this sentence was written. Though aligned with UTC when it commenced, 

GPS time is now exactly 19 seconds ahead. This is not due to inaccuracies, rather due 

to so-called leap seconds. These are occasional 1 second jumps applied to UTC in 

order to keep its time of day close to mean solar time [30]. They are needed because 

the Earth’s rotation has irregularities and without these incremental corrections, days 

and seasons would eventually shift. To avoid the operational headache of jumps in the 

time system, GPS ignores them.  

GPS was at full operational capability (FOC) in 1995 with 24 satellites at an 

altitude of 20,200 km placed in 6 orbital planes inclined at 55 degrees with respect to 

the equator. An example of the GPS constellation is given in Figure 1.2. More on the 

constellation design choices will be discussed in Chapter 3. This configuration offered 
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global coverage though initially GPS implemented deliberate degradation of its open 

civil signals. This typically resulted in a mean accuracy of 25 meters though it could 

be as large as 100 meters [31]. Known as selective availability (SA), it was in place to 

prevent enemies from using the system to its full potential. On May 2, 2000, SA was 

turned off by presidential mandate [32]. It was determined that civil users were finding 

ways around SA through differential GPS (DGPS) corrections, where stationary 

ground stations could be used to determine this artificial degradation as well as other 

satellite orbit, clock, and atmospheric errors [32]. The enormous potential benefit to 

the economy outweighed the once perceived threat and the White House ordered SA 

deactivated for good. This action instantly increased accuracy by a factor of 10, 

enabling meter level positioning as an open, public, and free service worldwide. This 

was the difference between knowing you are on a football field (though Canadian-

sized) and knowing which yard line you are on.  

 

 
Figure 1.2. The current 31 satellite GPS constellation.  

 

This opened a host of new applications, leading to a plethora of commercial 

products and entire industries. Within a year, the first wave of new GPS devices came 

to market. These provided turn-by-turn driving directions and were made by the likes 
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of TomTom and Garmin. In 2008, the first GPS-enabled phones were released. It was 

ultimately the demand for smartphones and the economies of scale that led to 

significant cost reductions and GPS being commonplace today. The more than 4 

billion GPS devices in the world owe much of its numbers to the phones in our 

pockets [1]. Figure 1.3 shows the evolution of GPS receivers from the early behemoth 

military hardware to the chipsets in our phones today. 

 

 
Figure 1.3. The evolution of GPS and GNSS receivers. We see a rapid increase in mass-market devices 

following the deactivation of selective availability on May 2, 2000. 

 

1.1.5 Global Navigation Satellite System 

Applications for the Global Positioning System were many and it began to find its way 

into critical infrastructure, both in the U.S. and abroad. From a domestic standpoint, 

the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) recognizes that all 16 U.S. critical 

infrastructure sectors have dependence on GPS, 13 of them critical dependence [2]. 
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Understandably, some nations were uneasy about their reliance on a foreign military 

system to sustain their economy and critical services. This and other needs have led to 

the development of other satellite navigation systems. We’ll begin with global 

constellations as shown in Table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1. Summary of satellite navigation system core-constellations.  

 Present (2017) Future 

Core  
Const. 

Owner Total 
Number of 
Operational 

Satellites 

Orbit 
Type 

Configuration Total 
Number of 
Operational 

Satellites 

Orbit 
Type 

Configuration 

GPS USA 31 MEO 6 Planes 24 MEO 6 Planes 

GLONASS Russia 24 MEO 3 Planes 24 MEO 3 Planes 

Galileo Europe 15 MEO 3 Planes 24 MEO 3 Planes 

BeiDou China 19 

MEO 6 Satellites in 
2 Planes 

35 

MEO 27 Satellites 
in 3 Planes 

IGSO 8 Satellites IGSO 3 Satellites 

GEO 5 Satellites GEO 5 Satellites 

 

Concurrently with the development of GPS, the Soviet Union developed their 

GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS / ГЛОНАСС). Conceived in the 

1960s and built in the 1970s and 1980s, it was completed in 1996 by the Russian 

Federation [24]. Like GPS, GLONASS also had 24 satellites though placed in 3 

instead of 6 orbital planes at a similar altitude of 19,100 km. However, GLONASS 

orbits were inclined at a higher 64 degrees to better support the high latitude regions of 

Russia. Interestingly, this configuration is very nearly the original design of the GPS 

constellation before it was changed [20, 33]. Due to budget shortcomings, GLONASS 

fell into disarray and only had 10 operational satellites on average between 1998 and 

2006 [24]. Funding improved and the constellation was back at FOC in 2011 [34]. In 

anticipation of this regeneration, most major smartphones came equipped with GPS + 

GLONASS receivers in the same year [35].  
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In the early 1990s, the European Union began to consider its own satellite 

navigation system [36]. In 1999, the European Commission (EC) and European Space 

Agency (ESA) jointly outlined the political motivation for the constellation that would 

become known as Galileo [36]. This would be chiefly a civil system, unlike its U.S., 

Russian, and later Chinese counterparts whose primary purpose was militaristic. By 

the end of 2012, there were four verification satellites on orbit. This was enough to 

compute a position fix, the first of which was done in March 2013 [37]. Today there 

are 15 operational satellites in orbit and the system is expected to be complete by 2020 

[36, 38]. The final constellation is slated to consist of 24 satellites uniformly 

distributed in 3 orbital planes, each inclined at 56 degrees [36]. Their altitude will be 

23,200 km, slightly above the GPS constellation. To reach this date, the launch 

schedule has been accelerated. The rocket of choice for earlier missions was the 

French-Guiana version of the Soyuz, capable of hurdling two satellites at a time. Now, 

the more powerful Ariane 5 is pushing four per launch and is scheduled to send four 

per year for the next two years. The first quad launch occurred on November 17, 2016 

and was deemed a success by ESA [39].  

The Chinese BeiDou (��) constellation, meaning Compass though referring 

to the Big Dipper, has its origins in the mid 1980s [40]. It was ultimately implemented 

in three phases. Phase I was the launch of 3 experimental navigation satellites between 

2000 and 2003, making China the third nation, after the U.S. and Russia, to have a 

satellite navigation system [41]. Phase II was the development of a regional system 

completed in 2012 [42]. This consisted of 14 satellites with 5 in geostationary Earth 

orbit (GEO), 5 in inclined geosynchronous orbit (IGSO), and 4 in medium Earth orbit 

(MEO) [42]. The geosynchronous orbits of GEO and IGSO always reside over China, 

providing near constant coverage of the Asia-Pacific. The MEO satellites were placed 

at an altitude of 21,150 km and were test units of what would comprise the later global 

system. Though signals were broadcast continuously since early operation, they were 

unusable by the public until December 2012 when an Interface Control Document 

(ICD) outlining the signal and data structure was released [43]. Now with 19 satellites 

in orbit [38], BeiDou is on track for a global system, completing Phase III by 2020 
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[44]. This will ultimately consist of 5 GEOs, 3 IGSOs, and 27 MEOs [44]. The IGSO 

and MEO satellites will be inclined at 55 degrees.  

In addition to these global systems there are a variety of regional augmentation 

systems which provide an improved service. For example, safety-critical operations 

require more than these constellations can provide on their own. In the context of 

aviation, a bad upload to a navigation satellite or range errors introduced from 

ionospheric storms can lead to catastrophic accidents [45]. As such, in 1994, the U.S. 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Department of Transportation (DOT) 

jointly began development of the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) to enable 

a service comparable to Category I Instrument Landing Systems (ILS). This brings 

aircraft down to a decision height of 200 feet (61 meters). More generally known as a 

Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS), this makes use of ground-based 

infrastructure to monitor GPS in real-time and a space segment to broadcast GPS 

corrections to aircraft inflight. This reduces uncertainty levels to those acceptable for 

civil aviation.  

The Stanford GPS Lab played a critical role in the development and 

certification of the WAAS, which has provided service over North America since its 

FOC in 2003 [45-47]. A compatible service is also available today in Europe through 

the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) [48], in Japan 

through the Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS) [49], and in 

India through the GPS Aided GEO Augmented Navigation system (GAGAN) [50]. By 

2021, more systems are scheduled to come online which include the Russian System 

for Differential Corrections and Monitoring (SDCM), the South Korean Augmentation 

Satellite System (KASS), and the Chinese BeiDou SBAS. In all cases, the space-

segment consists of GEO communications satellites, which broadcast corrections on a 

GPS-like signal.  

The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is another example of 

regional augmentation. This aims to provide more signals high in the sky (near zenith) 

to aid in dense urban environments like Tokyo. These ‘urban canyons’ can block most 

of the sky, resulting in poor satellite visibility and potentially an inability to calculate a 
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position fix [51]. QZS-1 has been in orbit since 2010, delivering a GPS-compatible 

signal over Japan. Its elliptical orbit, inclined to match the latitude of Japan, allows it 

to spend most of its time over the region. Though only above 70 degrees in elevation 

in Japan for 8 hours a day, coverage will become constant with a final constellation of 

3 satellites. QZSS has future plans to broadcast an SBAS-like signal known as the L1-

Submeter-class Augmentation with Integrity Function (L1-SAIF) [52, 53]. A summary 

of augmentation satellites is given in Table 1.2.  

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) will be the focus of this 

dissertation. We will use the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

definition of its elements [54]. Core-constellations represent the global satellite 

navigation systems which today consists of GPS and GLONASS and the soon to be 

completed Galileo and BeiDou. Augmentation systems add additional signals and 

systems to core-constellations to improve service in some way and include the likes of 

WAAS and QZSS. Combined, core-constellations with augmentation systems make 

up the GNSS that we have come to rely upon. This represents an impressive amount of 

space infrastructure as shown by Figure 1.4. 

 
Figure 1.4. All current and planned GNSS core-constellations and augmentation systems. This includes 

the core-constellations GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, and the regional IRNSS, as well as the 
augmentations systems WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS, GAGAN, SDCM, KASS, and BeiDou SBAS. 
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Table 1.2. Operational and proposed augmentation satellites. 

System Satellite Name PRN Longitude On Orbit? 

WAAS 

AMR (AOR-W) 133 98.0
o
 W Y 

CRW (Galaxy 15) 135 133.0
o
 W Y 

CRE (ANIK F1R) 138 107.3
o
 W Y 

EGNOS 

AOR-E (Inmarsat 4F-2) 120 15.5
o
 W Y 

IOR-W (Inmarsat 4-F2) 126 25.0
o
 E Y 

SES-5 (Astra 4B) 136 5.0
o
 E Y 

MSAS 
MTSAT-1R 129 140.0

o
 E Y 

MTSAT-2 137 145.0
o
 E Y 

GAGAN 

GSAT-8 127 55.0
o
 E Y 

GSAT-10 128 83.0
o
 E Y 

GSAT-15 139 93.5
o
 E Y 

SDCM 

LUCH 5A 140 167.0 
o
 E Y 

LUCH 5B 125 16.0
o
 W Y 

LUCH 5V 144 95.0
o
 E Y 

KASS - 150 143.5
 o
 E N (2017) 

BD 
SBAS 

BeiDou G6 141 80.0
 o
 E Y 

BeiDou G3 142 110.5
 o
 E Y 

BeiDou G1 143 140.0
 o
 E Y 

QZSS 

QZS-1 193 135.0
o
 E Y 

QZS-2 194 135.0
o
 E N (2017) 

QZS-3 195 135.0
o
 E N (2017) 
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1.2 Motivation 

We’ve described the evolution of navigation, which has changed from a science 

known to a select few to being in nearly all of our pockets today with GNSS. Because 

of that success, we’ve come to rely on this technology. GNSS is now a critical 

component of everything from financial transactions, telecommunications, 

transportation, the electrical grid, and agriculture. It has become so integrated, that the 

DHS identifies all 16 sectors of U.S. critical infrastructure to be dependent on GPS, 

with 13 sectors having critical dependence [2]. As a result, it has been advocated that 

GPS itself be considered critical infrastructure [2]. This dependency is also true 

abroad, and is a major reason why other nations have built their own core 

constellations and regional augmentation systems. Furthermore, our reliance on GNSS 

and improved position, navigation, and time (PNT) in new applications is climbing, 

and our dependence is rising with it.  

GPS today achieves a position accuracy of 3.35 meters horizontally and 4.68 

meters vertically with a 95% confidence as monitored independently by the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) [55]. Table 1.3 compares the performance of GPS to 

its predecessors, tracing the history of the navigation systems and techniques 

discussed in Section 1.1. It shows how far we’ve come, but also a trend. Since the 

beginning of the 20th century, there has been roughly a tenfold increase in accuracy 

every 30 to 40 years. From celestial navigation in the early 20th century at 3 

kilometers, terrestrial radio navigation in the 1940s at 400 meters, Transit in the 1970s 

at 20 meters, to GPS in the late 1990s at 3 meters. This trend continues today, where 

the demand for decimeter accuracy is already present. One application looking for this 

next order of magnitude is autonomous vehicles. Level 4 autonomy is the target of 

motor companies today, where automobiles can operate safely without human 

intervention [56]. The target release date by many manufacturers is the 2020s, where 

at least 33 companies are working on the problem in 2016 [57]. This requires lane-

level navigation and hence decimeter accuracy. We see development in this direction 

in consumer products in general. In the summer of 2016, Google made raw GNSS 

measurements in Android phones accessible for the first time [58]. This was released 
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along with open source software tools, opening a platform for innovation. Already, 

centimeter-level positioning has been achieved under limited conditions with 

smartphones using these measurements [58, 59].  

 
Table 1.3. Comparison of navigation methods and systems.  

System Years 
Active 

Horizontal 
Accuracy 

[m] 
Latency Fix 

Type Coverage Source 

Celestial /  
Chronometry 

1770-
1920 3,200 Hours 2D 

Global but not 
available when 
overcast 

[5] 

LORAN-C 1957-
2010 460 None 2D 

North America, 
Europe, Pacific 
Rim 

[10, 11] 

VOR/DME  1952-
Present 1,100 None 2D 

Most major 
flight routes 
internationally 

[13, 14] 

OMEGA 1972-
1997 5,000 10 sec 2D Global [16, 17] 

Transit 1964-
1996 20 30-100 

min 2D Global [20, 22] 

GPS 1995-
Present 3 None 3D Global [55] 

 

 These trends indicate the increasing demand for GNSS, which will lead to a 

plethora of new applications and even more dependencies. This, coupled with our 

existing reliance on GNSS in critical infrastructure, demonstrates that we have become 

a society where reliable PNT is expected. Therein lies the danger, since GNSS is 

vulnerable and limited today. The first of these threats is GNSS signal interference. To 

borrow an analogy from Dr. Frank van Diggelen, GNSS signals are as strong as a baby 

monitor, 1000 miles away (1600 km). A signal jammer of less than 1 Watt has the 

ability to stop GNSS receiver signal tracking and acquisition as far as 8 km away [60]. 

Jammers of this size are typically referred to as Personal Privacy Devices (PPDs) and 

are of growing concern. These can be purchased from the likes of the ‘jammer-
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store.com’ for as little as $119.99. They are popular among truck drivers who want to 

regain privacy from their parent company who track their every move with GPS. 

Though inadvertently, these have disrupted civil aviation landing systems at Newark 

airport due to its proximity to the highway [61]. GPS reference stations were placed 

only 200 meters from jammers sitting in traffic along the New Jersey Turnpike (I-95). 

Before upgrades to the system, this caused outages up to several times per day. 

Counterfeit GNSS signals are also of concern. These so-called ‘spoofers’ are 

bad actors who aim to disorient or take control of a vehicle or service by feeding 

counterfeit signals to a GNSS receiver. They are in essence a complex jammer. This 

has been demonstrated by researchers in 2013 where a ship was taken over in 

international waters and intentionally steered off course [62]. This was an experiment 

on a willing participant’s private yacht in international waters where GNSS jamming 

laws do not apply, but it demonstrates the potential threat. A more serious case has 

been claimed by Iran, where a U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) drone was 

taken over and landed by supposed GPS spoofing methods [63].  

GNSS signal strength also limits its use indoors and in dense urban 

environments. In major cities, the tall closely spaced buildings give rise to urban 

canyons, limiting the open sky in view. GNSS signals do not have the power to 

penetrate through walls or buildings but can be reflected by them. This leads to a 

multipath environment where signals tracked by receivers are not necessarily line of 

sight. These reflected signals take a longer path, introducing range errors and 

ultimately positioning errors. This is a potential problem for coming safety-critical 

systems like autonomous cars, which will rely on GNSS in some capacity.  

 Augmentation systems used in safety-critical applications like SBAS have 

even more limitations due to their regional-only coverage. Currently, these only 

support aircraft precision approach in areas around North America, Europe, Japan, and 

India. Coming in 2021 is support for Russia, South Korea, and China. However, there 

are many other regions which would benefit greatly from such a service both in the 

aviation and maritime domains. The Arctic, for example, has seen economic growth in 

recent years as a result of the recession of sea ice. The once inaccessible Arctic Ocean 
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has decreased in ice coverage by 50% in summer months since the 1980s [64]. The 

now accessible Arctic Ocean has attracted many industries some of which are 

prospective and others rapidly expanding and bringing an increase in traffic. This 

harsh environment and remote reaches necessitate the highest levels of safety for 

operations at sea and in the air. The secluded Arctic has limited infrastructure, lending 

itself to a space-based architecture for achieving safety-critical navigation services 

through GNSS.    

 In summary, there is a need to protect, toughen, and augment the GNSS of 

today. In this thesis, we focus on creating a more robust and accessible GNSS, to 

better support existing and coming infrastructure.  

 

1.3 Previous Work 

Much work has been done to protect, toughen, and augment GNSS. We’ll begin with 

toughening the receiver by hardening it to interference. Interference can be accidental, 

malicious, or complex in the case of spoofing. Many have worked towards rejection of 

these undesired signals at the antenna. In aviation, it is assumed that interference 

typically comes from the ground below. As such antennas have been devised which 

passively suppress low-on-the-horizon signals based on clever physical designs [65].  

Active antennas have also been studied. Software defined radio receivers used 

in conjunction with active antenna arrays have been used to adaptively shape antenna 

gain patterns. In the context of GNSS, these Controlled Radiation Pattern Antennas 

(CRPA) can suppress sources of interference and boost gain in the direction of 

satellites [66-69]. Unfortunately, these types of antenna arrays can be difficult to 

install on existing aircraft. Adding more holes on the fuselage is met with staunch 

opposition from aerodynamicists and operations people who do not want to take the 

aircraft out of service. As such, other antennas have been devised which can actively 

suppress jamming in existing form factors. These generate radiation pattern nulls and 

beams with a single antenna, without requiring any additional hardware than already 

in receivers today [70]. It has been further postulated that this methodology can detect 
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spoofing attacks due to the different polarization of signals coming from below the 

aircraft compared to real satellite signals from above.  

Other methods have also been proposed to combat jamming and spoofing. 

General detection of spoofed signals is a difficult problem. As such, it has been 

proposed that GNSS signals be encrypted, making counterfeit signals all the more 

difficult to manufacture [71]. Another philosophy is that if an interference source is 

too strong to be suppressed, perhaps it can be found and shut down. Much work has 

been done on flying Unpiloted Aerial Systems (UAS) to quickly locate GNSS 

jammers [72, 73]. This would allow authorities to quickly pinpoint the source and stop 

an attack on a major airport or other infrastructure reliant on GNSS. 

 Another form of toughening is Assisted-GNSS (A-GNSS), a technology 

introduced primarily for mobile phones [74]. This distributes the data needed to 

compute a position fix, including satellite orbit and clock information as well as 

atmospheric corrections over the cell network. Though this is also broadcast from the 

satellites directly, it is done slowly at 50 bits per second on much weaker signals. As a 

result, if a GNSS receiver were started cold, it would take 30 to 60 seconds or more to 

obtain a position fix. With A-GNSS data, a fix can be obtained nearly instantly, even 

in poor visibility conditions. Combined with high sensitivity receivers, this can greatly 

increase the scenarios where GNSS can be used in dense urban environments and even 

to some extent indoors.  

 Strength though diversity has come in recent years to GNSS. The first form is 

geometric diversity from the coming four core-constellations. Nearly four fold more 

satellites will be available in the next five years than were available in most receivers 

five years ago. Commercial receivers now regularly compute position fixes using only 

one satellite from each of the four core-constellations, an amazing feat in 

interchangeability [75]. This leads to great improvements in availability, especially in 

challenging urban environments [76]. Frequency diversity is also on the rise. When 

selective availability was turned off for civil users in 2000, GPS only offered one civil 

frequency at 1575.42 MHz (L1). However, military systems have had access to 

multiple frequencies from the beginning. This luxury allows for the ionospheric delay 
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on signals to be calculated, improving accuracy and integrity [77]. Furthermore, it 

makes jamming more difficult, as jammers must provide power across more bands. 

The new Block IIF GPS satellites are offering two civil frequencies with a second at 

1227.60 MHz (L5). There are currently 12 Block IIF satellites in orbit of the 

operational total of 31. The Block IIIA GPS satellites will also offer this signal with 

the first scheduled for launch in 2018 with 10 more on order. GLONASS is also 

modernizing to deliver multiple signals and the nearly completed BeiDou and Galileo 

will offer this service as well.  

 Frequency and constellation diversity add a wealth of signals and geometry to 

navigation. This is rich in information and greatly benefits safety-critical services. 

Today, SBAS makes use of single-frequency and GPS-only to enable precision 

approach for civil aviation. By 2026, it is expected that multi-frequency and multi-

constellation will be introduced into SBAS [78]. This feat has taken a large effort to 

establish new internationally agreed upon standards among the civil aviation 

community [79, 80]. These new Minimum Operational Performance Standards 

(MOPS) to be broadcast on L5 will enable existing ground infrastructure to cover a 

much wider region with an improved level of service [81]. Furthermore, the wealth of 

information contained in the multitude of signals available in the next ten years 

enables safety-critical operations without the need for ground or space infrastructure 

like SBAS. Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (ARAIM) extracts 

the information needed for integrity from the multitude of constellations each 

broadcasting multiple frequencies [82-84]. Slated for 2029, ARAIM can obtain the 

performance levels needed for aircraft precision approach globally [78, 85, 86]. 

 Additional signals of opportunity have been used to augment GNSS from low 

Earth orbit (LEO). In the 1990s, there was a race to build constellations of LEO 

satellites to provide global telephony coverage and meet the growing demand from 

mobile phones [87]. Unfortunately, the cost of such infrastructure ultimately 

bankrupted most of these efforts and terrestrial cell towers won the race for mobile 

communications. In any case, the resulting influx of commercial LEO satellites led to 

efforts in using them to augment GNSS. LEO satellites have the advantage of being 20 
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times closer to the Earth than GNSS in MEO, leading to stronger radio signals on the 

ground. Being closer to Earth means they must combat stronger gravity with more 

speed, resulting in faster motion in the sky and hence geometric diversity. The latter 

property is desirable for carrier-phase differential GPS. When tracking the carrier-

phase, the primary obstacle to accurate positioning is the resolution of cycle 

ambiguities. Phase can only be measured between 0 and 2π, and we need the total 

number of cycles between the user antenna and the satellite to compute range. The 

rapidly moving LEO provides the geometric diversity necessary to solve this problem. 

As such, a differential carrier-phase navigation system combining GPS with LEO 

satellites for rapid resolution of integer cycle ambiguities has been devised [88]. 

Others have explored the advantages of LEO in whitening multipath and for Doppler-

based positioning similar to Transit [89]. It has further been shown that one LEO in 

view adds tremendous benefit as a precise frequency standard, enabling a high 

accuracy ‘hot clock’ to replace the low quality oscillator in GNSS receivers [89]. 

Navigation services to be broadcast from commercial LEO constellations are under 

development. The Iridium constellation is already broadcasting structured navigation 

signals that can penetrate deep indoors [90]. Developed by Satelles with the Boeing 

Company and Iridium Satellite LLC, single GNSS/LEO receiver chips now exist for 

this service [91]. Furthermore, testing has shown the system feasibility for time 

transfer and positioning in deep attenuation environments such as indoors [92].  

 

1.4 Contributions 

In this thesis, we work towards the theme to protect, toughen, and augment GNSS. 

The approach here will be to strengthen through diversity, specifically orbital 

diversity. This introduces new orbits to both safety-critical augmentation systems and 

to navigation itself with the following contributions:   
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GNSS Integrity for the Arctic 
New orbits for Satellite-Based Augmentations Systems (SBAS) enable safety-critical 

operations in the Arctic both at sea and in the air. SBAS standards today only support 

geostationary satellites, which only provide coverage to 70 degrees latitude, leaving 

much to be desired at the poles. As a result of receding sea ice, the Arctic has seen a 

rise in economic interest and traffic. This region would benefit greatly from this 

essential navigation service. I show that existing ground infrastructure, coupled with 

new SBAS orbits that include highly elliptical (HEO) and inclined geosynchronous 

orbits (IGSO) enable aircraft precision approach in the entire northern hemisphere. 

Furthermore, I extend this aviation service to support the maritime domain, enabling 

ice navigation and surveying [93-96].  

 
New Orbits for Augmentation Systems  
A subset of the GPS orbit message designed for medium Earth orbit (MEO) can also 

describe highly elliptical (HEO) and inclined geosynchronous orbits (IGSO) to the 

level required for safety-critical applications. With this discovery, I developed the next 

generation orbit message for Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) to be 

used in civil aviation. This includes the message parameter selection, fitting algorithm 

design, and qualification over a wide class of orbits. This process ensures resiliency to 

all combinations of orbital perturbations and reliability in ensuring safety. The result is 

a message which supports the existing geostationary satellites and brings MEO, IGSO, 

and HEO with an order of magnitude improvement in orbit description accuracy. 

Furthermore, this has been accepted by the international aviation community through 

the SBAS Interoperability Working Group (IWG) and has been drafted into the next 

generation of aviation GNSS receiver standards [97-99].  

 

Broadband LEOs for Navigation 
Broadband low Earth orbit (LEO) constellations offer better geometry than GNSS 

core-constellations, allowing other factors to relax and for the use of commercial-off-

the-shelf (COTS) components to obtain comparable performance. I completed a 
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system analysis to establish how the proposed Broadband LEO constellations of 

OneWeb, SpaceX, and others can be used to augment GNSS and even act as their own 

core-constellation. A global geometry analysis established that even the smallest 

constellation is three fold better than core-constellations today. This allows for 

relaxation of other parameters to achieve the same user positioning accuracy. Using 

this, I established requirements on satellite clock and orbit and outline how these can 

be achieved in practice. Furthermore, I conducted a space environment analysis, 

showing that COTS components could be used in the construction of navigation 

payloads, allowing for a lower than traditional cost [100, 101].  

 

1.5 Outline 

In this thesis, we outline the necessary background and supporting arguments for the 

contributions above. Chapter 2 begins with Earth orbit fundamentals. This will contain 

the background critical to the developments in this thesis including orbital dynamics, 

perturbations, orbit description, and numerical propagation techniques. Chapter 2 will 

close with an overview of the status of space infrastructure, namely, what is in orbit 

today and what orbital regimes are most used in application. Chapter 3 goes deeper 

into the details on constellation design and the operational orbit description used in 

practice by the core-constellations of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou as well 

as augmentation systems like the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and safety-

critical Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS).  

 Chapter 4 describes my first contribution. This demonstrates that new SBAS 

orbits, coupled with the next generation of proposed SBAS standards, which will 

include multi-frequency and multi-constellation GNSS, enables safety-critical 

operations in the Arctic with existing ground infrastructure. A case study shows the 

improvement that can be obtained at the northernmost public airport in Svalbard using 

the highly elliptical orbit of QZSS. Further analysis shows that precision approach can 

be achieved in the entire northern hemisphere by 2026 with an appropriately inclined 

space segment. SBAS standards are further modified to enable maritime operations in 
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Arctic seas, enabling precision operations like ice navigation and surveying. This is 

then compared with the performance achievable from Advanced Receiver 

Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (ARAIM), which is slated for 2029. This method 

provides safety-critical services through the wealth of information provided by multi-

constellation and multi-frequency, though does not reach the same level of service as 

SBAS. 

 Chapter 5 brings new orbits to SBAS. Motivated by the need presented in 

Chapter 4, this begins with background on the limitations of the SBAS space 

infrastructure today and of existing aviation receiver standards. It then outlines the 

design of the next generation of orbit message to support a wider class of orbital 

regimes, specifically all those used in GNSS today. We then present the message 

parameters, fitting algorithm, and qualification process, showing their combined 

ability to withstand all combinations of orbital perturbations and deliver the reliability 

levels needed for safety-critical aviation. Some mathematical derivation related to the 

parameter-fitting algorithm, namely, its partial derivatives is given in Appendix B. 

Results show that this new message supports existing geostationary (GEO) satellites, 

brings the orbit classes of IGSO, HEO, and MEO, and supports all with an order of 

magnitude improvement in orbit description accuracy. 

 Chapter 6 demonstrates how to leverage the coming broadband low Earth orbit 

(LEO) constellations for navigation. It begins with an overview of the proposed space 

infrastructure on the horizon. These constellations are being planned by the likes of 

OneWeb, SpaceX, Boeing, and Samsung and aim to deliver broadband Internet, 

globally. This unprecedented space infrastructure could increase the number of 

operational satellite by two to tenfold. An analysis of constellation geometry shows 

that these LEOs outperform the GNSS core-constellations of today by at least a factor 

of three. This allows for relaxation of other constraints and hence less stringent 

requirements on the satellite clock and orbit to achieve the same user positioning 

performance as GPS today. With this this key insight, it is shown that this desired 

performance can be met with a hosted payload built using commercial-off-the-shelf 

(COTS) components for a lower than traditional cost. Details on the calculation of 
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user position error as it relates to satellite geometry and range error is given in 

Appendix C.  

 Chapter 7 finishes with a summary and directions for future work, and 

Appendix A with a glossary.  
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Chapter 2  
 
Orbit Fundamentals 

In this chapter, we give a brief background on Earth orbits. We begin with space 

mechanics in Section 2.1, which describes the orbital motion of spacecraft. This will 

be limited to Earth orbit since those are most useful for Earth-bound navigators. 

Section 2.2 adds fidelity to the orbit dynamic model, including the physics needed to 

predict orbits to the meter level as required for navigation. Section 2.3 discusses 

numerical solutions to these complex nonlinear differential equations of motion and 

discusses commercial and open source software built for this purpose. Section 2.4 

introduces orbit description where parameterizations describe the position and velocity 

of the spacecraft at a given epoch. Section 2.6 closes with the state of Earth orbits 

today, specifically those most useful in application, their numbers, and at which 

altitudes they reside.  

 

2.1 Dynamics 

By the 17th century, much celestial observation data had been collected. The Danish 

astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) took meticulous measurements for decades and 

substantially improved the science and accuracy of astronomical measurements. His 

assistant, Johannes Kepler (1571-1631), later used this data to establish empirical laws 
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that describe the motion of celestial objects. These became known as Kepler’s Laws of 

Planetary Motion and are as follows: 

 

1. Planetary orbits are ellipses with the Sun at one focus. 

2. A line segment joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out equal areas during 

equal time intervals. 

3. The square of the planet’s orbital period T is proportional to the cube of its 

semi-major axis a.  

 

 Kepler provided descriptions of orbits with his laws, but not the underlying 

principal. This insight was provided by Sir Isaac Newton and his Universal Law of 

Gravitation [102]. If we consider the Earth-spacecraft system given in Figure 2.1, the 

magnitude of the gravitational force FG acting between them is given by:  

 FG =
GMem
r2

 (2.1) 

where Me is the mass of Earth, m is the mass of the spacecraft, G is the universal 

gravitational constant equal to 6.67300×10-11 m3/ kg-s2,  and r is the distance between 

the two bodies’ center of mass. This inverse square law holds true for point masses 

and perfectly spherical homogenous bodies. A point mass assumption is reasonable for 

a spacecraft since it is small in comparison to Earth but is less realistic for Earth itself 

and will be discussed more in the next section. 

 
Figure 2.1. Earth-spacecraft system in inertial space. 
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 Considering the dynamic system in Figure 2.1, we will assume the Earth and 

spacecraft as the only two bodies which influence each other. The X-Y-Z frame 

depicted represents a global inertial reference frame where r1 and r2 represent the 

position vectors of the Earth and spacecraft, respectively. The only force acting on 

each body is the gravitational force between them given by Eqn. (2.1). We now 

consider Newton’s Second Law: 

 ΣF =
Id
dt

m I v( ) =m I a  (2.2) 

where the superscript I in front of the derivative is meant to denote differentiation with 

respect to an inertial reference frame. Applying this to each body, yields the following 

equations of motions: 

 m
Id 2r1
dt2

= −
GMem
r2

r
r

 (2.3) 

 Me

Id 2r2
dt2

= +
GMem
r2

r
r

 (2.4) 

where the relative position vector r = r1 - r2, r is the distance between their center of 

masses given by r = r
2
, and r / r is a unit vector which points from the Earth to the 

spacecraft. Dividing the above equations by their respective masses and subtracting 

Eqn. (2.3) from (2.4) results in the following equation of motion: 

 
Id 2r
dt2

= −
G Me +m( )

r3
r  (2.5) 

The mass of Earth is assumed to be much larger than that of the spacecraft, 

thus we can make the approximation that G Me +m( ) ≈GMe . This quantity is referred 

to as the gravitational parameter and is denoted by μ. For Earth, this is equal to 

3.986005×1014 m3/s2. With this, the Fundamental Orbital Differential Equation 

(FODE) of motion describing a spacecraft orbiting a central body is given by:  

 
Id 2r
dt2

+
µ
r3
r = 0  (2.6) 

Though the above was derived in the context of the Earth, it is valid for a spacecraft 

orbiting any celestial body. Only the value of µ changes, which is central body 

dependent. The geometric solutions to this equation are conic sections. These include 
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circles, ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas and are the resulting shapes of spacecraft 

trajectories. We will focus on closed trajectories, namely, circles and ellipses. 

Parabolas and hyperbolas escape Earth, sending spacecraft on interplanetary 

trajectories.  

This was only a brief introduction to the subject of orbital mechanics, for more 

in-depth background on this and the following sections please see these excellent 

AA279A and AA279B course notes of Prof. Andrew K. Barrows and these books 

[103-106]. 

 

2.2 Perturbations 

In the previous section, the only force at work on the spacecraft was the assumed 

spherical gravity of the central body as given by an inverse square law. In reality, this 

is more complex. The Sun, Moon, and planets also have gravity and pull on the 

satellite in their own respective directions. The Earth doesn’t have a uniform mass 

distribution; it has oceans and mountains, resulting in a more complex gravity field. 

The Earth also flexes under the influence of the Moon, resulting in solid tides, which 

further complicates its gravity. If close enough to Earth, atmospheric drag tends to 

dissipate energy from the orbit. The International Space Station (ISS) has to boost its 

orbit periodically to counter this effect, doing so nine times in the last year alone 

[107]. Photons from the Sun exchange momentum with the spacecraft, resulting in so-

called solar radiation pressure (SRP). The Earth’s albedo can give a similar photon 

push. Einstein’s theory of General Relativity provides a more complete model than 

Newton’s, resulting in relativistic gravity. These effects are referred to as orbital 

perturbations and can be added to the FODE as follows: 

 
Id 2r
dt2

+
µ
r3
r = f  (2.7) 

where f contains these extra accelerations and can be extraordinarily complex.  

The magnitude of these perturbations as a function of altitude is given in 

Figure 2.2. This shows the level of the dominant spherical gravity in relation to the 
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perturbations, giving insight into the strongest effects and their altitude range. The Ci,j 

terms account for Earth’s non-spherical gravity field. This is described by a spherical 

harmonic expansion where each Ci,j represents a mode shape. The C2,0 term is the 

second zonal harmonic, often referred to as J2. The Earth’s true shape is an oblate 

spheroid, squished at the Poles and inflated at the equator. This results in part from its 

spin, much like the stretch of a water balloon on a turntable. C2,0 represents the Earth’s 

equatorial bulge and is the dominant perturbation in low (LEO) and medium Earth 

orbit (MEO), causing precession of the orbit. In geosynchronous orbit (GSO), Sun and 

Moon gravity become similar in magnitude to Earth oblate gravity.  

In general, LEO being closer to Earth is more affected by higher order gravity 

terms and atmospheric drag. In GSO, both oblate Earth and luni-solar gravity become 

equally important. In MEO, where the GNSS core-constellations reside, the motion is 

largely dominated by oblate Earth gravity though also feels the pull of the Sun and 

Moon significantly.   

 

 
Figure 2.2. Orbital perturbations as a function of altitude. 
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2.3 Numerical Propagation  

Knowledge of the satellite position to the meter level is required for navigation. This 

necessitates the highest fidelity dynamic model, encompassing all of the perturbations 

described in Figure 2.2 and more. This requires solving to the FODE subject to a 

complex forcing function f to extract the position and velocity of the satellite as a 

function of time. The challenge brought by this problem has lead to a variety of 

analytical, semi-analytical, and numerical solution techniques. An overview of these 

methods can be found in [103-106]. Here, we will focus on setting up the problem for 

numerical solution and overview some common software packages used in trajectory 

propagation.  

The equations of motion described by Eqn. (2.7) represent a system of three 

second order ODEs or equivalently six first order ODEs. Numerical solution 

techniques such as the Runge-Kutta family of methods require these equations be 

written as a set of first order ODEs. In this formulation, it becomes useful to define the 

state of the spacecraft x. Typically, the state x is taken as the combined position r and 

inertial velocity Iv described in the Earth-Centered-Inertial (ECI) frame: 

 x = r
Iv

!

"
#
#

$

%
&
&
 (2.8) 

We now need to write the equations of motion in the form: 

 !x = f (x, t)  (2.9) 

where t represents time. This yields the following first order system: 

 !x =
Id
dt

r
Iv
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A variety of numerical integration techniques can be used to solve this system. 

Popular among the astrodynamics community are high order Runge-Kutta and Prince-

Dormand methods [105, 108]. Integrators can be built using commercial solvers such 

as MATLAB’s ode45, which is an adaptive 4th/5th order Runge-Kutta algorithm. 

However, much work must be done to build and validate perturbation force models.  
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Orbit propagation software has been developed by academia, government 

agencies, and commercial industry. Some software packages, such as those developed 

by NASA, are open source while others require a license or may even be classified. 

The GPS Control Segment is constantly improving their force models in an effort to 

improve orbit determination, prediction accuracy, and ultimately user navigation 

performance [109]. However, this software is used in a military system and hence is 

kept confidential.  

The International GNSS Service (IGS) produces post-processed precise GNSS 

orbits [110]. The real-time orbits broadcast by GPS today are accurate to about 1 

meter [111, 112]. The post-processed orbits from IGS have residuals of better then 2.5 

centimeters, though have a latency of 17 to 41 hours [112]. These orbits are typically 

used in conjunction with logged GNSS measurements for post-processing in precision 

applications. These orbits are produced by IGS Analysis Centers which include the 

likes of the NASA Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL), the Center for Orbit Determination in 

Europe (CODE), GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Energy, Mines and Resources 

(EMR) – Natural Resources Canada, the European Space Agency (ESA), the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) – 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Scripps Institute 

of Oceanography (SIO) [113]. Each of these organizations uses their own software to 

estimate GNSS orbits, and all are in agreement to within 2.5 centimeters [112, 114]. 

Licenses for some of these software packages can be requested. These include JPL’s 

GNSS-Inferred Positioning SYstem and Orbit Analysis SImulation Software (GIPSY-

OASIS) [115], the MIT / Scripps Institution of Oceanography / Harvard University 

‘GAMIT’ [116], and the Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB) 

‘Bernese’ used by the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe [117]. Though useful 

for GNSS orbit determination based on measurements, they are not typically general 

orbit analysis tools. 

Commercial orbit propagators and mission analysis tools are also available. 

Analytical Graphics Inc.’s (AGI) Systems Tool Kit (formerly Satellite Tool Kit, both 

known as STK) has become an industry standard in orbit analysis [118]. A major 
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competitor to AGI is FreeFlyer, a commercial software package developed by A.I. 

Solutions [119]. Both have been found comparable to each other in terms of their 

agreement with specific force model implementations and have been validated 

extensively [120, 121]. Though they are extremely powerful in their capabilities, 

which now include a variety of features to analyze and optimize all aspects of space 

missions, they do require a software license. 

Open source code modules have been developed by NASA in the form of their 

Java Astrodynamics Toolbox (JAT) [122]. It has been shown that JAT gives 

comparable performance to STK and FreeFlyer, agreeing with them to the millimeter 

and worst-case meter level when implementing the same force models [120]. 

However, JAT currently only offers models of limited fidelity compared to STK and 

FreeFlyer. For example, the most accurate Earth gravity model in JAT is the JGM-3, 

which represents a 36x36 term spherical harmonic model. By comparison, STK 

implements the EGM 2008 Earth gravity model, which has 2150x2159 terms.  

NASA’s General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) is a promising open source 

alternative to STK [123]. Collaboratively developed by the NASA Goddard 

Spaceflight Center and private industry, GMAT is a production quality software 

package whose first flight verified Gold release was in 2013 [108]. This was the same 

year NASA launched the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) 

mission, whose team used GMAT in preparation for flight [124]. GMAT has 

undergone extensive validation and has been used extensively as a design tool for 

flight projects including: NASA’s Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite 

(LCROSS) mission, the Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics 

of the Moon's Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) mission, and the Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), just to name a few [108].  

In summary, this section gives an overview of the numerical propagation 

techniques used to solve orbital dynamics problems and the available software 

packages that implement them. Orbit propagation will be a major component of this 

thesis but the aim is not to improve upon existing models but rather to leverage 

existing tools.  In this dissertation, both AGI’s STK and the NASA GMAT were used 
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to create high fidelity trajectories. The commercial STK was used in early work but a 

switch was made after the first gold release of the freely available NASA GMAT. 

 

2.4 Orbit Description 

2.4.1 Keplerian Elements 

In this section, we move from orbital dynamics to orbit description. As shown in 

Section 2.3, the FODE represents a set of 6 first order differential equations of motion. 

This initial value problem requires knowledge of the initial state x0 to specify and 

solve the equations. As such, it takes 6 parameters to describe the orbital state at a 

given epoch. This could be specified as position and velocity to be fed into a 

numerical propagator and often is. It has even been advocated to be standardized so 

that it can be seamlessly fed into different numerical propagation software packages 

[125]. However, position and velocity at one instant of time offer little physical insight 

into the orbit itself. The canonical orbit description known as the Keplerian elements 

gives us this understanding. These six elements arise from the conic section solutions 

of the unforced FODE and give an orbital state representation. In the context of closed 

Earth orbits, these describe the size, shape, and orientation of an ellipse in inertial 

space. These are shown pictorially in Figure 2.3 and summarized in Table 2.1. 

 
Table 2.1. The Keplerian Elements. 

Parameter Description 

a Semi-Major Axis 

e Eccentricity 

i Inclination 

ω Argument of Perigee 

Ω Right Ascension of Ascending Node 

M0 Mean Anomaly at Reference Time (Epoch) 
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The semi-major axis a describes the size of the ellipse and the eccentricity e its 

shape. Three Euler angles (i, ω, Ω) are used to describe the orientation of the ellipse in 

inertial space. The inclination i gives the angle between the orbital plane and the 

Earth’s equatorial plane. The right ascension of the ascending node Ω, gives the angle 

between the vernal equinox and the point where the orbit passes through the equatorial 

plane while moving northward. The argument of periapsis (perigee in the context of 

Earth) ω is the angle between the equatorial plane and the point of Earth closest 

approach. The last parameter is the mean anomaly M which indicates where in the 

elliptical path the satellite is at a given time. The mean anomaly is related to the true 

anomaly f, the physical angle between periapsis and the satellite position in the orbital 

plane, through Kepler’s equation as described in Appendix B.  

 Though powerful in their physical meaning, the Keplerian elements have their 

limitations. There are singularities that can arise where some elements become 

undefined for circular and equatorial orbits. This is countered with the so-called 

equinoctial elements which are defined for all scenarios [126]. These are another set of 

6 parameters which are more robust but have less direct physical meaning.  

 The Keplerian elements can be used interchangeably with position and velocity 

to describe the orbital state. When dealing with a complex dynamic model subject to 

perturbations, the instantaneous Keplerian elements can be thought of as the elliptical 

trajectory that would result if no perturbations were present (also called an osculating 

orbit). Unlike a conic section trajectory, where a constant set {a,e, i,ω,Ω,M0}  can be 

used to calculate the orbital state at an arbitrary time, the Keplerian elements must 

continuously change to accurately represent high fidelity orbits. For a more realistic 

physical model, more parameters must be specified to capture the evolution of the 

Keplerian elements subject to perturbations.  
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(a)  

(b)  
Figure 2.3. The Keplerian Elements. 
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2.4.2 Two Line Elements 

Another widely used standard is the Two-Line Element (TLE) set produced by the 

North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD). NORAD keeps track of 

nearly all objects in orbit, both spacecraft and debris alike. The data is shared with the 

public through the efforts of Dr. T. S. Kelso who operates CelesTrak.com where all 

recent NORAD TLE data is available. To date, more than 40,000 artificial objects 

have been tracked in orbit at one time or another, where each is given a unique Space 

Catalogue Number (SCN). Some notable objects are the International Space Station 

(25544), the Apollo 11 Lunar Module (04041), the first human space flight of Yuri 

Gagarin (00103), and Sputnik 1 (00002). SCN 00001 was Sputnik 1’s R7 rocket 

booster, the first piece of space debris.  

 NORAD parameterizes orbits in a format standardized in the 1970s. Made to 

fit on two punched computer cards, these earned the name Two Line Elements (TLE) 

and are summarized in Table 2.2 [127]. This augments the Keplerian parameters with 

three additional corrections. This includes the first and second derivatives of the mean 

anomaly and B*, a combined spacecraft ballistic coefficient and reference atmospheric 

density parameter. B* is used in estimating aerodynamic drag perturbations. This 

formulation also makes use of the mean orbital rate n which is directly related to the 

semi-major axis a as follows: 

 n = µ
a3

 (2.11) 

Hence, specifying n is equivalent to specifying a.  

These parameters are used to calculate the orbital state vector (position and 

velocity) at a given epoch. They result from a dynamic model that includes not just 

spherical Earth gravity but also the higher order gravity terms J2, J3 and J4, Sun and 

Moon gravity, as well as aerodynamic drag. These parameters are fit over a specified 

time interval to give the best orbital state representation over several days.  To further 

standardize TLEs, their propagation model is specified in detail and published 

alongside companion open source computer code used to extract orbital state vectors. 

Known as the Simplified General Perturbation Model 4 (SGP4), it was originally 
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specified in [127] and was later refined by others [128]. In general, the NORAD TLEs 

are accurate to about 1 kilometer at epoch and typically degrade by 3 kilometers per 

day [128, 129].   

 
Table 2.2. The NORAD Two Line Elements.   

Parameter Description 

n Mean Motion  

e Eccentricity 

i Inclination 

ω Argument of Perigee 

Ω Right Ascension of Ascending Node 

M0 Mean Anomaly at Reference Time (Epoch) 

!M  First Derivative of Mean Anomaly 

!!M  Second Derivative of Mean Anomaly 

B* Combined Spacecraft Ballistic Coefficient and 
Reference Air Density 

 

 The orbit descriptions of fixed Keplerian and TLE sets are limited in their 

ability to capture the true physics of the orbit over a period of time. This limits their 

accuracy to the level of kilometers at best. They do not meet the meter level or better 

requirements for navigation. The orbit parameterizations used by the GNSS core-

constellations and augmentation systems are more sophisticated and will be the subject 

of Chapter 3. 

 

2.5 Coordinates Systems 

In navigation, we need to know the satellite position in Earth fixed coordinates in 

order to compute our Earth-bound position. The Keplerian elements {a, e, i, ω, Ω, M0} 

describe the orbit in inertial space, typically in the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) frame. 

Shown in Figure 2.4, the ECI frame has its origin at Earth’s center and the Earth’s 
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equator defines the x-y plane. The x-axis points in the direction of the vernal equinox. 

This is a fixed direction in space which is referenced with respect to the distant 

constellations. The symbol used in Figure 2.4 is that of the constellation Aries.  

However, the Earth’s rotation axis has drifted over several thousand years and the 

vernal equinox is in fact now closer to Pieces. The z-axis is aligned with the Earth’s 

rotation vector, and the y-axis completes the right hand coordinate system. Given the 

Keplerian elements, the satellite’s ECI coordinates can be computed as follows: 

 rECI = a (1− e2 )
1+ ecos f

cosu cosΩ− sinu cosi sinΩ
cosu sinΩ+ sinu cosi cosΩ

sinu sin i
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 (2.12) 

where u is the argument of latitude and is equal to ω + f.  

 

 
Figure 2.4. The Earth Centered Inertial and Earth Centered, Earth Fixed coordinate systems. 
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 Also shown in Figure 2.4 is the Earth Centered, Earth Fixed (ECEF) 

coordinate frame. This is an Earth observer frame which also has its origin at Earth’s 

center. Like the ECI frame, the ECEF z-axis is aligned with the Earth’s rotation vector. 

The ECEF x-direction points from Earth’s center to the prime meridian (0 degrees 

longitude or Greenwich) in the equatorial plane and the y-axis completes the right 

hand coordinate system. The ECEF and ECI coordinate frames differ only by a 

rotation about the z-axis through angle θg known as sidereal time. This angular 

quantity is measured from the vernal equinox to the prime meridian about the z-axis. 

Sidereal time is dependent on both the time of day and the time of year and can be 

looked up in tables or computed directly as shown in [103]. Knowledge of this angle 

allows us to transform from ECI to ECEF coordinates as follows:  

 rECEF =R3(θg ) r
ECEF  (2.13) 

 vECEF =R3(θg ) v
ECI −ωe × r

ECI$% &'

 

(2.14) 

where ωe is the angular velocity of Earth and the transformation matrix R3(θg) is a 

rotation matrix about the z-axis through angle θg:  

 R3(θg ) =

cosθg sinθg 0

−sinθg cosθg 0

0 0 1
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(2.15) 

This allows us to write the satellite position in ECEF coordinates as:  

 rECEF = a (1− e2 )
1+ ecos f

cosu cos(Ω−θg )− sinu cosi sin(Ω−θg )

cosu sin(Ω−θg )+ sinu cosi cos(Ω−θg )

sinu sin i
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 (2.16) 

The quantity Ω - θg is known as the longitude of the ascending node LAN. This angle 

is the point of right ascension in ECEF coordinates. Since it is measured from the 

prime meridian in the equatorial plane, it corresponds to an Earth longitude.  
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 The IS-GPS-200 uses Ω to denote longitude of the ascending node, not right 

ascension of the ascending node [130]. GPS utilizes longitude of the ascending node 

as it allows for direct computation of the needed satellite ECEF coordinates as shown 

by Eqn. (2.16). In keeping with this notation, we’ll typically use Ω to represent 

longitude of the ascending node and RAAN to denote the right ascension of the 

ascending node. In either case, it will be made clear what the meaning of the 

parameter is in the given context.  

 

2.6 Orbit Types & Applications 

In this section, we examine the orbits above us and ask: what have we put in space, 

where have we put it, and what do we use it for? Figure 2.5 shows the 1419 

operational spacecraft in Earth orbit today [131]. Taking in this cacophony of 

trajectories, groupings emerge suggesting distinct orbital regimes. Colors representing 

major applications like Earth observation, communication, and navigation also seem 

to cluster together. This suggests that some regimes are better suited for certain space 

applications than others.  

Examination of the data shows that are distinct regimes where we put satellites 

as shown by their altitude distribution in Figure 2.6. The first regime is low Earth orbit 

(LEO) where 780 satellites reside today [131]. This zone is 400 to 1500 km from the 

Earth’s surface. Any lower and orbits decay too quickly due to atmospheric drag. Any 

higher and they enter the lower Van Allen radiation belt, the harshest radiation 

environment of the altitudes shown. Both limit satellite life and hence the selection in 

between. Popular in this zone are Earth observation satellites. Their proximity to the 

Earth gives good spatial resolution. Some communication systems reside in LEO, 

typically satellite phone networks which require low path loss, low latency, and hence 

proximity to Earth users as will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 2.5. All 1419 operational satellites in orbit (based on orbit data from [131]). 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Altitude distribution of satellites in orbit (based on data from [131]). 
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At the other end of the spectrum are satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GSO). 

These are placed at an altitude of 35,786 km, giving rise to an orbital period that 

exactly matches that of Earth’s rotation. If placed at the equator, the satellite will 

remain fixed in the sky, earning it the name geostationary Earth orbit (GEO). Today 

there are 506 active GEO satellites [131]. Some Earth observation satellites, such as 

the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES), are placed in GEO, 

each offering a picture of one third of the Earth. Though LEO offers resolution, GEO 

delivers coverage. This complement explains why they are both used today. As a 

communication relay, only 3 satellites would be required to cover essentially all of the 

Earth as first proposed by famed science fiction author Sir Arthur C. Clarke [132]. 

Broadcast is more practical from this orbit because of latency. Two-way 

communication is hindered as it takes a quarter of a second for radio to travel to GEO 

and back. SBAS also resides in GEO, broadcasting GNSS corrections for civil 

aviation. 

GEO satellites at the equator don’t provide coverage at high latitudes. To 

broadcast to its northern regions, the Soviet Union introduced the Molniya orbit. This 

is part of a broader class of orbit known as a highly elliptical orbit (HEO). Molniya is 

one example with a 12-hour orbital period and the 24-hour Tundra is another. These 

inclined orbits leverage their eccentricity to hover over high latitude regions. They 

move slowly over the northern hemisphere and faster over the southern to provide 

coverage in the Arctic Circle. There are approximately 37 satellites in HEO today 

[131].  

Figure 2.6 also shows that there is basically nothing between LEO and GSO. 

This is due in part to the harsh radiation environment between these regimes. The Van 

Allen radiation belts result from the interaction between the Earth’s magnetic field and 

high-energy particles from the Sun [133]. This yields two zones of intense radiation 

with the lower belts dominated by ions and the upper dominated by electrons. The 

only brave souls who live in this harsh environment are the navigation core-

constellations of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou, about 100 satellites in all. 

Because it is halfway between LEO and GSO, this regime is appropriately called 
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medium Earth orbit (MEO). These satellites must be hardened to survive, making 

them all the more difficult to design as will be discussed in Chapter 6.  

In summary, it takes a multitude of orbital regimes to support Earth’s 

infrastructure and enable the services we use today. Each regime has its strengths and 

weaknesses. LEO offers stronger signals, better resolution, lower latency, and lower 

cost to launch. However, they offer little coverage per satellite, taking eight satellites 

at an altitude of 1000 km to match the footprint of a single GEO. GEOs offer not only 

coverage but also the ability to easily keep an antenna pointed towards them. It is in 

the combination of these orbit classes that strength is achieved, as will be the theme of 

this dissertation.  
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Chapter 3  
 
GNSS Orbits  

In this chapter, we examine the orbits, constellation design, and orbit description of 

satellite navigation and augmentation systems, both past and present. Figure 3.1 shows 

the range of orbits that have been used in these applications and Table 3.1 summarizes 

their orbital parameters. Past systems like the U.S. Transit and Soviet Tsikada were 

placed in low Earth orbit (LEO) as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 

Modern GNSS core-constellations are predominantly in medium Earth orbit (MEO). 

This includes the U.S. GPS (Section 3.3), Russian GLONASS (Section 3.4), and 

European Galileo (Section 3.5). The Chinese BeiDou makes use of a combination of 

medium, inclined geosynchronous, and geostationary orbits to provide global coverage 

with an improved service over China as described in Section 3.6. Furthermore, 

regional augmentation systems typically make use of geosynchronous orbits to remain 

over a certain region on Earth. Safety-critical augmentation systems are placed in 

geostationary Earth orbits (GEO) as discussed in Section 3.7. The Quasi-Zenith 

Satellite System (QZSS) provides additional high elevation signals over Japan to aid 

in urban environments. This makes use of highly elliptical orbits as discussed in 

Section 3.8.  
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Figure 3.1. The spectrum of orbits used in satellite navigation and augmentations systems. The Earth 

and altitudes shown here are to scale.  

 
Table 3.1. Summary of satellite navigation and augmentation orbital parameters. 

System Orbit 
Class 

Altitude 
[km] 

Eccentricity 
[-] 

Inclination 
[deg] Orbital Period 

Transit LEO 1,100 0 90 106 min 

Tsikada LEO 990 0 83 105 min 

GPS MEO 20,350 0 55 1/2 sidereal day 

GLONASS MEO 19,100 0 64 8/17 sidereal day 

Galileo MEO 23,200 0 56 10/17 sidereal day 

BeiDou 

MEO 21,150 0 55 7/16 sidereal day 

IGSO 35,786 0 55 1 sidereal day 

GEO 35,786 0 0 1 sidereal day 

QZSS HEO 38,950 0.075 40 1 sidereal day 

SBAS GEO 35,786 0 0 1 sidereal day 
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3.1 Transit 

Built by the U.S. Navy and operational for military use by 1964, Transit represents the 

first satellite navigation system. This constellation typically consisted of 5 to 10 

satellites in a ‘bird cage’ configuration as shown in Figure 3.2. These polar orbiting 

satellites were placed in low Earth orbit at an altitude of 1100 km. It required 10 to 16 

minutes of observation to obtain a position fix by passively observing the Doppler 

shift as the satellite traveled overhead. Knowledge of the satellite position was crucial 

to this process. As such, Transit transmitted orbit data to the user through a set of 

augmented Keplerian elements. These 12 parameters are given in Table 3.2 and stem 

from a dynamic model of sufficient fidelity to achieve the precision needed for 

navigation [134]. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. The Transit constellation. 
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Table 3.2. The Transit orbit navigation message [134]. 

Message 
Block 

Parameter 
Symbol Units Definition of Parameter 

Static 
Message 

Parameters 

tp minutes UTC  
Time of first perigee in the time 
span of ephemeral memory on the 
day that perigee occurs 

n degrees / minute  Mean motion  

ω0 degrees Argument of perigee at epoch tp 

ω!  degrees / minute Precession rate of perigee 

e - Eccentricity 

A0 meters Mean semi-major axis 

Ω0 degrees Right ascension of the ascending 
node at epoch tp 

Ω!  degrees / minute Precession rate of node 

Ci - Cosine of inclination 

Si - Sine of inclination 

ΛG degrees  Inertial longitude of Greenwich 
relative to the Vernal Equinox at tp 

Variable 
Message 

Parameters 

tk minutes  Reference epoch for variable 
message 

ΔEk degrees Correction to the eccentric anomaly  

ΔAk meters Correction to the mean anomaly  

ηk meters Out of plane orbit component 

 

 The Transit orbit navigation parameters in Table 3.2 were packaged into two 

messages. The first was a static message consisting of 11 values that remained valid 

for up to 16 hours. These parameters included an epoch time tp, five of the six 

Keplerian orbital elements which represent a nominal elliptical path, two correction 

terms to account for orbit drift, as well as the angle between the Earth-Centered-Earth-

Fixed (ECEF) and Earth-Centered-Inertial Frame (ECI) otherwise known as the angle 

between the Prime Meridian and Vernal Equinox ΛG. Though there are only 9 pieces 

of information, 11 terms are provided to reduce the computational load on the user. 

This eliminates the need to compute square roots and trigonometric functions.  
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 The Keplerian elements given are the semi-major axis A0, mean orbital rate n, 

eccentricity e, right ascension of the ascending node RAAN0 (historically this was 

denoted as Ω0 in the original Transit documentation), argument of perigee ω0, and 

inclination in the form of cosine Ci and sine Si of i. The remaining Keplerian element, 

the mean anomaly at epoch M0, is found by multiplying n by tp. Though there are six 

parameters listed, n and A0 contain the same information but are sent in this way to 

reduce the computational load on the user. The additional rate terms correct for 

precession of the ascending node !Ω  and of the argument of perigee !ω . This static 

message represents averaged parameters that are meant to best represent the orbital 

state over a period of up to 16 hours.  

 The second part of the message adds further correction to the nominal orbit. 

This portion is given at discrete 2 minute intervals [134]. This contains an epoch time 

tk, correction to the eccentric anomaly ΔEk, correction to the mean semi-major axis 

ΔAk, as well as a correction to the out of orbital plane component in perifocal 

coordinates ηk. Perifocal coordinates are denoted u-v-η in the Transit Interface Control 

Document (ICD) and is a system centered on the central body where the u-coordinate 

points towards perigee, the η-coordinate points normal to the orbital plane, and the v-

component completes the right-hand coordinate system [103]. For the case where 

there are no perturbations present, i.e. where the spacecraft is orbiting a spherical 

gravity field, there is no out of plane motion. In the case of Transit, this component is 

included to add fidelity to the orbit description. 

 Based on the number of significant digits used in the Transit orbit 

parameterization, it could represent the orbit to approximately the meter level. An 

examination of the quantization (truncation) of the parameters shows that the semi-

major axis is represented at the meter level. Furthermore, the orbital elements are 

known to five decimal places in units of degrees. This error can be thought of as an arc 

length, where the radius is that of the orbit. For Transit at an altitude of 1100 km, this 

error becomes: 

 RE +1100km( )×10−5 deg× 2π rad
deg

≈1.3m  (3.1) 
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where RE is the radius of Earth. Hence, this is also at the meter level. It is likely that 

early message designers realized that orbit estimation would not be at the sub-meter 

level even with leaps in technology in the decade ahead. Thus, a message truncated to 

the meter level was sufficient for this application. It was not until the end of the 

Transit program three decades later that such orbit determination became possible and 

is why we see a different strategy in later satellite navigation systems like GPS. 

 

3.2 Tsikada 

The Soviet counterpart to the U.S. Transit was the Parus satellite navigation system. 

Like Transit, it was a LEO satellite navigation constellation based on passive Doppler 

observation. It utilized the same principle for navigation, broadcast at the same 

frequencies, and was placed in a similar polar LEO orbit [24]. The military Parus 

system became operational in 1976 with a constellation of 10 satellites. In 1979, a 

subset of four of these satellites became operational for civilian maritime use and 

became known as Tsikada (Cicada). The Tsikada satellites were nominally placed in 3 

orbital planes spaced 120 degrees apart. Their 990 km altitude orbits are near polar 

and inclined at 83 degrees. It is believed that the military system remains operational 

even today serving other functions including communications as well as search and 

rescue (SAR). According to data from NORAD, Figure 3.3 shows the Russian LEO 

navigation satellites in orbit today.  

 The Tsikada satellite position information was packaged very differently than 

its U.S. counterpart. A typical Tsikada orbit message has the form given in Table 3.3.  

Rather than making use of an orbital element parameterization, this system simply 

broadcast the satellite’s state vector, namely, its Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) 

position and velocity at discrete 3-minute intervals. In addition, each satellite would 

broadcast a less precise almanac for up to four satellites for use in coarse 

determination of when the next satellite would be in view for a position update. This 

almanac takes the form of mean orbital elements and the satellite’s position is 

calculated in a similar way to Transit. 
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Figure 3.3. Current Parus satellites in orbit. 

 

 A typical Tsikada orbit message is structured into 8 blocks: block 1 contains 

the satellite ECEF position and velocity at the epoch time tk, block 2 contains the 

satellite ECEF position and velocity at time tk + 3 minutes, block 3 contains a repeat of 

block 1, block 4 contains a repeat of block 2, and blocks 5-8 contain the almanac. The 

message was coded to allow for 32-bit normalized binary floating-point numbers. This 

gave rise to greater orbit representation precision down to the centimeter level 

compared to that of the fixed point Transit at the meter level. That is not to say that the 

message accuracy was greater overall, just that it can better represent the orbit 

estimate made by the ground segment. Tsikada also had the benefit of a decade’s 

worth of technology development as it came online more than ten years after Transit. 
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Table 3.3. Russian LEO navigation orbital parameters [135]. 

Message 
Type 

Parameter 
Symbol Units Definition of Parameter 

Ephemeris 

tk 
minute of day 

MST 
(Moscow Time) 

Epoch of orbit state vector 

X kilometers ECEF X 

Y kilometers ECEF Y 

Z kilometers ECEF Z 

DX/DT kilometers/sec ECEF X velocity 

DY/DT kilometers/sec ECEF Y velocity 

DZ/DT kilometers/sec ECEF Z velocity 

Almanac 

A kilometers Semi-major axis 

Τ minutes Orbital period 

I radians Inclination 

CONSTANT 1 - a + e sin ω 

CONSTANT 2 - b + e cos ω 

Ω’ radians Longitude of the ascending 
node 

tn 

MM DD 
HH:MM + 
fraction of 

minute 

Time of ascending node 

 
 

3.3 GPS 

The U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) was at full operation capability (FOC) in 

1996 and became an open public service in 2000. Figure 3.4 shows the 31 operational 

GPS satellites in medium Earth orbit today. These provide global coverage, delivering 

real-time 3D position and time everywhere. This constellation had to be bigger than 

Transit as it requires at least four satellites in view at all times everywhere on Earth to 

deliver this service. 
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Figure 3.4. The current 31 satellite GPS constellation.  

 

 The GPS constellation was originally designed as 24 satellites placed in three 

orbital planes, each inclined at 63 degrees with respect to the equator [20]. The 

selected altitude was 20,200 km, giving rise to an orbital period of 12 sidereal hours. 

This is exactly half of the Earth’s rotation period, giving rise to the operational benefit 

of repeating ground tracks. These satellites were distributed uniformly in the orbital 

planes, with each plane having eight satellites. This type of symmetric circular orbit 

configuration is known as a Walker Constellation [136] or Ballard Rosette [137] and 

was originally proposed for coverage of communications satellites. This design 

ensures that a minimum number of satellites are visible at all times on all places on 

Earth. 

 The GPS constellation was later optimized for satellite geometry and 

robustness to satellite failures [33]. This resulted in the nominal configuration of today 

where 24 satellites are placed in six orbital planes each inclined at 55 degrees. 

Interestingly, this optimization resulted in satellites that are not uniformly distributed 
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in the planes but are rather placed with distinct groupings as shown in Figure 3.5. 

Today, 31 satellites are in use where many are considered in-orbit spares and are used 

to improve service. 

 
Figure 3.5. The optimal 24 GPS satellite configuration [33].  

 

 To compute position, the GPS orbital information must be conveyed to the 

user on a continuous basis. This is done through the broadcast ephemeris message. 

This describes the orbit of each satellite using a set of augmented Keplerian elements 

which are summarized in Table 3.4 [130, 138]. These parameters are fit to an orbit arc 

of 4 hours and represent best-fit mean parameters used to describe the position and 

velocity of the satellite to the user. The selected fit interval is similar to how long GPS 

satellites are in view to a user on Earth. Hence, once the orbit information is decoded, 

the user can compute the satellite position the entire time it is in view.  

  In addition to mean Keplerian elements, the GPS ephemeris contains 9 

additional correction terms {Δn, IDOT, !Ω, Cus, Cuc, Cis, Cic, Crs, Crc}  to capture 

dominant perturbation forces. This includes three rates to capture secular drift along 

with six harmonic correction terms. The mean motion difference Δn is due primarily 

to J2 effects, though it also absorbs the effect of lunar gravity and solar radiation 

pressure over the fit interval of 4 hours [138]. The rate in right ascension !Ω  primarily 

accounts for the precession of the orbital plane due to J2 though it also accounts for the 
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effects of Earth wobble and polar wander [138]. The rate in the inclination IDOT 

represents a cross-track correction further accounting for secular drift. The harmonic 

correction terms account primarily for J2 effects in the radial (Crs, Crc), along-track 

(Cus, Cuc), and cross-track (Cis, Cic) directions.  These terms come in pairs to account 

for the coefficient of the sine and cosine terms and also aid in the absorption of lunar 

gravity [138]. This parameterization can describe the orbit to the level of centimeters 

as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.  

 
 Table 3.4. The GPS ephemeris parameters [130]. The unit ‘semi-circles’ can be multiplied by π to obtain 

units of radians. 

Type Parameter Units Description 

Keplerian 
Elements 

√A √m Square root of the semi-major axis 

e - Eccentricity  

i0 semi-circles Inclination at reference time 

ω semi-circles Argument of perigee 

Ω0 semi-circles Longitude of the ascending node at 
weekly epoch 

M0 semi-circles Mean anomaly at reference time 

Harmonic 
Corrections 

Crs, Crc meters Amplitude of sine and cosine 
correction terms to the orbit radius 

Cis, Cic radians 
Amplitude of sine and cosine 
correction terms to the angle of 
inclination 

Cus, Cuc radians 
Amplitude of sine and cosine 
correction terms to argument of 
latitude 

Secular 
Corrections 

IDOT semi-circles / sec Rate of inclination 

!Ω  semi-circles / sec Rate of right ascension 

Δn semi-circles / sec Mean motion correction 

Time IODE - Issue of Data (Ephemeris) 
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 Each GPS satellite broadcasts its precision ephemeris as well as coarse orbital 

information for the entire constellation. Known as the almanac, this latter information 

is stored in the receiver for up to 60 days and is used to determine which satellites are 

view and worth searching for. Hence it is a useful tool in allocating resources and 

channels in signal acquisition. The almanac consists of the 6 Keplerian elements along 

with a correction in right ascension !Ω  to account for precession of the orbital plane 

caused by Earth oblate gravity. These parameters are fit to the control segment’s 

prediction of the orbit over a 6 day arc and the message is meant to be valid for up to 

60 days [130]. 

 

3.4 GLONASS 

The Russian GLONASS (ГЛОНАСС) was at full operational capability (FOC) in 

1996 with 24 satellites in three orbital planes, each inclined at 64 degrees. Eight 

satellites are uniformly spaced in each orbital plane and placed in circular orbits at an 

altitude of 19,100 km. Interestingly, this was the original configuration for the GPS 

constellation [20]. All core-constellations today are inclined near 55 degrees except 

GLONASS whose higher inclination better supports the high latitude regions of 

Russia. Due to budget constraints, GLONASS fell into disarray with only ten satellites 

operational on average between 1998 and 2006. With improved funding, GLONASS 

was back to 24 satellites in 2011 and remains that way today. The current constellation 

is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 Similar to the earlier Russian Tsikada system, GLONASS describes its orbits 

using Cartesian Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) parameters. These are 

summarized in Table 3.5. This orbital ephemeris consists of ECEF position, velocity, 

and acceleration and is updated every thirty minutes. The satellite position at a given 

instant is computed using a numerical integration scheme where the position and 

velocity represent initial conditions and the acceleration terms are perturbations. The 

satellite position is ultimately extracted from the following first order system of 

differential equations [139-141]: 
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dx
dt
= vx

dy
dt
= vy

dz
dt
= vz

dvx
dt

=η1x +η2x 1−η3( )+ !Ωe
2x + 2 !Ωevy + !!x

dvy
dt

=η1y+η2y 1−η3( )+ !Ωe
2y− 2 !Ωevx + !!y

dvz
dt

=η1z+η2z 3−η3( )+ !!z

 (3.2) 

where RE is the radius of Earth, η1 = −µ r3  accounts for spherical Earth gravity as 

described in Chapter 2, η2 = − 3
2 µJ2RE

2 r5 and η3 = 5z
2 r2 account for Earth’s oblate 

gravity where J2 = 1082.63×10-6, !Ωe  is the rotation rate of Earth and its associated 

terms account for the rotating ECEF reference frame, and !!x, !!y, !!z  are the accelerations 

due to lunar and solar gravity perturbations. 

 
Figure 3.6. The current GLONASS constellation.  
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 Numerical solutions to ODEs were discussed in Section 2.3. Though the 

GLONASS Interface Control Document (ICD) stipulates that the ephemeris 

parameters must be numerically integrated, the exact method or time step to be used is 

unspecified. As a result, the GNSS community has examined schemes to yield optimal 

results [139, 140, 142]. GPS by comparison even specifies the exact value of π that 

must be used in unpacking the ephemeris parameters to achieve the best results [130].   

 
Table 3.5. The GLONASS ephemeris parameters [141]. 

Parameter Units Description 

x kilometers 

ECEF position y kilometers 

z kilometers 

!x  kilometers / sec 

ECEF velocity !y  kilometers / sec 

!z  kilometers / sec 

!!x  kilometers / sec2 

ECEF acceleration !!y  kilometers / sec2 

!!z  kilometers / sec2 

tb minutes Ephemeris reference epoch 

 

3.5 Galileo 

The European Galileo system is currently nearing completion with 15 operational 

satellites in orbit as of March 2017. Ultimately, the system will consist of 24 satellites 

uniformly distributed into three orbital planes, each inclined at 56 degrees. Each plane 

will contain eight satellites in circular orbits at an altitude of 23,200 km as shown in 

Figure 3.7. The system is expected to be completed by 2020 [36, 38].  

 Galileo is a Walker Constellation [136], also known as a Ballard Rosette [137]. 

Like GPS, Galileo was extensively optimized for navigation [143]. However, this 

primarily civil system has a different focus than the military GPS, so it not surprising 
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that its optimization gave rise to a different design. Galileo parameterizes its orbits 

using an identical scheme to GPS, making use of an the same set of augmented 

Keplerian elements given in Table 3.4 [144].  

 

 
Figure 3.7. The completed Galileo constellation. 

 

3.6 BeiDou 

The Chinese BeiDou (��) navigation satellite system is also under construction. 

With origins in the 1980s, BeiDou was implemented in three phases. Phase I was the 

launch of 3 experimental navigation satellites between 2000 and 2003, making China 

the third nation, after the U.S. and Russia, to have a satellite navigation system [41].  

Phase II was the development of a regional system completed in 2012 [42]. This 

consisted of 14 satellites with 5 in geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), 5 in inclined 

geosynchronous orbit (IGSO), and 4 in medium Earth orbit (MEO) [42]. The 
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geosynchronous orbits of GEO and IGSO always reside over China, providing 

regional coverage of the Asia-Pacific. The MEO satellites were placed at an altitude of 

21,150 km and were test units of what would comprise the later global system.  

 Though signals were broadcast continuously since early operation, they were 

of limited use to the public until December 2012 when an Interface Control Document 

(ICD) outlining the signal and data structure was released [43]. The broadcast PRN 

codes themselves were reverse engineered in 2008 by Dr. Grace Xingxin Gao of the 

Stanford GPS Lab [145, 146]. This allowed for signal acquisition and tracking though 

it could not provide the navigation message data structure, including the needed 

satellite orbit and clock information to use the system for navigation.  

 

 
Figure 3.8. The completed BeiDou constellation. 

 

 Now with 19 satellites in orbit [38], BeiDou is on track for a global system, 

completing Phase III by 2020 [44]. This will ultimately consist of 5 GEOs, 3 IGSOs, 

and 27 MEOs as shown in Figure 3.8 [44]. The IGSO and MEO satellites will be 
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inclined at 55 degrees. The MEO constellation will be placed in three orbital planes, 

much like Galileo. This configuration gives rise to global coverage with an improved 

regional service over China. 

 Though BeiDou makes use of a wide range of orbit classes, it utilizes the same 

ephemeris parameterization as GPS across MEO, IGSO, and GEO [147]. To 

accomplish this, BeiDou increases the dynamic range on the harmonic correction 

terms given in Table 3.4 by expanding their bit allocation from 16 to 18 bits and 

adjusting scale factors accordingly [147]. Special treatment is also required for the 

geostationary satellites due to the near singularity of the Keplerian element 

representation that occurs for low inclination satellites. This requires a modification to 

the orbit model and user transformation algorithms, not the parameters themselves, to 

avoid these difficulties [147]. A summary comparison of the differences between the 

similar GPS, Galileo, and BeiDou ephemerides is given in [147]. 

 

3.7 Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems 

Safety-critical augmentation systems provide regional corrections for aviation 

systems, enabling aircraft precision approach down to a decision height of 200 feet (61 

meters). These Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) make use of ground-

based infrastructure to monitor GPS in real-time and a space segment to broadcast 

GPS corrections to aircraft inflight. This service started over North America in 2003 

through the Wide Area Augment Systems (WAAS) [45-47]. Compatible service is 

available today in Europe through the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay 

Service (EGNOS) [48], in Japan through the Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation 

System (MSAS) [49], and in India through the GPS Aided GEO Augmented 

Navigation system (GAGAN) [50]. By 2021, more systems are expected to come 

online including the Russian System for Differential Corrections and Monitoring 

(SDCM), the South Korean Augmentation Satellite System (KASS), and the Chinese 

BeiDou SBAS. In all cases, the space-segment is restricted to geostationary satellites. 

Those operational today are given in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. Safety-critical augmentation satellites. 

 
Table 3.6. Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) ephemeris parameters [148]. 

Parameter Units Description 

XG  meters 

ECEF position YG  meters 

ZG  meters 
!XG  meters/sec 

ECEF velocity !YG  meters/sec 
!ZG  meters/sec 
!!XG  meters/sec2 

ECEF acceleration !!YG  meters/sec2 
!!ZG  meters/sec2 

t0  seconds Ephemeris reference epoch 

 

  The SBAS ephemeris makes use of Cartesian ECEF position, velocity, and 

acceleration as summarized in Table 3.6 [148]. Although similar in form to the 

GLONASS ephemeris, they are not meant to be numerically integrated but rather used 

with explicit formulas as outlined in [148] and discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

Though position and velocity are given directly, they too are a best fit of the control 

segment’s estimate of the orbit. When used in conjunction with the formulas given in 

[148], they aim to approximate the orbital state over their fit interval. Due to the time 

scales needed to ensure safety, the ephemeris is updated every two minutes and is 

valid for up to six minutes. 
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3.8 Quasi-Zenith Satellite System 

The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a regional augmentation 

system developed to provide a high elevation (near zenith) GPS-compatible signal 

over Japan at all times. This aids significantly in dense urban canyon environments 

like Tokyo, where tall buildings can block GNSS signals. QZS-1 has been in orbit 

since 2010. Its elliptical orbit, inclined at 40 degrees to match the latitude of Japan, 

allows it to spend most of its time over the region. As shown in Figure 3.11, QZS-1 is 

above 70 degrees in elevation over Japan for 8 hours a day; coverage will become 

constant with a final constellation of 3 satellites. These geosynchronous and highly 

elliptical orbits (known as Tundra orbits) will be spaced in orbital planes 120 degrees 

apart and synchronized to share the same ground track. The completed constellation is 

shown in Figure 3.10. 

  

 
Figure 3.10. The completed QZSS constellation. 
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 Like Galileo and BeiDou, QZSS makes use of the same orbital 

parameterization as GPS [149]. In order to maintain backwards compatibility with 

GPS and cope with the different dynamics in HEO compared to GPS in MEO, QZSS 

makes use of a shorter parameter fit interval of 2 hours compared to GPS at 4 hours. 

QZSS also plans to broadcast a safety-oriented augmentation signal known as the L1-

Submeter-class Augmentation with Integrity Function (L1-SAIF) in the future [52, 

53]. This will have its own ephemeris message known as Message Type 58. This 

parameterization of the QZSS orbit follows that used SBAS today, namely ECEF 

Cartesian position, velocity, and acceleration. However, the parameterization is really 

closer to that of the GLONASS ephemeris and makes use of a numerical integration 

scheme [149]. Like safety-critical augmentation systems in service today, this 

ephemeris message is meant to be valid for a period of minutes, not hours like its 

navigation message. 

 

 
Figure 3.11. Elevation angle to QZS-1 at Haneda Airport, Japan. 
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Chapter 4  
 
GNSS Integrity in the Arctic 

In this chapter, we demonstrate that GNSS can support safety-critical operations in the 

Arctic. Requirements for both maritime and aviation activities can be achieved using 

the next generation of standards developed in Chapter 5. Critical to this enablement is 

the use of new orbits such as highly elliptical and inclined geosynchronous for 

augmentation systems. Section 4.1 begins with the changing landscape of the Arctic. 

The recession of sea ice has led to growth in traffic and new industry, calling for high 

integrity navigation in the region. Section 4.2 examines the state of Satellite-Based 

Augmentation Systems (SBAS) today, showing availability limited to North America, 

Europe, Japan, and India. Section 4.3 assesses the limitations of current SBAS data 

links and explores orbits better suited to deliver safety-critical GNSS corrections to the 

Arctic. Section 4.4 shows the performance achievable with the coming SBAS 

standards for aviation, enabling precision approach in the entire northern hemisphere. 

Section 4.5 demonstrates that minor changes to the standards could allow SBAS to 

support precision and safety oriented maritime operations in the Arctic as well.  

 

4.1 A Changing Arctic 

The once inaccessible Arctic Ocean has gained economic attention as a result of the 

recession of sea ice. The summer Arctic ice extent has decreased by more than 50% 

since 1980 [64]. This decline is projected to continue and the Arctic is anticipated to 

be ice free in the summer months sometime between 2030 and 2080 [150]. This 
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decrease in sea ice coverage has triggered the expansion of many industries in the 

Arctic, some prospective and others very real and rapidly expanding.  

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has estimated the Arctic to 

contain 30% of the world’s undiscovered natural gas and 13% of its undiscovered oil 

[151]. As a result, the U.S. government has recently approved the first Arctic drilling 

off the shores of Alaska in May of 2015 [152]. This and other natural resources are 

attracting commercial activity in the form of exploration and exploitation. Industries 

such as fishing and tourism have seen the largest growth in the Arctic in the last 

decade [94]. Furthermore, some project that the Arctic Ocean could be used for 

alternative shipping routes, offering shorter distances than the traditional routes of the 

Suez or Panama Canals [153-156]. It is essential that all these activities be done 

sustainably and safely and providing navigation integrity is tantamount to that success.  

Maritime traffic in the Arctic is on the rise [154, 157]. Traffic along the 

Northern Sea Route near the coast of Russia has increased 20% per year between 2009 

and 2013 [157]. Traffic in the Canadian Arctic nearly doubled between 2005 and 

2010, with voyages through the Northwest Passage more than tripling [154]. The 

maritime activities being undertaken here vary both in scope and in their navigation 

requirements. Open water requirements in this region are similar to elsewhere on 

Earth. In regions overrun by ice, navigation requirements are more stringent. Ships 

operating in ice typically follow tracks carved out by icebreaker. To operate safely and 

autonomously, vessels must find these tracks and follow them. Navigation 

requirements are stricter still for precision operations such as drilling and mapping. 

Mapping is especially important in the Arctic as it is known that existing charts are 

unreliable in this region [158].  

Figure 4.1 shows the existing airports in the Arctic Circle which are mostly 

small to medium sized. This family of airports benefits most from a GNSS-based 

precision approach, as they typically are not equipped with ground infrastructure for 

instrument landing. Figure 4.2 shows the many transpolar routes that pass though the 

Arctic Circle, the first commenced by Scandinavian Airlines (SAS) in 1954 with 

flights from Copenhagen to Los Angeles [159]. These would benefit greatly from 
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improved horizontal guidance as well as having the option for a precision approach to 

one of many Arctic airports in the event of an emergency. In coming years, Arctic 

airports could experience more traffic as a result of commercial growth and perhaps 

from an increase use of Unpiloted Aerial Systems (UAS) for ice and other 

surveillance. 

The sparse and limited infrastructure in the Arctic makes it ideal for space-

based architectures for navigation. Navigation integrity can be achieved using GNSS 

core-constellations in conjunction with Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems 

(SBAS) or Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (ARAIM). SBAS 

requires both ground-based and space-based infrastructure to achieve integrity. 

ARAIM is more self-contained and realizes integrity algorithmically by leveraging the 

multitude of core-constellations and signals coming in the near future. Here, we 

examine both SBAS and ARAIM in the context of aviation and maritime requirements 

in the Arctic 

Single frequency GPS-only SBAS is in service today in many regions for 

aircraft precision approach. Service is available in North America through The Wide 

Area Augmentation System (WAAS), in Europe through the European Geostationary 

Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS), in Japan through the Multi-functional Satellite 

Augmentation System (MSAS), and in India through the GPS Aided GEO Augmented 

Navigation system (GAGAN). By 2021, more systems are scheduled to come online 

which include the Russian System for Differential Corrections and Monitoring 

(SDCM), the South Korean Augmentation Satellite System (KASS), and the Chinese 

BeiDou SBAS. The future also holds the completion the Galileo and BeiDou core-

constellations as well as the availability of two civil frequencies for use in ionospheric 

correction. As a result of this, multi-frequency multi-constellation SBAS is slated to 

become available by 2026, offering an increased level of service.  
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Figure 4.1. Arctic airports (based on data from openflights.org and ourairports.com)  

. 

 
Figure 4.2. Transpolar flight routes (based on data from openflights.org). 
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RAIM has been used since 1993 to deliver horizontal navigation to aircraft en 

route [160]. Advanced RAIM (ARAIM) will leverage the coming core-constellations 

and new civil frequencies to enable aircraft vertical guidance and is expected to be in 

service by 2029. Several architectures are being considered for ARAIM which have 

varying parameter update frequencies and deliver different levels of service [84, 160]. 

These parameters define the core-constellation fault rates and nominal error 

characteristics and are needed to compute bounds on the user’s position. Horizontal 

ARAIM is an architecture similar to the current RAIM though updated to include 

multi-constellation. In this scenario, parameters are either hard coded into the receiver 

or rarely updated in the form of an Integrity Support Message (ISM). The ISM allows 

for new constellations to be included as they come online and for their error 

characteristics to be updated. These errors may be high for new constellations and may 

decrease as the constellation matures [161]. Offline ARAIM supports vertical 

guidance with a long latency ISM updated monthly or less frequently. This 

architecture is subject to an availability risk as the user will be reliant on the ephemeris 

and clock data coming directly from the satellite. Online ARAIM also supports 

vertical guidance and mitigates the availability risk by requiring hourly updates to the 

aircraft. This will require communication with the aircraft in flight and is therefore 

subject to a connectivity risk. In the Arctic, connectivity is uncertain. Hence, we 

consider Offline ARAIM as the architecture in this analysis as this offers vertical 

guidance without a need for robust communication in flight. 

The ultimate goal is to get ahead of the growth in the Arctic and get safety 

standards in place early before bad practices are adopted and become the norm. The 

usefulness of SBAS for precision approach in aviation has already been demonstrated 

in the northernmost airports of Alaska [162, 163]. In addition, many have advocated 

for the use of SBAS in the Arctic for navigation safety [164, 165]. Previous work has 

examined single frequency GPS-only SBAS in the Arctic for aviation and determined 

it to be very difficult to achieve precision approach in this region [166]. Additional 

work has shown the potential of multi-frequency multi-constellation EGNOS in the 
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Arctic for both aviation and maritime applications in the high latitude regions of 

Europe [167, 168].  

Results presented here demonstrate that the planned ground infrastructure and 

standards of SBAS and ARAIM allow for all levels of service for both maritime and 

aviation applications in the Arctic. This does not require the sharing of SBAS 

reference stations, just the ability to switch between the various systems. However, the 

geostationary (GEO) satellites employed to deliver SBAS corrections today do not 

reach most of the Arctic. Their placement at the equator yields little to no visibility at 

the poles. Here, the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is examined as a 

potential candidate for the near term as it is found to fill much of the gap left by SBAS 

GEOs. QZSS is already partially in place with one of three satellites on orbit 

delivering augmentation over Japan. QZSS also plans to deliver an SBAS-like service 

known as the L1-SAIF (Sub-meter-class Augmentation with Integrity Function) [52]. 

Furthermore, the next generation SBAS Minimum Operational Performance Standards 

(MOPS) to be broadcast on L5 will support the inclined and highly elliptical orbit 

(HEO) of QZSS as described in Chapter 5.  

 

4.2 SBAS and ARAIM in the Arctic 

SBAS is comprised of ground-based and space-based infrastructure. Ground stations 

monitor GNSS signals over their particular service region which are in turn used to 

generate satellite corrections. These corrections are then broadcast to the user via a 

bent pipe communication link based on the GEO satellite space segment. Single 

frequency GPS-only SBAS is available today in North America, Europe, Japan, and 

India. By 2021, more systems will be coming online, extending this service to Russia, 

South Korea, and China. By 2026, dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS is 

planned to come online, offering an increased level of service.  

 In the Arctic Circle, SBAS will rely heavily on high latitude reference stations. 

Figure 4.3 shows the SBAS ground-segment for the existing WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, 

and GAGAN, as well as SDCM, KASS, and BeiDou SBAS under construction. This 
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shows that there are many high latitude reference stations, particularly in the areas 

around Russia, Northern Europe, and Alaska. Figure 4.4 shows the SBAS space-

segment consisting of GEO satellites at the equator. Table 1.2 shows the details of 

these augmentation satellites and Figure 4.5 shows their coverage area as viewed from 

the Arctic. Clearly, there is a large coverage gap in the Arctic Circle. This coverage 

assumes a 5o elevation mask, giving a theoretical limit of 76oN. However, in practice it 

is known that GEOs are problematic even below 72oN. This is approximately the 

latitude of the northernmost airport supported by WAAS located at Point Barrow, 

Alaska at 71.29oN. In fact, approach maneuvers are restricted at this airport to ensure 

visibility of SBAS GEOs. It is so far north, that banking antennas away from the 

equator can result in a loss of GEO signal. Tests of EGNOS have shown similar 

difficulties at the edge of GEO coverage [169]. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3. SBAS ground segment: reference stations of all current systems and those under 

construction. 
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Figure 4.4. SBAS space segment: SBAS GEO groundtracks and combined availability. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. SBAS space segment as viewed from the Arctic. This shows the combined availability of the 

SBAS GEOs as well as their theoretical and practical latitude limits. 
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ARAIM will operate more autonomously and will rely on multi-frequency and 

multiple core-constellations to gain sufficient information for GNSS integrity. The 

Offline ARAIM architecture used here will make use of a long latency Integrity 

Support Message (ISM) which need not be updated more than every month [160]. 

This is ideal in the remote reaches of the Arctic as it does not require communication 

with the aircraft in flight. The ISM will be built up over time using a ground reference 

network which can be very much like that of the International GNSS Service (IGS). 

This network need not be devoted nor real time like that of SBAS. As such, ARAIM 

requires no additional infrastructure than is currently planned to operate in the Arctic. 

In fact, symmetry of the circular orbits of the core-constellations ensures the same 

performance in the southern hemisphere around Antarctica. This could have aided 

Canadian pilots during the daring winter rescue to the Amundsen-Scott South Pole 

Station in June of 2016 when two staff members at the base were deemed too ill to be 

treated onsite [170]. This base is typically isolated from February to October due to 

the harsh winter conditions (-60oF/-50oC) and total darkness, making it too hazardous 

for routine flights. The DHC-6 Twin Otter rescue aircraft had to land in total darkness, 

on skis, on a makeshift runway made of compact snow.  

 

4.3 SBAS Data Link to the Arctic 

The previous section demonstrated that the SBAS GEO space segment is inadequate 

for the Arctic. As such, a number of alternate systems have been proposed. The 

Iridium constellation (shown in Figure 4.6) consisting of 66 low Earth orbiting (LEO) 

satellites has been suggested [166]. Best known for its satellite phone service, these 

spacecraft are placed in polar orbits, providing excellent coverage at the poles. 

Dedicated systems based on highly elliptical orbits (HEO) have also been 

recommended to support both communications and SBAS at high latitudes [165, 171]. 

Shown in Figure 4.6, the highly eccentric nature of this orbit allows satellites to spend 

most of their time at high elevations over the northern hemisphere, making them ideal 
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for coverage in the Arctic. This orbit type has been used to deliver reliable satellite 

communications to the high latitude regions of Russia since the dawn of the space age. 

 

 
Figure 4.6. The Iridium constellation and a devoted Molniya system for communication in the Arctic. 

  

4.3.1 QZSS for SBAS in the Arctic 

Here we propose a GNSS augmentation system already under development to deliver 

SBAS integrity data to the Arctic: the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS). 

This system is designed for augmentation over Japan, offering an additional 

navigation satellite at high elevation angles (near zenith) over this region at all times. 

This aids in urban canyons where tall skyscrapers can block GNSS signals low on the 

horizon [51]. There is currently only one QZSS satellite in service, QZS-1, located in a 

geosynchronous HEO orbit inclined at 43o to match the latitude of Japan. This on its 

own is not enough to provide constant coverage over the Arctic, however, with the 

three QZSS satellites of the full constellation design, this could fill the gaps left by 

GEO satellites. Figure 4.7 shows the orbits of the existing SBAS GEOs, the GPS 

constellation, as well as the completed QZSS constellation. From this picture alone, it 

is easy to see why QZSS has better visibility of the Arctic compared to the 
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geostationary belt at the equator. QZSS has the added benefit of being an existing 

system, already proven and delivering augmentation over Japan. Furthermore, it is 

scheduled to deliver an SBAS-like service via its L1-SAIF signal in the near future 

[53].  

 

 
Figure 4.7. The GPS constellation, SBAS geostationary satellites, and the future completed QZSS 

constellation. 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the combined coverage of the completed QZSS constellation 

and SBAS GEOs. Even though the QZSS constellation is designed to give optimal 

coverage over Japan, it has fairly good coverage in the Arctic Circle. When combined 

with the SBAS GEOs, this yields near complete coverage of the northern hemisphere. 

Though this is not perfect, it demonstrates that QZSS could be used to broadcast 

corrections in the near term or perhaps as an experimental platform in the Arctic. 

Unfortunately, the current L1 SBAS MOPS do not support orbits other than GEO as 

shown in Chapter 5. However, Chapter 5 will show that the next generation MOPS to 

be broadcast on L5 will support a multitude of orbit classes including the HEO orbit of 

QZSS.  
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Figure 4.8. Combined availability of the SBAS GEOs and the completed QZSS constellation. 

 

4.3.2 Case Study: Svalbard Airport at Longyearbyen 

To showcase the capabilities of QZSS in the Arctic, we will examine its value added 

at the northernmost public airport located at Longyearbyen in Svalbard at 78.25oN. 

This airport has daily flights to several destinations and is listed as a diversion airport 

for many polar route flights in the event of an emergency. Figure 4.9 shows the 

location of the airport. Not only is the Svalbard Airport outside of the current EGNOS 

network coverage, it is also outside of the coverage of its GEO satellites. Indian Ocean 

Region – West (IOR-W) is the only SBAS GEO visible for any period of time above 

an elevation of 5o, though just barely and for less than 3 hours a day. This stems from 

fact that IOR-W has a very small inclination at just over 2 degrees, leading to 

connectivity when the satellite is furthest north in its groundtrack. In contrast, the full 

QZSS constellation always has a satellite above an elevation of 8.3o at this location.  

The Svalbard Airport is plagued with mountainous terrain which further limits 

the visibility of augmentation satellites. Figure 4.10 (a) shows that the line of sight to 

IOR-W is always blocked by terrain to the south. Figure 4.10 (b) shows that the terrain 
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is more favorable for the QZSS constellation to the north though it doesn’t need to be 

as the satellites are relatively high in the sky. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Location of the Svalbard Airport at Longyearbyen as well as the NYA2 and KIRU IGS-MGEX 

stations. 

 

Unfortunately, we were unable to visit Svalbard to take measurements of 

QZSS. Instead, we turned to data collected by the IGS network, specifically those part 

of the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) [172]. There are currently only two IGS 

stations in the Arctic Circle which report QZSS measurements: the KIRU station 

located in Kiruna, Sweden at 67.86oN and the NYA2 station in Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard 

at 78.86oN. The location of these sites is given in Figure 4.9. The NYA2 station is 

located near the airport of interest at Longyearbyen and as such was used as a proxy. 

Figure 4.11 shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of satellites observed at the 

NYA2 site. The light background traces represent the observed GPS satellites and the 

dark foreground trace is that of QZS-1. With this and the known orbits of QZS-2 and -

3, we can infer what the SNR of these future satellites would look like and they are 

included on this plot. We see that we would always have good visibility of a QZSS 

satellite at this location. The closest SBAS GEO of EGNOS (IOR-W) is always low 
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on the horizon and the receiver is never able to track it. Examination of the KIRU IGS 

station in Sweden at 67.86oN shows this too has difficulties tracking the SBAS GEOs. 

In fact it can only intermittently see IOR-W and SES-5, each for about half a day due 

to the slight inclination of the satellites.  

 

(a)  

(b)  
Figure 4.10. Line of sight to the EGNOS GEO IOR-W (a) and QZSS (b) constellation on the runway at 

the Svalbard Airport at Longyearbyen.  

37#

QZSS �
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Figure 4.11. Observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of satellites viewed by the NYA2 IGS station in Ny-

Ålesund, Svalbard at 78.86o N. Data is from October 27, 2014. 

 

4.4 Achieving Aviation GNSS Integrity  

In this section, we turn to SBAS and ARAIM performance for aviation, specifically 

GNSS-based precision approach in the Arctic. Table 4.1 shows the navigation 

requirements for Localizer Performance with Vertical guidance (LPV). Especially of 

interest are the strict requirements needed to bring the aircraft down to a decision 

height of 200 feet (61 meters) also known as LPV 200. This requires an integrity 

bound known as the Vertical Alert Limit (VAL) of 35 meters and represents the 

degree to which knowledge of the aircraft altitude must be protected.  

GPS satellite geometry in the Arctic poses a fundamental difficulty with 

vertical guidance. Figure 4.12 (a) shows the groundtracks of the GPS constellation 

which are limited by the 55o inclination of their orbit. This orbital inclination 
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coincides with the highest latitude where they can be seen directly overhead. In the 

Arctic, this results in satellites being low on the horizon, though a higher number can 

be seen due to visibility of more orbital planes at once. This yields geometry that is 

good for horizontal positioning (Horizontal Dilution of Precision – HDOP) but poor 

for vertical (Vertical Dilution of Precision – VDOP). Figure 4.12 (b) shows that the 

situation improves by adding more core-constellations though most of the gain comes 

from GLONASS. All core-constellations are inclined near 55 degrees with the 

exception of GLONASS at 64 degrees. GLONASS was designed at this higher 

inclination to better support the high latitude regions of Russia. 

 
Table 4.1. Aviation navigation requirements. 

 

Horizontal 
Alert 
Limit 

(HAL) 
[m] 

Vertical 
Alert 
Limit 

(VAL) 
[m] 

Time 
to 

Alarm 
[sec] 

Continuity Integrity Risk 

LNAV 556 - 10 99.99% 
per hour 10-7 per hour 

LNAV / VNAV 556 50 10 99.945 % 
per 15 sec 

2×10-7 per 
approach  
(150 sec) 

LPV 40 50 6.2 99.992% 
per 15 sec 

2×10-7 per 
approach 
(150 sec) 

LPV 200 40 35 6.2 99.992% 
per 15 sec 

2×10-7 per 
approach 
(150 sec) 

 

The performance of SBAS and ARAIM in the Arctic was simulated using the 

MATLAB Algorithm Availability Simulation Tool (MAAST) developed at Stanford 

University [173]. This tool is available for free download on the Stanford GPS Lab 

website. Table 1.1 shows the present and planned configurations of all the core-

constellations and are those used in simulation here. Single frequency SBAS results 

will assume the present GPS constellation of 31 satellites. Multi-frequency and multi-

constellation results will assume the future constellation configurations. GPS promises 

only to maintain a 24-satellite constellation, GLONASS stays the same at 24, Galileo 
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will have 24, and BeiDou 35. All systems will predominantly be in MEO with the 

exception of BeiDou having additional satellites in GEO and IGSO. For the 

simulations presented here, the BeiDou constellation was assumed as a 27 MEO + 3 

IGSO. The 5 GEOs are primarily meant for backward compatibility with BeiDou-1, so 

we took a conservative configuration and neglected them in these simulations. Also, 

due to their placement at the equator, they do not add much benefit in the Arctic. 

To achieve precision approach, we require a Vertical Protection Level (VPL) 

less than the specified VAL of 50 meters. To get down to a decision height of 200 feet 

(61 meters), VPL must be below 35 meters. Figure 4.13 shows the VPL achieved 

today by the operational WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, and GAGAN. This result 

represents single frequency GPS-only SBAS. By 2021, SDCM, KASS, and BeiDou 

SBAS are expected to come online. This offers more areas of coverage as shown in 

Figure 4.14. From this we see that precision approach is achievable in many areas 

such as Northern Europe, Alaska, Northern Canada, as well as much of the Russian 

coastline. However, there is not much coverage in the rest of the Arctic.  

  

 
 

(a) 
 

(b) 
Figure 4.12. Groundtracks of the (a) GPS constellation and (b) combined GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and 

BeiDou. 
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Figure 4.13. VPL for single frequency GPS-only SBAS for WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, and GAGAN (2015). 

 

 
Figure 4.14. VPL for single frequency GPS-only SBAS for WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, GAGAN, SDCM, 

KASS, and BD SBAS (2021). 
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By 2026, it is expected that dual frequency will be introduced to SBAS. This 

was found to yield a substantial improvement in service. In addition, some systems 

plan to add multi-constellation to SBAS by this time. WAAS, MSAS, GAGAN, and 

KASS plan to maintain GPS-only operation. EGNOS plans to use GPS + Galileo, 

SDCM: GPS + GLONASS, and BD SBAS: GPS + BeiDou. The performance of this 

planned 2026 system is given in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.16 shows a zoom in on this 

performance in the Arctic Circle. Here we see the importance of adding non-GEO 

satellites to deliver SBAS corrections to the Arctic. This result assumes a reliable 

Arctic communication link. Without it we would have a large gap in coverage as 

shown in Figure 4.5. This shows the importance of bringing new orbits to SBAS as 

will be done in Chapter 5. Planned service for 2026 achieves precision approach in the 

Arctic Circle as long as there is a means of getting SBAS data there reliably, perhaps 

by QZSS. Figure 4.17 shows the level of service that can be achieved by the addition 

of another constellation to each system. In this scenario, a performance better than 

LPV 200 is achieved in all of the Arctic Circle.  

We now turn to ARAIM in 2029. Figure 4.18 shows the level of service 

provided by dual-frequency GPS + Galileo ARAIM. This gives precision approach in 

all of the Arctic as shown more closely in Figure 4.19. Figure 4.20 shows that LPV 

200 can be achieved if GPS + Galileo + GLONASS were used. SBAS is ultimately 

limited in service area by the reference stations given in Figure 4.3. ARAIM requires 

no such infrastructure and has the added benefit of delivering the same level of service 

in both the northern and southern hemispheres. 
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Figure 4.15. VPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link. 

 

 
Figure 4.16. VPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link, 

performance in the Arctic Circle. 
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Figure 4.17. VPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link 

plus an additional constellation being used by each system. 

 

 
Figure 4.18. VPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo ARAIM (2029). 
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Figure 4.19. VPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo ARAIM (2029), performance in the Arctic Circle. 

 

 
Figure 4.20. VPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo + GLONASS ARAIM (2029). 
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4.5 Achieving Maritime GNSS Integrity  

In this section, we turn to maritime navigation in the Arctic. Maritime navigation 

requirements are strict for horizontal positioning due to the ship’s knowledge of being 

at sea level. These requirements are given in Table 4.2. The integrity bound, known as 

the Horizontal Alert Limit (HAL), is 25 meters for open water operations. Precision 

applications such as drilling and mapping require an order of magnitude better 

protection at 2.5 to 5 meters. These requirements are long standing and have been 

agreed upon by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) [174]. The 

requirements for autonomous ice navigation have yet to be strictly defined. Ice 

navigation has traditionally been a field which relies heavily on the experience of 

mariners [94]. Even today, the most reliable way to detect and classify dangerous ice 

is not by radar or infrared camera, but by experienced human lookouts [94]. As 

standards modernize, allowing for better communication of ice conditions, ships will 

be required to find safe tracks on their own without icebreaker assistance.  In order to 

find and follow tracks previously carved out by icebreaker, ships need to find them to 

within half a boat width. This is where the 10 to 12 meter requirement comes from in 

Table 4.2.  

 
Table 4.2. Maritime navigation requirements [174]. 

 

Horizontal 
Alert Limit 

(HAL) 
[m] 

Time to 
Alarm 
[sec] 

Continuity 
(per 3 hours) 

Integrity Risk 
(per 3 hours) 

Ocean 
25 10 N/A 10-5 

Coastal  

Ice Navigation 10 – 12 10 99.97% 10-5 

Hydrography 2.5 – 5 10 99.97% 10-5 

Port 
2.5 10 99.97% 10-5 Exploration / 

Drilling 
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These simulations were again run using MAAST [173]. However, MAAST 

was developed with aviation, not maritime, requirements in mind. As such, we need to 

first determine what parameters are equivalent in aviation and maritime and adjust 

those that are not. Let’s begin with the integrity risk. Table 4.1 shows that aviation 

precision approach requires a Probability of Hazardously Misleading Information 

(PHMI) of 2×10-7 per approach (a duration of 150 seconds). In the maritime world, 

this is defined as 10-5 over a period of 3 hours. Ships at sea are moving at a fraction of 

the speed of aircraft on approach and thus have more time to react. Large ships are 

typically moving at approximately 20 knots (37 km/h) and large aircraft at 500 knots 

(900 km/h). To estimate the maritime PHMI over 150 seconds, we will compute what 

it would need to be to add up to 10-5 over a 3 hour period as follows: 

 
PHMI = 10−5

3 hours
1 hour
3600sec

150sec

=1.38×10−7per 150sec

 (4.1) 

This is very close to the aviation requirement and is roughly equivalent for the 

purposes of this simulation. The same is true for continuity. In general, assuming the 

integrity and continuity requirements for aviation in the context of ships at sea is more 

conservative than is likely needed because of the strict timescales in aviation. In 

addition ships need only move horizontally to avoid danger whereas aircraft may need 

to move both vertically and horizontally. Thus, results shown here will be somewhat 

conservative.  

In order to use SBAS for maritime, a few of the aviation MOPS parameters 

need to be adjusted, as the focus is now on protecting in horizontal rather than vertical. 

This amounts to changing allocation in the MOPS KH parameter used in the 

computation of the Horizontal Protection Level (HPL). For aviation, the K parameters 

are defined as follows [148]: 

 
KH ,PA = 6.0
KH ,NPA = 6.18
KV = 5.33

 (4.2) 
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where KH,PA is the value used to compute HPL for precision approach, KH,NPA is the 

value used for en route or non-precision approach, and KV is the value used to compute 

the VPL. In the maritime scenario, the assumption will be that we are always within 

the SBAS service area and thus will always be in precision approach mode. 

Furthermore, with the focus on horizontal protection for ships at sea, we will adjust 

the value for KH. The value selected here was chosen to match that of KV for aviation 

to give rise to a similarly strict bound in horizontal: 

 KH , PA = 5.33  (4.3)  

Allocations for ARAIM need to be adjusted as well. At sea, most of the 

integrity and continuity budget will be moved from vertical to horizontal. By default, 

the following allocation is given for aviation [83]: 

 

PHMI =10−7

PHMIVERT = 9.8×10
−8

PHMIHOR = 2×10
−9

PFA = 4×10
−6

PFA,VERT = 3.9×10
−6

PFA,HOR = 9×10
−8

 
(4.4) 

Here we see the total ARAIM budget for the Probability of Hazardously Misleading 

Information (PHMI) as well as that for the Probability of False Alarm (PFA). These are 

the budgets for integrity and continuity, respectively. In aviation, most of these are 

allocated to vertical. As maritime users are primarily concerned about horizontal 

protection and the integrity and continuity requirements are similar to aviation, most 

allocation will be given to horizontal. Hence, we swap the vertical and horizontal 

allocations: 

 

PHMIVERT = 2×10
−9

PHMIHOR = 9.8×10
−8

PFA,VERT = 9×10
−8

PFA,HOR = 3.9×10
−6

 (4.5) 
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Ultimately, setting these parameters is a design choice and these are the values that 

were chosen for this study.  

 There is also the user equipment contribution to the error budget which 

includes items such as interference and multipath. Unfortunately, a specific maritime 

model does not exist at this time and as such the aviation model as defined in the 

DO229D was used for this analysis [148]. 

Figure 4.21 shows the performance of single frequency GPS-only SBAS today 

given the operational WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, and GAGAN. Figure 4.22 shows the 

improvement in 2021 when SDCM, KASS, and BD SBAS are expected to come 

online. Figure 4.23 shows the service provided in 2026 once dual frequency has been 

introduced into SBAS. Figure 4.24 shows this zoomed in on the Arctic Circle. This 

plot assumes that a reliable SBAS data link has been established in the Arctic, without 

it we would again have the coverage gap shown in Figure 4.5. As previously 

mentioned, some systems also plan to incorporate additional constellations by this 

time. WAAS, MSAS, GAGAN, and KASS all plan to maintain GPS-only operation 

whereas EGNOS plans GPS + Galileo, SDCM: GPS + GLONASS, and BD SBAS: 

GPS + BeiDou. This is reflected in the simulations shown here. As with aviation, dual 

frequency adds a huge benefit in the Arctic. In this scenario, the requirements for open 

water and ice navigation are met in most areas but not all. Interestingly, the areas 

without this service are those covered by land or by the summer sea ice and would 

likely not be areas of significant sea traffic in the near future.  

Figure 4.25 shows the level of service that can be attained if an additional 

constellation were added to each system. In this scenario, requirements for ice 

navigation are met and exceeded. Furthermore, some regions support service levels 

needed for some precision applications. Most areas are at the 7.5 meter protection 

level, which some indicate as being useful for some restricted use purposes [167]. 

Adding two constellations to each system gives the performance shown in Figure 4.26. 

Now, we begin to approach the levels required for precision applications in all of the 

Arctic Circle. 
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We now turn to ARAIM in 2029. Figure 4.27 shows the level of service 

provided by dual frequency GPS + Galileo. Here we see that open water requirements 

are achieved and ice navigation requirements are met only near the pole as shown 

more closely by Figure 4.28. The increased service near the pole is the satellite 

geometry at work. Horizontal geometry is better closer to the poles due to many 

satellites being visible low in the sky. This effect is not visible in SBAS as the user is 

required to switch between systems. This results in making use of only a subset of all 

satellites visible in the sky and hence we do not get this geometric benefit. Figure 4.29 

shows the service for dual frequency GPS + Galileo + GLONASS. This meets the 

requirements for ice navigation as well as allows for some restricted use applications 

at the 7.5 meter level. Ultimately, ARAIM reaches a limit and does not get down to 

the level of service provided by SBAS. The results for GPS + Galileo + GLONASS + 

BeiDou ARAIM show that the entirety of the northern hemisphere reaches an HPL of 

7.5 meters. As such, it appears that precision applications at sea will require SBAS.  

 

 
Figure 4.21. HPL for single frequency GPS-only SBAS for WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, and GAGAN (2015). 
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Figure 4.22. HPL for single frequency GPS-only SBAS for WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, GAGAN, SDCM, 

KASS, and BD SBAS (2021). 

 

 
Figure 4.23. HPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link. 
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Figure 4.24. HPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link, 

performance in the Arctic Circle. 

 

 
Figure 4.25. HPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link 

plus an additional constellation being used by each system. 
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Figure 4.26. HPL for dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS (2026) with an Arctic communications link 

plus two additional constellation being used by each system. 

 

 
Figure 4.27. HPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo ARAIM (2029). 
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Figure 4.28. HPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo ARAIM (2029), performance in the Arctic Circle. 

 

 
Figure 4.29. HPL for dual frequency GPS + Galileo + GLONASS ARAIM (2029). 
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4.6 Conclusion 

Safe navigation both at sea and in the air can be achieved in the Arctic through GNSS 

integrity systems. Here, both SBAS and ARAIM were examined for maritime and 

aviation applications in this region. Dual frequency multi-constellation SBAS as it is 

intended for 2026 can meet many of the aviation and maritime navigation needs using 

existing ground infrastructure. Localizer Performance with Vertical guidance (LPV) 

can be achieved, allowing for GNSS-based aircraft precision approach. In addition, 

autonomous ice navigation requirements can be attained at sea. Realizing this, 

however, requires a reliable communication link to the Arctic. This is an impossibility 

with the SBAS GEOs in service today which have a latitude limit of 72oN. This shows 

a need for the next generation of SBAS standards to support a diversity of orbits as 

will be developed in Chapter 5. Here, the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) was 

proposed. Its constellation of three HEO orbits fills much of the gap left by GEOs and 

will be available in the near future. Dual frequency multi-constellation ARAIM, 

planned for 2029, can also support many activities in the Arctic. GPS + Galileo 

ARAIM can attain aircraft precision approach as well as enable autonomous ice 

navigation in much of the Arctic Circle.  

Both SBAS and ARAIM can achieve even stricter requirements and support 

more activities if more core-constellations are utilized. Currently, only EGNOS, 

SDCM, and BD SBAS have plans for two constellations. It was found that utilization 

of all available core-constellations allows SBAS to support an aviation service better 

than LPV 200 as well as precision applications at sea such as mapping. Similarly, 

ARAIM allows for autonomous ice navigation for ships as well as LPV 200 for 

aircraft. The Offline ARAIM architecture used here does approach a limit and does 

not reach the service level required for precision operations at sea. Thus, depending on 

the particular application, SBAS or ARAIM may be more desirable and certainly both 

have their place in the Arctic. The performance of SBAS and ARAIM in the Arctic is 

summarized in Table 4.3. 

Safe navigation practices in the Arctic are of utmost importance as industries 

expand into this region. This can be achieved by providing high integrity navigation 
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services through SBAS and ARAIM. Making them available is key to industries 

adopting safe practices in the Arctic early while growth in this region is still in its 

infancy and standards are being established. The ultimate goal is to attain the highest 

levels of safety to avoid accidents resulting in severe loss of life or environmental 

disasters.  

 
Table 4.3.  Summary of GNSS integrity systems and their performance in the Arctic. 

System Config. Freq. No. Core 
Const. 

Maritime Aviation 

HPL 
[m] Service VPL 

[m] Service 

SBAS 

2015 Single 1 >25 

Open water 
around coastal 
North America 
and Europe 

>50 
LPV / LPV 200 in 
North America and 
Europe 

2021 Single 1 >25 

Open Water 
around coastal 
North America, 
Europe, and 
Russia 

>50 
LPV / LPV 200 in 
North America, 
Europe, and Russia 

2026 Dual *1+ <12 Ice Navigation <50 

LPV total coverage, 
LPV 200 around in 
North America, 
Europe, and Russia 

2026+ Dual *2+ <7.5 Some Restricted 
Operations 

<25 
 Better than LPV 200 

2026++ Dual *3+ <5 Mapping <20 Better than LPV 200 

ARAIM 

2029 Dual 2 <15 Ice Navigation 
in Most Regions <50 

LPV total coverage, 
LPV 200 in Most 
Areas. 

2029+ Dual 3 <9 Ice Navigation <20 Better than LPV 200 

2029++ Dual 4 <7.5 Some Restricted 
Operations <15 Better than LPV 200 

*1+:  Planned 2026 SBAS configuration: SBAS, GAGAN, KASS: GPS only; EGNOS: GPS + 
Galileo; SDCM: GPS + GLONASS; BD SBAS: GPS + BeiDou. 

*2+:  Planned 2026 SBAS configuration plus one additional core-constellation.  
*3+:  Planned 2026 SBAS configuration plus two additional core-constellations. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Orbital Diversity for SBAS 

In this chapter, we develop the framework that brings new orbits to safety-critical 

Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS). This will begin with a discussion of 

current SBAS receiver standards and their limitations. This will focus on the space 

segment, where only geostationary satellites are supported today as was discussed in 

Chapter 4. Section 5.2 discusses orbits of greatest utility to future SBAS space 

segments and those to support in the next generation of standards. We then develop 

the orbit description messages for these standards. This begins with the design of the 

precision ephemeris message and its parameter generation algorithm in Section 5.3. 

Following this, the message qualification process is outlined in Section 5.3.2. Though 

there is seasonal variation in performance, it maintains the precision and reliability 

levels needed for safety-critical aviation. Results show that this new ephemeris 

message supports not only the geostationary orbits of today but also inclined 

geosynchronous, highly elliptical, and medium Earth orbits with an order of 

magnitude increase in orbit representation accuracy compared to today. The next 

generation almanac message design and qualification is discussed in Section 5.4. This 

less precise but data lean and long term message is stored in the receiver and used to 

determine if SBAS satellites are in view before acquisition. This allows the receiver to 

establish whether resources should be devoted to searching for signals.  
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5.1 The Minimum Operational Performance Standards 

Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) are in place to provide near real-time 

corrections to core-constellations over areas as large as a continent. These regional 

systems enable civil aircraft to meet the strict navigation integrity requirements 

imposed on them to ensure safety. SBAS is comprised of both ground-based and 

space-based infrastructure. The ground segment consists of reference stations that 

constantly monitor GNSS signals for faults and ionospheric delay. The location of 

these stations defines the SBAS service area. Currently, SBAS is operational in North 

America through the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), Europe though the 

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS), Japan through the 

Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS), and India through the GPS 

Aided GEO Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) system. Systems in Russia, South 

Korea and China are currently under construction.  

 

 
Figure 5.1. Combined availability of the operational SBAS GEOs of WAAS, EGNOS, and MSAS as 

viewed from the Arctic. 
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The information collected by SBAS reference stations is compiled on the 

ground and broadcast to the user via geostationary (GEO) communication satellites. 

These GEOs make up the SBAS space segment. Figure 5.1 shows the coverage of the 

operational SBAS GEOs as viewed from the Arctic. As these satellites are placed at 

the equator, geometric constraints prevent their signals from reaching much beyond 

72oN in practice. Though these GEO satellites provide coverage over most 

landmasses, they leave much to be desired at the Poles. 

Safe navigation in the Arctic is becoming more important with a growing 

interest in the region in recent years as was discussed in Chapter 4 [94]. The once 

inaccessible Arctic Ocean has gained economic attention as a result of the recession of 

Arctic sea ice. Since the 1980s, the summer Arctic sea ice extent has decreased by 

more than 50% [64]. This decline is expected to continue and the Arctic is likely to 

become ice free in the summer months some time between 2030 and 2080 [150]. This 

decrease in sea ice has triggered the expansion of many industries into the Arctic. 

Some are prospective, like shipping routes through the Arctic Ocean, and some very 

real and rapidly expanding such as tourism, fishing, and commercial resource 

exploration [154, 175].  

The harsh Arctic environment necessitates the highest levels of safety both at 

sea and in the air. This region has limited infrastructure, lending itself well to a space-

based architecture for achieving navigation safety. SBAS is an ideal candidate for 

attaining this goal and its merit in Arctic regions has been advocated by many [164, 

165]. Chapter 4 showed the feasibility of extending SBAS service to cover the entirety 

of the Arctic, meeting integrity requirements for both aviation and maritime 

applications. Arctic SBAS requires a reliable data link to the region, something not 

possible using GEOs. Highly eccentric orbits (HEO) such as the 12 sidereal hour 

period Molniya or 24 sidereal hour Tundra have been proposed for Arctic 

communication [171, 176] where the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) 

was suggested in Chapter 4. If apogee is set over a high northern latitude, the satellite 

will spend most of its time over this region due to its eccentric nature.  
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Current SBAS Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) only 

support GEOs for signal tracking and acquisition [148]. Acquisition requires 

knowledge of the satellite location in the long term, otherwise known as an almanac. 

Tracking requires precise orbital information for use in navigation and ranging in the 

form of an ephemeris. The MOPS ephemeris message today consists of 9 parameters, 

namely, the 3D Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) position, velocity, and 

acceleration. These parameters are packaged into a single SBAS message block 

known as Message Type 9 (MT 9) and are given in Table 5.1 [148]. Message Type 9 

represents a best fit of the ground estimate of the orbit, where it is meant to convey the 

position vector r(t) of the satellite to the user over a 2-minute interval through the 

following kinematic relationship: 
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(5.1) 

 

where t0 is the message time of applicability, XG, YG, ZG  are the ECEF position 

components, !XG, !YG, !ZG  are the ECEF velocity components, and !!XG, !!YG, !!ZG are the 

ECEF acceleration components, all represented at epoch t0. The almanac message (MT 

17) is similar in form, containing only the ECEF position and velocity.  

These Cartesian ECEF parameters and their rates are acceptable for GEOs as 

they need only describe a nearly fixed point in the ECEF frame but are ill suited for 

other orbit classes. The ephemeris dynamic range is further restrictive, breaking down 

for nearly GEO orbits that have inclinations larger than 9 degrees. The EGNOS GEO 

ARTEMIS was forced into an early retirement as its off-nominal inclination caused 

the ECEF ZG component to exceed the dynamic range. ARTEMIS was launched into a 

lower orbit than expected and required use of its intended station-keeping fuel to raise 

it to the correct altitude [177]. This left ARTEMIS with an inclination to grow slowly 

over time with no fuel to correct it, limiting its life as an SBAS GEO due to the current 

MOPS. 
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Table 5.1. MOPS Message Type 9 GEO Navigation (ephemeris) Parameters [148]. 

Parameter No. of 
Bits 

Scale Factor 
(LSB) 

Effective 
Range Units 

Preamble 8 - - - 
t0  13 16 0 to 86,384 seconds 

URA 4 - - - 
XG  30 0.08 ± 42,949,673 meters 
YG  30 0.08 ± 42,949,673 meters 
ZG  25 0.4 ± 6,710,886.4 meters 
!XG  17 0.000625 ± 40.96 meters/sec 
!YG  17 0.000625 ± 40.96 meters/sec 
!ZG  18 0.004 ± 524.288 meters/sec 
!!XG  10 0.0000125 ± 0.0064 meters/sec2 
!!YG  10 0.0000125 ± 0.0064 meters/sec2 
!!ZG  10 0.0000625 ± 0.032 meters/sec2 
aGf 0  12 2-31 ± 0.9537×10-6 seconds 
aGf 1  8 2-40 ± 1.1642×10-10 second/sec 

 

5.2 New Orbits for SBAS 

Modernizations of GNSS have called for updates to the MOPS. Items coming into 

play such as new constellations and new civil frequencies can add great benefit to 

SBAS services. Multiple frequencies allow for ionospheric correction and multi-

constellation allows for further redundancy, frequency diversity, and improved 

satellite geometry. As such, efforts are in motion to modernize the MOPS on the new 

SBAS civil signal at L5 [79, 80]. This allows for legacy users on the current L1 

frequency and an improved service to be delivered on L5. To further expand SBAS 

capabilities, supporting orbits other than GEO is very desirable. This allows for 

greater versatility and flexibility as to what orbits and spacecraft can house SBAS 

payloads and also for orbits that have better visibility in places like the Arctic.  

New augmentation systems are moving towards a diversity of orbit classes. 

The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is making use of Tundra orbits to 

improve navigation over Japan. This system will be comprised of three HEOs, each 
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with its apogee placed directly over Japan and phased to ensure a satellite is nearly 

directly overhead (at zenith) at all times. Combined with GPS, this will give rise to 

better navigation in urban canyons, a major problem today in cities like Tokyo. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, QZSS is also planning to offer an SBAS-like service known 

as the L1-SAIF signal (Sub-meter class Augmentation with Integrity Function) [178]. 

EGNOS is considering using IGSOs for improving navigation services and for giving 

better SBAS coverage in the Arctic. Orbital diversity for augmentation is something 

already being deployed and thus its inclusion in the SBAS L5 MOPS of tomorrow is 

essential. Figure 1.4 shows the variety of navigation and augmentation orbits currently 

employed along with those that have been proposed for the future. This represents the 

range of orbit classes to be supported by the L5 MOPS.   

The focus of this chapter is the design and qualification of the next generation 

L5 MOPS ephemeris and almanac. These will support a diversity of orbit classes 

including MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO. The ephemeris performance is validated 

using one year of high precision orbit data for a variety of orbit classes produced using 

Systems Tool Kit (STK). Pseudo-range measurements from the Electronic Navigation 

Research Institute (ENRI) in Japan allowed for the validation of the message 

performance in practice. The L5 MOPS ephemeris User Range Error (URE) 

performance was found to be comparable to that of the QZS-1 broadcast ephemeris. 

The almanac was generated using precise orbits from the International GNSS Service 

(IGS) [110]. This also used a year of data for a variety of GNSS and augmentation 

orbits. This produced an almanac that would be valid for several weeks if not months 

depending on the type of orbit maintenance performed. 

 

5.3 Ephemeris 

The satellite ephemeris message gives the user the precise satellite position, enabling 

meaningful ranging and ultimately positioning. The current L1 MOPS ephemeris can 

only represent geostationary orbits to the 30-centimeter level and is insufficient for 

this purpose. To achieve this, navigation systems such as GPS require an order of 
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magnitude better representation accuracy. The goal of L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris 

message designed in this section is to provide this level of accuracy while supporting 

the wide range of orbit classes being considered for core-constellations and 

augmentation systems, namely, MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO.  

 

5.3.1 Message Design  

The current SBAS MOPS GEO Navigation message was tailored for this orbit type 

and breaks down for even off-nominal GEOs. In order to support a wider range of 

orbit classes we need to move towards a more general form of orbit description. The 6 

Keplerian elements {a,e, i,ω,Ω,M0}provide such a starting point. For spacecraft in a 

closed orbit, this represents an elliptical trajectory as described in Chapter 2. An 

elliptical trajectory results from a dynamic model where the satellite is influenced only 

by the gravity of a perfectly spherical Earth. In reality, the Earth’s gravity field is not 

uniform, it has many deviations with a predominant bulge at the equator known as the 

second zonal harmonic C2,0 or J2. Other perturbation forces also act on the satellite, 

such as Sun and Moon gravity and solar radiation pressure.  Figure 2.2 showed these 

and other orbital perturbation forces as a function of altitude. These perturbations 

cause both periodic and secular variations of the Keplerian elements. As such, a set of 

fixed Keplerian parameters are not enough on their own to capture the true satellite 

dynamics sufficiently to achieve the level of orbital state representation accuracy 

required for navigation.  

In addition to the 6 Keplerian elements, the GPS ephemeris contains 9 

supplemental correction terms to capture the dominant perturbation forces over its 4 

hour fit interval as discussed in Section 3.3. These parameters were summarized in 

Table 3.4. GPS, Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS all make use of the same ephemeris 

format [43, 130, 144, 149]. The GPS ephemeris message was designed specifically for 

the J2 dominated MEO and as such it is reasonable that other MEO systems such as 

Galileo and BeiDou can also make use of it. At GEO, IGSO, and HEO, the dynamics 

differ as lunar gravity becomes similar in strength to J2 as shown in Figure 2.2. QZSS 
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makes use of a shorter fit interval of 2 hours to accommodate this and BeiDou makes 

use of additional data bits on its periodic correction terms to better accommodate 

IGSOs. BeiDou GEOs require special treatment as described in Section 3.6 due to the 

singularities associated with fitting Keplerian elements to circular equatorial orbits 

[179].  

The challenge faced with the L5 MOPS ephemeris is that it must handle the 

orbit classes of MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO. The GPS ephemeris served as the basis 

for the L5 MOPS as it has already been proven versatile. It also gives backwards 

compatibility with existing receiver algorithms. The L5 MOPS ephemeris is meant to 

be valid for a period of 2 to 6 minutes. New ephemeris messages are broadcast every 2 

minutes, but a precision approach user is allowed to operate with one missing message 

and a non-precision approach user may operate with two missing messages. Hence the 

message may be used for up to 6 minutes. The degradation term will increase the 

assumed uncertainty, particularly when the user misses the most recent update. 

Compared to GPS with a 4-hour ephemeris, the shorter timescale allows us to make 

use of a subset of the GPS ephemeris parameters. Through experimentation, it was 

determined that a correction in the cross-track and along-track directions gave rise to 

the biggest benefit. As such, the 6 Keplerian elements along with a rate in the 

inclination IDOT and the harmonic correction terms in the along-track direction Cuc 

and Cus were selected [97]. These terms have the added benefit of absorbing both 

periodic and secular effects. This gives rise to a 9 parameter message, the same 

number as used in the L1 GEO Navigation message today.  

An added constraint to the message design was fitting it into the framework 

and message structure of the L5 MOPS. This involved the allocation of individual bits 

to each ephemeris parameter to balance truncation error and ultimately to fit its 

entirety into one and a half message blocks. This was the space allocated for the 

ephemeris by the international aviation community through the SBAS Interoperability 

Working Group (IWG). The results of this effort are summarized in Figure 5.2. This 

shows the message block structure where the details of Part I is given in Table 5.2 and 

Part II in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2. The L5 MOPS ephemeris message format, parameters come in two message blocks. Part I 

and II are Message Types 39 and 40, respectively, in the draft SBAS L5 Dual Frequency, Multi-
Constellation (DFMC) Interface Control Document (ICD) [180]. 

 

These two message blocks contain other information unrelated to orbit and 

clock specification. First is the common header which holds the preamble and message 

identification number, specifying the message type. Next is the message header. This 

contains the satellite slot delta which identifies the SBAS broadcasting satellite as well 

as the provider identification which specifies the augmentation system be it WAAS, 

EGNOS, or other. Each message block contains an Issue of Data (IODG), marking the 

reference epoch to link the two message halves together. The equivalent of the current 

L1 MOPS Message Type 28 [181] clock-ephemeris covariance matrix parameters Ex,y 

are contained in Part II of the message. These terms allow the user to determine the 

confidence bound on the ranging accuracy and ultimately their position solution. Also 

in Part II of the message is the dual frequency range error indicator (DFREI) used in 

determining the integrity of the corrected position. The last parameter in Part II is the 

RCORR scale factor used for computing the satellite specific degradation factor. Both 

Parts I and II of the message end with a common trailer which has a circular 
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redundancy check (CRC) used for error detection. More details about these parameters 

can be found in [79, 80, 97, 98, 148, 181]. 

 

 
Table 5.2. The L5 MOPS ephemeris message (Part I). This is Message Type 39 in the draft SBAS L5 

Dual Frequency, Multi-Constellation (DFMC) Interface Control Document (ICD) [180]. 

Section Parameter No. 
of 

Bits 

Scale 
Factor 
(LSB) 

Effective  
Range 

Units Description 

Common 
Header 

Preamble 4 - - - Preamble 

Message 
ID 6 1 0 – 63 - Message type identifier 

Message 
Header 

Satellite 
Slot Delta 6 1 0 – 63 - 

Satellite slot delta from 
SBAS section beginning in 

MT 31  

IODG 2 1 0 – 3 - Issue of Data 

SBAS 
Provider 

ID 
5 0 0 – 31 - Identification of the SBAS 

provider 

Keplerian 
Parameters 

(Part I) 

Cuc 22* π/2 × 10-4 
× 2-21 ± π/2 × 10-4 rad/sec 

Amplitude of the cosine 
harmonic correction term to 

the argument of latitude  

Cus 22* π/2 × 10-4 
× 2-21 ± π/2 × 10-4 rad/sec 

Amplitude of the sine 
harmonic correction term to 

the argument of latitude  

IDOT 22* 7π/6 × 10-

4 × 2-21 
± 7π/6 × 10-

4 rad/sec Rate of inclination angle 

a 32 0.01 6,378,000 – 
42,949,673 meters Semi-major axis  

ω 35* π × 2-34 ± π radians Argument of perigee 

Ω0 35* π × 2-34 ± π radians Longitude of the ascending 
node at toe 

M0 35* π × 2-34 ± π radians Mean anomaly at toe 

Common 
Trailer 

Parity 
(CRC) 24 - - - Cyclic Redundancy Check 

*Parameters coded as two’s complement with the sign bit (+ or -) occupying the MSB. 
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Table 5.3. The L5 MOPS ephemeris message (Part II). This is Message Type 40 in the draft SBAS L5 
Dual Frequency, Multi-Constellation (DFMC) Interface Control Document (ICD) [180]. 

Section Parameter No. 
of 

Bits 

Scale 
Factor 
(LSB) 

Effective 
Range 

Units Description 

Common 
Header 

Preamble 4 - - - Preamble 

Message 
ID 6 1 0 – 63 - Message type identifier 

Message 
Header IODG 2 1 0 – 3 - Issue of Data 

Keplerian 
Parameters 

(Part II) 

i0 34 π × 2-34 0 – π radians Inclination angle at toe  

e 31 2-31 0 – 1 - Eccentricity 

Time of 
Ephemeris toe 13 16 0 – 

86,384 seconds Ephemeris time of day 
applicability 

Clock 
Parameters 

aGf0 15* 0.02 ± 328 meters Clock offset  

aGf1 11* 5 × 10-5 ± 0.0512 meters/sec Clock rate  

Covariance 
Parameters 

Scale 
Exponent 3 1 0 – 7 - Scale factor of covariance 

matrix  

E1,1 9 1 0 – 511 - - 

E2,2 9 1 0 – 511 - - 

E3,3 9 1 0 – 511 - - 

E4,4 9 1 0 – 511 - - 

E1,2 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

E1,3 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

E1,4 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

E2,3 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

E2,4 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

E3,4 10* 1 ± 512 - - 

Integrity 
Parameter DFREI 4 1 0 – 15 - Dual Frequency Residual 

Error Indicator 
RCORR Scale 

Factor  δRCORR 4 1/15 0 – 1  - RCORR scale factor 

Spare  Spare 
Bits 3 - - - Spare Bits  

Common 
Trailer 

Parity 
(CRC) 24 - - - Cyclic Redundancy Check 

*Parameters coded as two’s complement with the sign bit (+ or -) occupying the MSB. 
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5.3.2 Message Qualification 

To validate the performance of the L5 MOPS ephemeris, it was proven on a variety of 

operational GNSS and SBAS orbits on one year of simulation data. Precise orbit data 

for the classes of MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO was used to both generate the message 

and validate its performance. Operational data from QZS-1 was then used to validate 

the performance of the ephemeris in practice.  

The L5 MOPS ephemeris parameters are fit over a period of a few minutes and 

as such orbit data is required at an interval of seconds. Such data is not readily 

available for the variety of orbits under consideration. Precise post-processed orbit 

data is provided by the International GNSS Service (IGS) though it is typically spaced 

at 15-minute intervals and is insufficient for this purpose. In order to perform this 

experiment, we had to generate our own high fidelity trajectories which are 

comparable to the NASA / JPL Real-Time GNSS-Inferred Positioning System and 

Orbit Analysis Simulation Software package (GIPSY OASIS) used by WAAS in 

operation today. To achieve this, we made use of Analytical Graphics Inc.’s (AGI) 

Systems Tool Kit (STK). STK’s High Precision Orbit Propagator (HPOP) can be set 

to employ similar force models and numerical integration techniques as those used by 

GIPSY OASIS [98].  

Given in Table 5.4 are the satellites from MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO chosen 

for this analysis. These represent a variety of orbit classes from GNSS and SBAS with 

an additional Molniya communications satellite. For each epoch of interest, the most 

recent Two Line Elements (TLE) from the North American Aerospace Defense 

Command (NORAD) was pulled into STK. This was used to form an initial position 

and velocity which could be fed into the HPOP to generate a high fidelity trajectory. 

This process was repeated at 30-minute intervals for each satellite from January 1, 

2012 to January 1, 2013. The ephemeris message parameters were then fit to each 

trajectory, representing a total of 17,500 messages being produced per satellite and 

122,500 messages overall. 
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Table 5.4. Orbits used in the L5 MOPS ephemeris qualification (orbital elements taken from NORAD on 
April 29, 2015). 

Satellite Orbit 
Class 

Period 
[Sidereal 

Day] 

eccentricity 
e 

inclination 
i 

[deg] 

WAAS CRW GEO 1 1 × 10-4 0.017 

EGNOS Artemis IGSO 1 4 × 10-5 11.7 

BeiDou IGSO 3 IGSO 1 3 × 10-3 56.9 

QZS-1 HEO 1 0.075 40.6 

GPS PRN 17 MEO 1/2 0.01 55.7 

GLONASS 735 MEO 8/17 4 × 10-4 65.1 

Molniya 1-93 HEO 1/2 0.75 63.9 

 

 
Figure 5.3. L5 MOPS orbit message qualification. 

 

Figure 5.3 summarizes the qualification scheme. A set of ephemeris message 

parameters is generated for each high-fidelity trajectory using an iterative least-

squares scheme [97]. This fitting algorithm is summarized in Appendix B. This 

process is carried out over an entire year to ensure there was no combination of 

conditions which would yield algorithm convergence failures or unacceptably large 

orbital representation errors. Perturbation forces can vary and add in different ways 

throughout the year. For instance, there are periods where the satellite is in its eclipse 

season or is at a point of close approach with the Moon where stronger lunar gravity 
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forces occur [98]. The message and its generation algorithm must be robust to these 

sorts of variations. 

 

 
Figure 5.4. Summary of the L5 MOPS ephemeris performance over the message fit interval. 

 

Figure 5.4 shows a summary of the L5 MOPS ephemeris performance. This 

shows how well the ephemeris represents the high-fidelity STK trajectory after 

quantizing the parameters using the bit allocation scheme given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. 

Typical representation accuracy is at the 1-centimeter level with 95% of cases being 

within 2 centimeters. Compare this performance to the current L1 GEO Navigation 

message which has an accuracy of 30 cm [98]. This represents a huge improvement in 

capability. The new L5 ephemeris message supports not only existing GEOs but 

brings IGSO, HEO, and MEO with a factor of 10 improvement in orbital 

representation accuracy.  

The L5 MOPS ephemeris performance for the 12-hour orbital period MEO and 

HEO is slightly better than for their 24-hour orbital period GSO counterparts. GSOs 
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are further from the Earth and thus quantization error in angular parameters is 

multiplied by a longer lever arm, resulting in marginally worse performance. GSOs 

were also found able to support a longer 4-minute message. To achieve comparable 

performance from MEOs, this required keeping with the current fit interval of 2 

minutes. The 12-hour Molniya orbit was also found able to support a 4-minute 

message under certain restrictions. Molniya 1-93’s orbit altitude varies drastically due 

to its elliptical nature. At apogee the satellite is beyond the GSO altitude, and at 

perigee it is closer than many LEOs at just over 250 km. Different perturbation forces 

dominate in these regimes and it is not surprising and that the ephemeris has varying 

performance. As Molniya will likely be used for ranging and navigation close to 

apogee, its ephemeris was restricted for use around this point, representing 4 hours of 

its 12-hour period.  

Figure 5.5 shows a summary of the algorithm performance in terms of 

computational effort. As this is an iterative least-squares fitting scheme, the number of 

iterations needed for convergence has been provided. It was found that more iterations 

were required for orbits of larger eccentricity. However, all scenarios required a 

number of iterations that were within the same order of magnitude, implying that no 

orbit class is computationally more demanding. In total, 122,500 ephemeris messages 

were computed, none of which had an algorithm convergence failure or produced an 

invalid set of orbital elements. To achieve this, certain modifications did have to be 

made to the fitting algorithm for GEOs as is described in detail in Appendix B. The 

WAAS CRW GEO satellite is well maintained, keeping a nearly zero inclination and 

very small eccentricity. Perfectly circular equatorial orbits cause the Keplerian 

elements to break down. The angular parameters Ω and ω collapse into the same 

plane, and ω becomes undefined for circular orbits. In the case of WAAS CRW, this 

near singularity causes some convergence failures of the message generation 

algorithm. In this case, the instability was mitigated by removing the IDOT parameter 

from the fit. Though one less parameter is used for WAAS CRW, it yields comparable 

results to all other orbit classes. How to handle orbits of small inclination and small 
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eccentricity in a general and robust way without message degradation is outlined in 

detail in Appendix B.  

 

 
Figure 5.5. Summary of least-squares iterations needed to fit the L5 MOPS ephemeris parameters. 

 

It is also necessary to examine the nature of the ephemeris parameter fit to 

ensure it is smooth. Figure 5.6 shows this for QZS-1 over the fit interval. This plot 

represents the error distribution for all 17,500 messages produced. The red region 

shows the typical performance level to be below 1 centimeter. The green region 

represents 95% of cases which are found to be below 2 centimeters. The dark purple 

region shows the worst observed case at just below 4 centimeters. This also shows the 

ephemeris fit to be uniform over the fit interval, giving consistent performance over 

the intended message life. The result shown here for QZSS is representative of all of 

the orbit classes considered in this analysis. 
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Figure 5.6. QZS-1 L5 MOPS ephemeris message error distribution based on simulated data from STK. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 shows an example of the ephemeris message degradation outside of 

the fit interval for the WAAS CRW GEO. Inside the 4-minute fit interval, the 

performance is typically at the 1-centimeter level. At the 6-minute mark, the 

performance has degraded to 5 centimeters on average, 10 centimeters in 95% of 

cases. As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the L5 MOPS ephemeris is meant to be valid for 

a period of 2 to 6 minutes. New ephemeris messages are broadcast every 2 minutes, 

but a precision approach user is allowed to operate with one missing message and a 

non-precision approach user may operate with two missing messages. Hence the 

message may be used for up to 6 minutes. Knowledge of the message degradation is 

critical in allowing the user to compute their position uncertainty.  
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Figure 5.7. WAAS CRW L5 MOPS ephemeris message error distribution based on simulated data from 
STK. This shows the error behavior over the 4-minute fit interval and the error growth up to 6 minutes.  

 

5.3.3 Evaluation on Data from QZSS 

To evaluate the ephemeris message in practice, we turned to QZS-1, the satellite of 

focus in Chapter 3 to deliver SBAS to the Arctic. QZS-1 is an ideal platform as it is an 

operational GNSS augmentation satellite which plans to deliver an SBAS-like service 

over Japan. Pseudo-range measurements in conjunction with the QZS-1 broadcast 

ephemeris allow us to characterize the QZS-1 User Range Error (URE) performance. 

This is the combined error of the satellite orbit, clock, and other factors projected into 

the user space. This data was collected at the Electronic Navigation Research Institute 

(ENRI) in Japan, an ideal vantage point as QZS-1 is always above the horizon. This 

gives a baseline against which to compare the URE performance using the L5 MOPS 

ephemeris. In this scenario, the QZS-1 broadcast ephemeris served as the precise 

trajectory against which to fit the L5 MOPS ephemeris. This scheme is summarized in 

Figure 5.8. Four weeks of data were used in this analysis, one from the fall, winter, 
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spring, and summer of 2014. This was done to ensure seasonal consistency of the 

results. 

 

 
Figure 5.8. The L5 MOPS ephemeris message qualification based on operational data from QZS-1. 

 

Figure 5.9 shows the L5 MOPS ephemeris message fit performance. This 

result very much agrees with the simulated performance given in Figure 5.6 in 99.9% 

of cases and differs only by 1 centimeter in the worst case. This gives credence to the 

simulation results obtained via STK. The baseline 1σ URE performance of QZS-1 was 

found to be 0.60 meters, a result in agreement with those obtained by others [111, 

182]. Substituting the L5 MOPS ephemeris for the QZSS broadcast ephemeris allowed 

for the determination of the URE component introduced by the L5 MOPS. Figure 5.10 

shows this URE difference. We see that this difference is always within 1 centimeter 

and is typically within 0.5 centimeters. This result was found to be seasonally 

invariant across the 4 weeks considered. 
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Figure 5.9. QZS-1 L5 MOPS ephemeris message error distribution based on operational data. 

 

 
Figure 5.10. Component of QZS-1 URE due to the L5 MOPS ephemeris. 
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These results demonstrate the capability of the L5 MOPS ephemeris message. 

It can support a multitude of orbit classes and is comparable in performance to the 

QZS-1 broadcast ephemeris, enabling ranging and navigation. This could add a great 

benefit in places like the Arctic where satellite geometry can be poor and in urban 

canyons where there is limited satellite visibility.  

 

5.4 Almanac 

Satellite signal acquisition requires knowledge of the satellite position a-priori. The 

almanac provides receivers with this capability, allowing them to identify which 

satellites are likely in view and worth searching for. It is desired that the almanac be 

small in terms of space needed to store it on the receiver, allowing many satellites to 

be stored at once, and that it be valid for several weeks or even months. The degree of 

orbital accuracy required for this task is not as strict as that needed for navigation 

where knowledge at the centimeter level is required. For acquisition, we care whether 

or not the satellite is above the horizon.  

 

5.4.1 Message Design 

The L5 MOPS almanac message design gained inspiration from the form of the GPS 

almanac. The GPS almanac parameters consist of the 6 Keplerian elements with an 

additional rate in right ascension !Ω  [130]. This correction term accounts for 

precession of the orbital plane caused by J2 effects and represents the dominant drift 

over the 60-day almanac validity period. These parameters are also employed by the 

Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS systems [43, 144, 149]. As such, the same almanac 

parameters were selected for the L5 MOPS. The L5 MOPS almanac parameters are 

given in Table 5.5. It is designed such that two almanac messages are packaged into a 

single message block, the form of which is given in Figure 5.11. These parameters are 

fit to a predicted orbital trajectory of 6 days, inline with the fit interval used in this 

context by GPS [130]. This fitting algorithm is described in Appendix B.  
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 In addition to the message header elements shared with the ephemeris, the 

almanac also has an ownership indicator. This tells the user whether the almanac 

belongs to the particular satellite broadcasting it. 

 
Table 5.5. The L5 MOPS almanac message. This is Message Type 47 in the draft SBAS L5 Dual 

Frequency, Multi-Constellation (DFMC) Interface Control Document (ICD) [180]. 

Section Parameter No. of 
Bits 

Scale 
Factor 
(LSB) 

Effective 
Range 

Units Description 

Common 
Header 

Preamble 4 - - - Preamble 

Message 
ID 6 1 0 – 63 - Message type identifier 

Almanac 
Message 

(2 Per 
Message 
Block) 

Satellite 
Slot Delta 6 1 0 – 63 - 

Satellite slot delta from 
SBAS section beginning 

in MT 31  
SBAS 

Provider ID 5 1 0 – 31 - Identification of the 
SBAS provider  

Ownership 
Indicator 1 - - - 

0 = SV is not 
broadcasting the message  

1 = SV is broadcasting 
the message  

a 16 650 6,378,000 – 
48,967,750 meters Semi-major axis  

e 8 2-8 0 – 1 - Eccentricity  

i0
 13 π × 2-13 0 – π radians Inclination  

ω 14* π × 2-13 ± π radians Argument of perigee 

Ω0 14* π × 2-13 ± π radians Longitude of the 
ascending node at toa  

!Ω  8* 10-9 ± 1.28×10-7 rad/sec Rate of right ascension  

M0
 15* π × 2-14 ± π radians Mean anomaly at toa 

toa
 6 9,450 0 – 84,600 seconds Almanac reference epoch  

Spare Bits 2 - - - Spare Bits 

Common 
Trailer 

Parity 
(CRC) 24 - - - Cyclic Redundancy 

Check  
*Parameters coded as two’s complement with the sign bit (+ or -) occupying the MSB. 
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Figure 5.11. The L5 MOPS almanac message format, two messages per message block. This is 

Message Type 47 in the draft SBAS L5 Dual Frequency, Multi-Constellation (DFMC) Interface Control 
Document (ICD) [180]. 

 

5.4.2 Message Qualification 

To validate the performance of the L5 MOPS almanac message and its generation 

algorithm, it was tested on a variety of operational core-constellation and 

augmentation orbits. Precise orbit data for the classes of MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO 

was used to both generate the message and validate its performance against a known 

truth. This allowed us to validate both the message performance in the user space as 

well as the performance of the algorithms used to generate the ephemeris parameters. 

This mirrors the scheme used in the ephemeris qualification and is summarized in 

Figure 5.3. 

The International GNSS Service (IGS) provides precise post-processed orbit 

data for GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou, Galileo, and QZSS, thus providing the orbit 

classes required for this analysis [110]. Three MEOs were selected, one from GPS, 

GLONASS, and Galileo. IGSO 1 and 5 were selected from BeiDou, representing a 

satellite from the first series of BeiDou IGSOs and one launched more recently. This 

was done to see if different orbital maintenance schemes were employed by the 

different generations of IGSOs as this would vary the almanac performance in the long 

term. The same logic was employed in selecting BeiDou GEOs G4 and G5. Table 5.6 

summarizes these satellites and their orbital elements. 
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Table 5.6. Orbits used in the L5 MOPS almanac qualification (orbital elements taken from NORAD on 
April 29, 2015). 

Satellite Orbit 
Class 

Period 
[Sidereal 

Day] 

eccentricity 
e 

inclination 
i 

[deg] 

QZS-1 HEO 1 0.075 40.6 

BeiDou G4 GEO 1 3 × 10-4 1.6 

BeiDou G5 GEO 1 6 × 10-5 1.1 

BeiDou IGSO 1 IGSO 1 4 × 10-3 54.3 

BeiDou IGSO 5 IGSO 1 3 × 10-3 54.1 

GPS PRN 1 MEO 1/2 4 × 10-3 55.1 

GLONASS 746 MEO 8/17 1 × 10-3 65.1 

Galileo E19 MEO 10/17 3 × 10-4 55.0 

 

 

 
Figure 5.12. Summary of the L5 MOPS almanac performance. 
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IGS orbit data typically provides ECEF satellite positions at 15-minute 

intervals. This provides us with a means of creating a new almanac every 15 minutes. 

The almanac parameters are fit over a 6-day interval, making the 15-minute spacing 

sufficient without need for interpolation. The temporal resolution of this IGS data was 

not sufficient to produce the 2 to 4 minute ephemeris message and is why STK was 

used in its place. One year of data from 2013 was taken for each satellite given in 

Table 5.6, allowing us to create over 35,000 almanac messages for each orbit and over 

250,000 messages overall. The almanac parameter fitting scheme is similar to that 

employed by the ephemeris message and is described in Appendix B. 

The almanac is used to determine whether a satellite is in view and 

consequently if resources should be allocated in searching to acquire its signal. As 

such, the metric used to evaluate the L5 MOPS almanac performance will not be 

absolute orbit error or URE, but instead the user elevation angle error. A summary of 

the almanac performance is given in Figure 5.12. This shows the fit performance in 

terms of the worst-case elevation angle error over the message fit interval of 6 days as 

well as the value after 60 days, the intended validity period. Though there is a fair 

amount of variability, even within the same orbit class, all give good performance 

within the fit interval, giving errors below 0.5 degrees. We see similar variability after 

60 days, though here we obtain some errors of up to 10 degrees, yielding unusable 

almanacs for certain orbit classes. GEOs were found to have the smallest long-term 

error, giving rise to an average value of less than 1 degree and a worst case of less than 

2 degrees. MEOs were also found to give acceptable results, with GPS having an 

average long-term error of just over 1 degree and less than 3 degrees in the worst case. 

GLONASS and Galileo were found to yield even better results. The QZS-1 HEO and 

BeiDou IGSOs gave the worst performance. All were found to yield acceptable mean 

performance, with less than 3 degrees of error, though QZSS could rise up to 10 

degrees in the worst case.  

The sizeable variability is due to different orbit maintenance schemes. The 

almanac parameters are fit to IGS orbit data which inherently includes operational 

elements such as maintenance maneuvers. The Earth’s oblate gravity naturally causes 
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the orbital plane to precess. The design of MEO constellations is such that they will all 

precess at the same rate, maintaining the relative constellation geometry. Since this 

does not affect global coverage, these satellites are allowed to drift and the rate in right 

ascension captures this. Figure 5.13 shows the L5 MOPS almanac error growth for 

GPS. This summarizes the performance of all 35,000 almanac messages on a single 

plot and represents the distribution of message fit error and error growth in the user 

space. The first 6 days represents the fit interval and the following 54 days show how 

the message error grows with time. The red area shows typical performance, green 

represents 95% of cases, and purple represents the worst observed cases. This result 

has a relatively narrow distribution with a smooth error growth up to the worst case at 

day 60 of just less than 3 degrees.  

Geosynchronous IGSOs and HEOs require regular orbital plane maintenance 

to preserve their usefulness. Their 24 sidereal hour period keeps them over a chosen 

longitude allowing them to deliver a regional service. If their orbital plane was 

allowed to precess, its operational longitude would drift and the satellite would lose its 

worth. To combat this, QZSS does orbit maintenance every 150 days [149]. Figure 

5.14 shows the error growth for QZS-1. On average, the almanac message performs 

well over 60 days giving rise to a 1 degree elevation angle error. Looking at the worst 

case, this can jump to over 10 degrees of error after 60 days. The sharp jumps that 

occur are due to the sudden orbital maintenance that is performed where orbital 

element changes are sudden and drastic. The same is observed for the BeiDou IGSOs, 

though it appears that major maintenance may have been performed twice in one year 

for IGSO 1 compared to IGSO 5 and QZS-1.  

The GEOs have good long-term performance, even better than the MEOs. Here 

we see average elevation angle errors of 0.5 degrees over 60 days and just over 1 

degree in the worst case. GEO orbits are typically maintained by small and frequent 

correction thrusts or via electric propulsion, giving rise to station-keeping without 

sudden drastic changes to the orbital elements. This scheme does not require taking 

the satellite out of service and it yields good long-term almanac performance. 
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Figure 5.15 shows a summary of the almanac parameter fitting algorithm 

performance in terms of computational effort. As was seen with the ephemeris, it 

requires more iterations for orbits of larger eccentricity. All results are again within 

the same order of magnitude, demonstrating that all orbit classes require similar 

computation to produce. In total, over 250,000 almanac messages were computed, 

none of which had an algorithm convergence failure or produced an invalid set of 

orbital elements. 

These results demonstrate that the L5 MOPS almanac message functions well 

as a predictor for satellite visibility, typically delivering 1 degree of user elevation 

angle error over a period 60 days. The IGSO and HEO orbits show that their orbital 

maintenance schemes adversely affect the performance of the almanac. This is 

because orbital maintenance is done impulsively, drastically and suddenly changing 

the orbit and rendering the almanac message almost useless. Perhaps when orbital 

maneuvers are performed and satellites are taken out of service, it should be warned to 

users to perform and update to their almanac to ensure acceptable performance.  

 

 
Figure 5.13. GPS PRN 01 L5 MOPS almanac message performance. 
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Figure 5.14. QZS-1 L5 MOPS almanac message performance. 

 

 
Figure 5.15. Summary of least-squares iterations needed to fit the L5 MOPS almanac parameters 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In summary, the design and qualification of the next generation of SBAS MOPS orbit 

messages was presented. This modernized MOPS will be broadcast on the new SBAS 

signal at L5. This will allow for SBAS payloads to be carried by orbits other than 

GEO including all orbit classes used today by GNSS including IGSO, HEO, and 

MEO. The new L5 MOPS ephemeris will support ranging and navigation with 

comparable performance to that of GNSS core-constellation satellites. This represents 

an order of magnitude increase in orbit representation accuracy compared to the 

current MOPS. The L5 MOPS almanac was found to give useful information for 

signal acquisition for up to 60 days. This period could be cut short depending on the 

type of orbital maintenance employed. This was not a problem for MEOs or GEOs, 

though was a problem for IGSOs and HEOs whose orbital plane maintenance abruptly 

changes the orbit, yielding the almanac no longer representative.  

This modernized MOPS will allow for more orbit classes to be used for SBAS 

and will further enable its functionality for ranging and navigation. This will aid in 

places like the Arctic where the need for navigation safety is rapidly growing and 

GEO visibility is poor. Additional orbit classes can also increase SBAS visibility in 

urban canyons where safety-critical systems like autonomous vehicles are beginning 

operation. Orbital diversity for SBAS ultimately opens the possibility for global 

coverage in the future. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Broadband LEO  
Constellations for Navigation 

In this chapter, we develop a framework that brings navigation satellites to low Earth 

orbit. Current navigation systems are predominantly in medium Earth orbit (MEO) 

with a few satellites in geosynchronous orbit. The missing class is low Earth orbit 

(LEO), where majority of operational satellites reside. LEO is twenty times closer to 

Earth, substantially reducing path loss and leading to signals up to one thousand times 

(30 dB) stronger on Earth [89]. Their downside is coverage: it takes seven LEOs to 

match the footprint of one MEO, requiring hundreds to achieve the coverage of GPS. 

These numbers are found in the coming Broadband LEO constellations of OneWeb, 

SpaceX, Boeing, and others which promise hundreds and even thousands of satellites. 

In this chapter, we demonstrate the feasibility of building a hosted payload which 

allows these LEOs to act as GNSS core-constellations. This will begin with 

background on LEO constellations in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 describes the factors 

that influence the hosted payload design. This is driven by user positioning accuracy 

which is the product of satellite geometry and user range error. Section 6.3 

demonstrates that the geometry of the Broadband LEO constellations outperform the 

GNSS core-constellations by a factor of three or more. This key discovery relaxes 

constraints on ranging errors, allowing for lower cost clocks and more amenable orbit 

determination levels as shown in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 closes with an analysis of 

electronic components in the LEO radiation environment. We show that the more 

benign LEO environment compared to MEO coupled with relaxed constraints on orbit 
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and clock enabled by improved geometry attains the positioning performance of GPS 

with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components.  

 

6.1 The ‘Big’ & ‘Broadband’ LEOs 

There are three distinct regimes where satellites tend to reside. Low Earth orbiting 

(LEO) satellites are generally placed between 400 and 1500 km in altitude. Lower and 

orbits decays too quickly due to atmospheric drag. Higher and their lifetime is cut 

short from radiation exposure in the lower Van Allen belt. At the other extreme are the 

geosynchronous (GSO) satellites just above 35,000 km. Designed with an orbital 

period that matches that of Earth, if placed at the equator these satellites reside in the 

same place in the sky. There is nearly an equal divide of the 1419 operational satellites 

in orbit today between LEO with 780 and GSO with 506 [131]. Almost nothing is 

placed in the vast distance between, nearly three Earths apart. This is largely because 

radiation levels are high demanding specialized hardened components. However, this 

is where we find the 100 or so operational navigation satellites, nearly at the midpoint 

between LEO and GSO and hence in the appropriately named medium Earth orbit 

(MEO). 

The largest constellation today is Iridium consisting of 66 low Earth orbiting 

polar satellites [183]. Figure 6.1 shows the LEO Iridium constellation in comparison 

with the 31 satellite GPS constellation in MEO. This figure shows the scale of the 

difference in altitude with Iridium at 780 km and GPS at 20,200 km. This has 

substantial implications for coverage. Even though Iridium has twice as many 

satellites as GPS, at the equator users can only see 1 satellite whereas they can see 10 

from GPS. This coverage comes down to satellite footprint. Figure 6.2 shows the stark 

difference in geometry between LEO and MEO. It takes seven LEO satellites to match 

the footprint of one MEO, hence requiring many more satellites to cover the Earth. 

This was one of the fundamental trades considered in the design of the GPS 

constellation [33]. The higher the altitude, the higher each launch cost. The lower, the 

more satellites had to be built to provide coverage. To put this in perspective, global 
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coverage for one satellite in view at all times requires less than 10 satellites in MEO 

but requires closer to 100 in LEO [104].  

 

 
Figure 6.1. The Iridium and GPS constellations. 

 

 
Figure 6.2. Comparison of satellite footprints in LEO and MEO (drawn to scale). 
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The hundreds of satellites needed to match the coverage of GPS with a LEO 

constellation are coming. In late 2014 and early 2015, the International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) reported a half dozen filings for spectrum allocation 

for large constellations of LEO satellites [184]. In January 2015, OneWeb announced 

a partnership with Virgin and Qualcomm to produce a constellation of 648 LEO 

satellites to deliver broadband Internet globally [185]. The proposed OneWeb 

constellation is shown in Figure 6.3. Within days of this announcement, SpaceX, with 

support from Google, announced a similar ambition for a constellation of over 4000 

LEO satellites [186]. A constellation of this size is shown in Figure 6.4. In August of 

2015, Samsung expressed interest with a proposal for a LEO constellation of 4600 

[187]. Boeing joined the race in June of 2016 announcing plans for a LEO 

constellation of nearly 3000 [188]. These new LEO constellations are being proposed 

to keep up with the rising demand for broadband, not to replace ground infrastructure 

[187]. From a more humanitarian perspective, these systems bring Internet access to 

the 54% of the population that do not have the infrastructure today [189]. A summary 

of these LEO systems is given in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1. Comparison of ‘Big’ and ‘Broadband’ LEO constellations. 

System No. 
Sats. 

Alt. 
[km] 

Inc. 
[deg] Year Capacity 

Iridium [183] 66 780 87 1998 Voice 

Globalstar [190] 48 1400 52 2000 Voice 

Teledesic [191] 288 1400 98 Cancelled 
in 2002 Broadband 

OneWeb [192] 648 1200 88 2019* Broadband 

Boeing [188] 2956 1200 45, 55, 88 ? Broadband 

SpaceX [186] 4025 1100 ? 2020* Broadband 

Samsung [187] 4600 <1500 ? ? Broadband 
*This represents slated initial operational capability (IOC).  
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Figure 6.3. The proposed OneWeb constellation of 648 satellites. 

 
Figure 6.4. A constellation of 4000 polar LEO satellites. SpaceX and Samsung are proposing 

constellations of similar proportions [186, 187]. 
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Figure 6.5. The proposed Boeing constellation of 2956 satellites. This is based on assumptions from 

publicly released information in [188]. Shown here is a configuration with approximately 1190 satellites 
placed in 35 planes inclined at 45o (blue), 612 placed in 18 planes inclined at 55o (red), and 1155 placed 

in 21 planes inclined at 88o (gray).   

 

These ‘Broadband LEO’ constellations are on an entirely different scale than 

the ‘Big LEO’ constellations of the 1990s. Big LEO constellations like Iridium [183] 

and Globalstar [190] offer voice telephone and low speed data. Those of the likes of 

OneWeb and SpaceX are promising high speed Internet. Though the most recent, they 

are not the first to be proposed. A Broadband LEO constellation concept of close to 

1000 satellites was proposed by Microsoft backed Teledesic in the late 1990s [87, 

191]. However, the system never came to fruition due its extreme cost. The 

constellations proposed now are leveraging lower costs per kilo to LEO due to new 

launch vehicle competitors as well as 20 years of satellite technology advancements. 

These Broadband LEOs have 10 to 100 fold more satellites than their Big LEO 

counterparts. The reason for this scale is a combination of latency and capacity. More 

satellites mean better visibility and higher capacity. Though higher altitudes like GSO 

require fewer satellites to cover the Earth, they also introduce latency. Their distance 

means it takes radio signals up to 0.280 seconds to complete a round trip. A LEO 
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constellation below an altitude of 1580 km has the potential to be faster than Earth-

bound fiber optic networks [187].  

The magnitude of the space infrastructure being proposed is unprecedented. 

OneWeb’s constellation is nearly as large as the number of operational satellites in 

LEO today. SpaceX’s and Boeing’s are each more than twice the total number of 

operational satellites in orbit. Iridium is of the size that it could add a useful 

augmentation signal to GPS or offer standalone robust time transfer and is already 

broadcasting signals for this service [89, 90]. Developed by Satelles with the Boeing 

Company and Iridium Satellite LLC, single GNSS/LEO receiver chips now exist for 

this service [91]. Testing has shown the system capable of penetrating deep indoors, 

showcasing the increased signal strength from LEO [92]. The scale of the Broadband 

LEOs by comparison is such that they could act as a standalone navigation system for 

trilateration. 

The focus here is on leveraging the Broadband LEO constellations for 

navigation. By piggybacking these spacecraft with a hosted payload, each could act as 

a navigation satellite. We examine how such a hosted payload could be built for a 

lower than traditional cost while still achieving the positioning performance of GPS. 

Though designed for communication coverage, the Broadband LEO constellations are 

shown to provide threefold or more improved geometry compared to the MEO core-

constellations of GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, and BeiDou. This improvement in 

geometry relaxes requirements on the signal-in-space user range error (SIS URE) 

while maintaining positioning accuracy. This allows for lower cost clocks and more 

amenable orbit determination levels. We explore the use of chip-scale atomic clocks 

(CSAC) on the satellites to achieve precise timing. We examine the use of the GPS 

ephemeris message for use in LEO to enable backwards compatibility in orbit 

description. Furthermore, constellation-wide orbit determination methods are 

discussed. We show that the improved geometry, coupled with the more benign LEO 

radiation environment compared to MEO, allows us to achieve the positioning 

accuracy of GPS using a hosted payload composed of commercial-off-the-shelf 

(COTS) components.  
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6.2 Designing the Hosted Payload 

The design of the hosted payload is driven by the desired positioning accuracy of the 

user. To evaluate the performance achievable from the Broadband LEO constellations, 

we will consider them as their own entity. The user will assume operation using a 

LEO constellation alone and furthermore will use trilateration to compute position. 

Under these assumptions, position error is the product of two factors: geometry and 

range error. The user position and time errors are related to these through the least-

squares process used to compute position from pseudo-range measurements. This 

gives us the following relationships [77, 193]: 

 
σ 3D = PDOP ⋅σ URE

σ b = TDOP ⋅σ URE

 (6.1) 

where σ3D is the user root-mean-square (RMS) 3D positioning error, PDOP is the 

position dilution of precision, σb is the user RMS clock error, TDOP is time dilution of 

precision, and σURE is the user range error (URE). These equations map errors in range 

measurements to user position and clock errors.  

The URE is the uncertainty in the ranging signal. This parameter includes 

errors from the satellite control segment such as orbit and clock, as well as 

atmospheric propagation effects, multipath, and user equipment noise. These are 

summarized in Table 6.2. The dilution of precision (DOP) factors are derived from 

terms related to the user-satellite geometry. Hence, it is only geometry that maps range 

errors into the user space. In other words, DOP is a geometry factor that is a measure 

of how many satellites are in view and how well they are distributed in the sky. The 

better their distribution, the more information can be gathered about each direction and 

the better the position estimate. Typically this is further broken down into horizontal 

(HDOP) and vertical dilution of precision (VDOP), giving us the relationship between 

URE and errors in the vertical and horizontal directions. This enables a powerful 

analysis that allows for the user position errors to be characterized with knowledge of 

the constellation geometry, which is a function of where satellites are placed in orbit, 

and the signal quality in terms of clock performance and orbit uncertainty.  
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Table 6.2. Breakdown of the GPS user range error (URE). Based on data from [77, 111]. The aggregate 
URE agrees well with the mean reported by the FAA across all satellites in 2014 [55].  

Type Error Source RMS Range 
Error [m] 

Control  
Segment Satellite Clock and Ephemeris σSIS URE ≈ 0.8  

Atmospheric 
Propagation 

Ionosphere Modeling Error σIONO ≈ 1.2 

Troposphere Modeling Error σTROPO ≈ 0.2 

User 
Equipment Receiver Noise & Multipath σRNM ≈ 1.0 

Total - σURE ≈ 1.77 

 

Table 6.3 shows a comparison between a global DOP-URE analysis and the 

observed GPS performance as reported by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA) [55]. The DOP-URE analysis was performed using the GPS constellation from 

the same year, computing HDOP and VDOP globally and over a 24-hour period with 

an elevation mask of 5 degrees. More details about these calculations can be found in 

Appendix C. These results agree well with the observed GPS performance. The 

discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that FAA monitoring stations are 

predominantly in North America and do not see the degraded vertical and improved 

horizontal performance at the poles as was discussed in Chapter 4 [96]. Hence, the 

FAA reported values are not a true global average of GPS performance which is what 

we are comparing against.  

 
Table 6.3. Comparison of the 95% positioning errors of observed GPS performance and a global DOP-

URE analysis. 

 Horizontal 
[m] 

Vertical 
[m] 

GPS Observed [55] 3.35 4.68 

GPS DOP-URE Analysis 3.00 4.83 
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This DOP-URE analysis will be the basis of the hosted payload design as 

outlined in Figure 6.6. We will begin with examination of the geometry provided by 

the Broadband LEO constellations in Section 6.3. This drives requirements on the 

URE as we wish to match the performance of GPS today. Section 6.4 shows how 

these requirements on orbit and clock can be met for a lower than traditional cost. 

Following the roadmap provided by Figure 6.6, Section 6.5 assesses cost by 

examining the LEO radiation environment and assessing the use of commercial-off-

the-shelf (COTS) components.   

 
Figure 6.6. The LEO navigation hosted payload design. The user position error is driven by the satellite 

geometry and signal-in-space user range error.  

 

6.3 User Geometry 

To examine the user-satellite geometry of the Broadband LEO constellations, we must 

make some assumptions about their orbit design. Some constellation orbital 

parameters have been published as given in Table 6.1. From this list, the only fully 

defined and publically disclosed is OneWeb. For others, even with the orbital altitude 

known, the exact number of orbital planes, satellite distribution within those planes, 

and relative phasing between the planes is not known.  
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There are several methods used in constellation design, resulting in different 

configurations to perform similar functions. GPS was originally designed as 21 

satellites in 6 orbital planes [33]. Galileo, by comparison, has designed 24 satellites 

into 3 planes [143]. Furthermore, Galileo has its satellites equally spaced in these 

planes, whereas GPS does not. GPS was optimized for global PDOP and for 

robustness to satellite failures [33]. Galileo, though optimized similarly with slightly 

different constraints, is instead a Walker Delta constellation also known as a Ballard 

Rosette [136, 137, 143]. A Walker Delta is a symmetric constellation consisting of t 

satellites distributed evenly into p orbital planes. This gives rise to s = t / p satellites 

per plane which are uniformly distributed in the orbit. The ascending nodes of the p 

orbital planes are uniformly distributed about the equator. In addition, there is a 

relative phasing offset between adjacent planes. This class of constellation design 

gives rise to n satellites being in view at all places on Earth at all times.  

Iridium is another Walker constellation, specifically a Walker Star [136]. In 

this configuration, near polar circular orbits have ascending nodes spaced equally 

though 180 degrees. This leads to satellites travelling north on one side of the Earth 

and south on the other. In order to get coverage of the Earth in its entirety, LEO 

constellations must be near polar due to their limited satellite footprint; otherwise 

there is no coverage at high latitudes. The OneWeb constellation also appears to be a 

Walker Star. Because of these factors, the Walker Star is the type of constellation 

considered here for geometry analysis.  

For a given number of satellites t, it is a difficult problem to solve for the 

optimal constellation parameters including inclination, number of orbital planes, and 

relative phasing between planes [137]. We reduce this problem by assuming a near 

polar Walker Star configuration. To solve for the number of planes and number of 

satellites per plane, the problem was examined from a geometric perspective. We 

reasoned that spacing between satellites at the equator should be similar in-plane and 

across planes. The angular spacing in plane θs is given by: 

 θs =
2π
s

 (6.2) 
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and the cross-plane spacing θp by: 

 θ p =
π
p

 (6.3) 

This comes from the Walker Star, where planes have ascending nodes spaced evenly 

through 180 degrees. Setting the in-plane and cross-plane spacing to each other results 

in the following relationship: 

 s = 2p  (6.4) 

In other words, the number of satellites per plane is very nearly twice the number of 

planes. We now use the fact that the total number of satellites t is equal to the number 

of satellites per plane s multiplied by the number of planes p:  

 t = s p  (6.5) 

This gives us the following desired relationships:  

 p = t
2

 (6.6) 

 s = t
p  (6.7) 

The above equations were used as a rule of thumb in creating a plethora of LEO 

constellations to evaluate. In practice, it was found that rounding these numbers gave 

rise to reasonable results. For Iridium with 66 satellites, this scheme yields 6 planes 

with 11 satellites per plane, exactly the configuration of Iridium today. Scaling up to 

Broadband LEOs, OneWeb’s 648 satellites yields 18 planes with 36 satellites per 

plane, exactly that proposed by OneWeb in 2015 [194].  

For a specified number of satellites, we are now only missing the cross-plane 

phasing to fix the Walker Star constellation. For optimal coverage with a Walker Star, 

this spacing is [136]:  
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 ΔM =
π
s

 (6.8) 

where ΔM is the offset in mean anomaly between satellites in adjacent planes. This 

does imply that two or more satellite can intersect over the poles where orbits cross. 

Though risk of a satellite-to-satellite collision is small in general, this has occurred in 

the past when Iridium 33 collided with the Russian Cosmos 2251 [195]. In practice, 

the Broadband LEOs are likely not in this optimal configuration but varied slightly to 

manage collision risk. The optimal value will be used for the purposes of this study.  

Using a Walker Star configuration with the number of planes, satellites per 

plane, and cross-plane phasing as outlined above, a diversity of constellation sizes and 

altitudes were studied for their user-satellite geometry. The first metric considered was 

geometric dilution of precision (GDOP). This is relates to PDOP and TDOP as 

follows: 

 GDOP2 = PDOP2 + TDOP2  (6.9) 

This was chosen, as it is a combined measure of both 3D position and clock bias 

geometry. In other words, this factor maps the URE into both user 3D position and 

clock errors.  

 

 
Figure 6.7. Calculation of satellite geometry. 
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 This result is given in Figure 6.8, which represents the 98th percentile GDOP a 

user would experience on Earth as a function of constellations size and altitude 

assuming a 5 degree elevation mask. This was computed using the scheme outlined in 

Figure 6.7. The Earth was separated into an evenly spaced grid of representative user 

locations. Then a satellite constellation of given size and altitude was created using the 

scheme outlined in Eqns. (6.6) through (6.8). The satellite geometry was then 

evaluated over the grid of user positions. The process was repeated for a period of 

time sufficient for the Earth-constellation geometry to repeat. This repeat period 

depends on the orbit. For example, Landsat 8, a USGS-NASA Earth observation 

satellite in a 705 km altitude orbit, has a groundtrack repeat period of 16 days. Once 

relative positions repeat, we have obtained statistics on all possible configurations.  

 

 
Figure 6.8. Comparison of user GDOP (98th percentile) as a function of constellation size and altitude. 
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These GDOP curves show two distinct slopes. Early on, the addition of only a 

few satellites adds great improvement in GDOP. Around a GDOP of 3, however, the 

addition of more satellites seems to add less benefit. This knee in the curve is perhaps 

a Pareto optimal point where more satellites add less benefit for navigation. It is likely 

not a coincidence that the navigation core-constellation service providers all seem to 

deliver this level of service.  

Though not designed explicitly for navigation, the Broadband LEOs 

outperform the navigation core-constellations of today. The smallest, OneWeb, beats 

GPS by nearly a factor of three. Next we examine HDOP and VDOP, given in Figures 

6.9 and 6.10, respectively. These are broken down by latitude and represent the 95th 

percentile dilution of precision. MEO constellations appear to have their best HDOP at 

the equator and poles and worst VDOP at high latitudes. This is a known property of 

the GNSS core-constellations where horizontal positioning for ships in the Arctic is 

excellent but aircraft can have difficulty due to poor vertical geometry as discussed in 

Chapter 4 [96]. The reason for this is the inclination of the orbits. The inclination of 

GPS at 55 degrees is the maximum latitude where satellites can be seen overhead. This 

is exactly the latitude where we see GPS VDOP performance begin to degrade due to 

the limited vertical information that can be derived from low elevation satellites. 

GLONASS, at a higher inclination of 64 degrees, has its best performance at high 

latitudes to provide services over Russia. By comparison, the Broadband LEO 

constellations have their best geometry at the poles. This stems from the fact that 

satellites are in polar orbits, meaning most of the constellation is over high latitudes. 

This is shown by Figure 6.11, which illustrates the typical number of satellites in view 

as a function of latitude.  

Figure 6.12 shows the cumulative probability of PDOP. This shows that the 

Broadband LEO constellations are still well behaved, even in the tails of the 

distribution. Again we see the Broadband LEOs outperform the MEO navigation 

constellations. It is worth noting that the GPS Standard Position Service Performance 

Standard specifies a PDOP of less than 6, 98% of the time [196]. It is outstanding how 

much better GPS performs today with a value nearly one third of that.  
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of user HDOP (95th percentile) as a function of latitude for LEO and MEO 

constellations. 

 
Figure 6.10. Comparison of user VDOP (95th percentile) as a function of latitude for LEO and MEO 

constellations. 
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of the median number of satellites in view as a function of latitude for LEO and 

MEO constellations. 

 

 
Figure 6.12. Comparison of PDOP cumulative probability for LEO and MEO constellations. 
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In summary, by all measures of geometry and satellite visibility the Broadband 

LEO constellations under development outperform the MEO navigation core-

constellations of today.  

 

6.4 User Range Error 

We now come to the user range error (URE) which maps into the user space through 

the geometry discussed in the previous section. The focus will be on the signal-in-

space URE (SIS URE), namely, the orbit and clock uncertainty of the satellites. We 

will assume similar errors to GPS on the user equipment and atmospheric modeling 

side as outlined in Table 6.2.  

The geometry of the proposed Broadband LEO constellations is at least 

threefold better than GPS today in GDOP. This gives an advantage to the Broadband 

LEOs because it affords leeway in the required SIS URE needed to match the user 

positioning performance of GPS. GPS today has a system-wide SIS URE of 0.82 

meters [111]. If we consider OneWeb, the smallest of the Broadband LEOs, the SIS 

URE required to match GPS user positioning performance is 3.3 meters. Table 6.4 

shows this comparison in vertical and horizontal components. Details on these error 

calculations can be found in Appendix C. 

 
Table 6.4. Comparison of GPS and OneWeb user position accuracy from a global DOP-URE analysis. 

Constellation 
Horizontal 

Error (95%) 
[m] 

Vertical 
Error (95%) 

[m] 

SIS URE 
[m] 

GPS 3.00  4.83  0.8  

OneWeb 3.00  4.37  3.3  

 

The remainder of this section will address how this level of SIS URE can be 

achieved. First, clocks will be examined. This will require a clock of similar 

performance to GPS. It will also require an examination of the physics in LEO. Being 
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closer to the Earth means different orbital perturbations dominate. This has 

implications for both the orbital ephemeris of the satellite as well for relativistic 

effects on the clock. Finally, the level of orbit uncertainty required and methods of 

orbit determination will be discussed. 

 

6.4.1 Clocks 

In this section, we discuss suitable clock hardware for a low cost hosted payload. In 

addition, the relativistic time effects in LEO compared to MEO and their impact on the 

user equipment will be examined.  

 

6.4.1.1 Hardware 

The GPS satellite clocks are an outstanding piece of high performance radiation 

hardened hardware. However, their power consumption, size, weight, and cost make 

them unsuitable for a low cost hosted payload for LEO. As an alternative, we 

examined chip-scale atomic clocks (CSAC), specifically the SA.45S made by 

Microsemi (formerly by Symmetricom), for this application [197]. By comparison, 

these are low weight, small in size at 17 cubic centimeters, low power at 120 

milliWatts, and low cost at around $1500 per unit. The CSAC is also capable of 

operating in the LEO radiation environment as will be discussed in Section 6.5. The 

trade-off is that after 24 hours, which is when GPS typically updates its clocks, the 

time uncertainty is 100 times worse with a CSAC compared to GPS. Though 

Broadband LEOs have better geometry than GPS, they cannot afford this degree of 

degradation in clock performance.  

Twenty-four hours is too long of an update interval for the CSAC in this 

application. Its Allan Deviation, the clock stability as a function of averaging time, is 

10-11 second/second after 24 hours [197]. Compare this to GPS which is typically 

around 3x10-14 second/second [198, 199]. The best CSAC stability occurs at an 

averaging time of around 100 minutes, where it is closer to 10-12 second/second [197]. 

If the CSAC can be updated once per orbit in LEO, which also has a period of 100 
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minutes, we average for tenfold less time and we gain a factor of ten in the clock 

stability. This is very nearly the factor of 100 degradation regained by updating the 

CSAC once per orbit instead of once per day. This comparison is summarized in Table 

6.5. Though not quite as good as GPS, we can afford some degradation due to the 

improved geometry.  

The CSAC will be flown on the NASA CubeSat Handling of Multisystem 

Precision Time Transfer (CHOMPTT) mission, slated for launch in June of 2017 

[200]. This mission aims to demonstrate time transfer capability comparable to GPS 

via an optical link [200, 201]. Similar to what has been proposed here, CHOMPTT 

plans to employ an update interval of 100 minutes, once per its orbit. The CSAC has 

also been proposed for use in a cubesat-based lunar navigation system [202]. It has 

been suggested that 16 CSAC equipped cubesats in lunar orbit could provide 

positioning accuracy on the Moon to a level of 10 meters. This scheme suggests a 

clock update interval of 55 minutes. An Earth-based system with the geometry of 

OneWeb or better would well surpass this positioning performance.  

 
Table 6.5. Comparison of GPS atomic clocks and chip-scale atomic clock performance. 

Clock Stability at Update 
[s/s] Update Interval Uncertainty 

[nanosec] 

GPS ~3x10-14 [198, 199] At least once 
per day 2.5 

CSAC ~1x10-12 [197] Once per orbit 
(~100 minutes) 6.0 

 

6.4.1.2 Relativistic Effects 

Relativistic time dilation effects in LEO are different than in MEO, resulting in 

different satellite clock behavior. Orbital speeds cause a time slowdown and a loss of 

gravity causes a speed up. In MEO, the loss of gravity dominates and satellites 

experience a net time gain. As such, the GPS clocks are tuned to run slow on the 

ground, so they balance the time speed up on orbit [203]. In LEO, speed wins over 
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gravity loss and clocks have to be tuned to run more quickly to compensate for the 

time slow down [204].  

 There are a variety of other more subtle effects that cause time dilation as well. 

These temporal perturbations are summarized in Table 6.6. This shows that most of 

the temporal perturbations that can be neglected in MEO can also be neglected in 

LEO. This includes Earth tidal effects, relativistic corrections to radio signal 

propagation such as Shapiro time delay, and frame dragging due to Earth rotation 

(Lense-Thirring effect). The periodic effects of orbital eccentricity are important in 

both LEO and MEO. However, the Earth oblate gravity effects that are negligible in 

MEO become significant in LEO. This stems from the lower altitudes of LEO 

satellites, making them more susceptible to deviations in the Earth’s gravity field. 

Figure 2.2 showed that accelerations due to Earth oblateness are nearly two orders of 

magnitude stronger in LEO compared to MEO. Table 6.6 assumes significance after 1 

day. If clocks are updated every LEO orbit of 100 minutes, as constrained by the use 

of CSACs, Earth oblateness again becomes small and can be ignored. When done in 

this way, corrections on the user side can be made the same way in LEO as in MEO.  

 
Table 6.6. Comparison of dominant temporal perturbations for the GPS orbit and LEO after 1 day of 

operation. (Courtesy: Andrew M. Neish [101]) 

Temporal 
Perturbation GPS LEO 

Spherical Earth Potential ! ! 

Earth Oblateness × ! 

Tidal Effects × × 

Shapiro Time Delay × × 

Lense-Thirring Effect × × 

Orbit Eccentricity ! ! 
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6.4.2 Orbits 

In this section, we examine the two key components of satellite orbit on the SIS URE, 

namely, the orbit description (ephemeris) and the orbit determination.  

Orbital errors Δr = ( ΔrR, ΔrA, ΔrC ) are typically described in the radial ΔrR, 

along-track ΔrA, and cross-track ΔrC directions. To project this into the user space, we 

need to determine how these contribute to the SIS URE. This projection varies as the 

line of sight vector changes with satellite motion and user location. To statistically 

account for this, the SIS URE is typically averaged over all points on Earth within the 

visibility cone of the satellite [111, 205]. This allows the orbital contribution to the 

SIS URE to be written as a weighted average of root-mean-square errors R = rms ΔrR, 

A = rms ΔrA, and C = rms ΔrC  as follows  [111]:  

 
SIS URE(orb) = rms wR

2R+wA,C
2 A2 +C2( )!

"
#
$

= wR
2R+wA,C

2 A2 +C2( )
 (6.10) 

The weight factors wR and wA,C are altitude dependent and can be computed 

analytically using the scheme outlined in [205]. These weights are given in Table 6.7 

for GPS as specified by the GPS Standard Positioning Service (SPS) Performance 

Standard [196]. Notice that it is largely the radial component of the orbit that projects 

onto the user from MEO. Examination of Figure 6.2 shows why: the visibility cone of 

the GPS satellites is narrow, only 13.88 degrees from nadir. Being closer to Earth, 

LEO cones must be much wider to provide coverage. At an altitude of 1000 km, this 

angle is 59.82o, more than 4 times that of MEO. The weight factors for some LEO 

orbits are also given in Table 6.7 for comparison. These were computed using the 

equations given in [205] along with Matlab’s Symbolic Math Toolbox. This shows 

that at an altitude of 1000 km, all directions become equally important to the URE.  

Building on Eqn. (6.10), the combined orbit and clock SIS URE is given by 

[111]:  

 SIS URE = rms wRΔrR −Δcdt( )#$ %&
2
+wA,C

2 A2 +C2( )  (6.11) 
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where Δcdt represents the error in the broadcast clock offset. This takes into account 

that it is only the difference between the radial orbit error and broadcast clock error 

that contribute to the modeled pseudo-range. These parameters may be correlated due 

to the orbit and clock determination process. Typically, this correlation results in a 

smaller SIS URE than would result from simple addition of the orbit and clock 

variances.  

 
Table 6.7. Comparison of SIS URE weight factors for the statistical contributions of radial I, along-track 

(A), and cross-track (C) orbital errors to the line of sight ranging errors. 

Orbit 
Regime 

Orbit 
Altitude 

[km] 
wR

2 wA,C
2 

Cone 
Angle 
[deg] 

LEO 

400 0.419 0.642 70.22 

600 0.487 0.617 66.07 

800 0.540 0.595 62.69 

1,000 0.582 0.575 59.82 

1,200 0.617 0.556 57.31 

1,400 0.647 0.539 55.09 

GPS [196] 20,200 0.980 0.141 13.88 

 

Typical values for the root-mean-square radial R, along-track A, cross-track C, 

and broadcast clock offset T for GPS have been characterized in [111] and are given in 

Table 6.8. To determine orbit uncertainty requirements for the Broadband LEOs, we 

will stay with our running OneWeb example. As shown in Table 6.4, the SIS URE 

required to match the user performance of GPS with OneWeb’s geometry is 3.3 

meters. If the CSAC were used with around twice the uncertainty of the GPS clocks, 

as shown in Table 6.5, the RMS clock error T would be 2 meters. This is a 

conservative estimate as NASA expects the CSAC to achieve timing performance 

comparable to GPS on their CHOMPTT cubesat slated for launch in mid 2017 [200]. 

Furthermore, we will conservatively assume the clock T to be uncorrelated to the orbit 

radial component R. With T, Eqn. (6.11), and the weights given in Table 6.7, we find 
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that R, C, and A need to each be 2.5 meters RMS, approximately 4.3 meters in 3D to 

achieve our required 3.3 meter SIS URE. These are summarized in Table 6.8 for 

comparison to GPS. Clearly, the allowable orbital uncertainty is higher than GPS; how 

this can be achieved in terms of orbit description (ephemeris) and orbit determination 

will be the subject of this section. 

 
Table 6.8. Comparison of root-mean-square orbit radial I, along-track (A), cross-track (C) and broadcast 

clock bias (T) for GPS and OneWeb to match user positioning accuracy. 

System R  
[m] 

A  
[m] 

C  
[m] 

T  
[m] 

GPS [111] 0.18 1.05 0.44 0.69 

OneWeb 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 

 

6.4.2.1 Ephemeris 

The GPS ephemeris message consists of 16 parameters that describe the orbit as 

discussed in Chapter 3. These parameters, summarized in  Table 3.4, are fit to a high 

precision orbital trajectory and is valid for a period of 4 hours [130]. It consists of the 

6 Keplerian elements that describe the orbit nominally as an ellipse. This is followed 

by 6 harmonic correction terms, which account for periodic variation of the Keplerian 

elements. Moreover, there are 3 rate terms that account for orbit precession and 

secular drift. The final term defines the orbit epoch.   

This orbit parameterization was designed for the physics of MEO. Though 

affected by a variety of orbital perturbations, such as luni-solar gravity and solar 

radiation pressure, MEO is dominated by Earth’s oblate gravity. This perturbation 

stems from a bulge of mass at the Earth’s equator and is known as the J2 (C2,0) 

spherical harmonic. The GPS ephemeris message was effectively designed to 

compensate for this effect though it can also absorb luni-solar gravity and solar 

radiation pressure [138]. Figure 2.2 showed these perturbations and their strength as a 

function of orbital altitude. LEO is shown to also be dominated by Earth oblate 

gravity, but is then dominated by higher order gravity terms, not luni-solar gravity like 
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MEO. In addition, Earth oblate gravity is two orders of magnitude stronger in LEO. 

These factors combined give rise to different dynamics in LEO compared to MEO.  

It is desirable that the ephemeris message used in LEO be the same as that used 

by GPS for backwards compatibility. However, though both are dominated by Earth 

oblate gravity, it is not clear how well the GPS ephemeris can absorb higher order 

gravity terms as is required in LEO. In addition, we need to establish a suitable fit 

interval for LEO. An experiment was carried out to answer these unknowns. High 

precision LEO trajectories were produced and the GPS ephemeris parameters were fit 

for a variety of fit intervals. These high precision trajectories were produced using the 

NASA General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) described in Chapter 2 [108]. The 

orbit propagation model employed included Sun and Moon gravity, solar radiation 

pressure, atmospheric drag, high order gravity (70x70 of the EGM96 model), tides, 

and relativistic effects. The GPS ephemeris message was then fit to this trajectory by a 

nonlinear least-squares procedure as described in Chapter 5 using the algorithm given 

in Appendix B. The partial derivatives needed for this process can be derived 

analytically from the GPS ephemeris and are given in [206]. This process was 

repeated every 10 minutes for the year 2017. This gives rise to more than 50,000 

ephemeris messages produced per orbital altitude, enabling the characterization of the 

GPS ephemeris representation error. This is the error that stems from using the GPS 

ephemeris to describe the orbit. It is not a measure of absolute certainty, just the error 

introduced from the parameterization. This error was then projected into the user space 

to obtain the SIS URE component using the methodologies described in the previous 

section.  

The result of this process is given in Figure 6.13. This shows the RMS URE 

introduced by representing the orbit using the GPS ephemeris parameters given in  

Table 3.4. Furthermore, the MEO and IGSO trajectories shown represent 55 degree 

inclined orbits whereas the LEO orbits are polar. This illustrates that the GPS 

ephemeris introduces a 7-centimeter RMS error to the URE for GPS in MEO. It 

further shows that matching this performance in LEO is possible, but requires a much 

shorter fit interval of 10 to 20 minutes depending on the orbit altitude.  
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Figure 6.13. GPS ephemeris parameter representation error for LEO, MEO, and IGSO as a function of fit 

interval. 

 
Figure 6.14. GPS ephemeris parameter fit interval as a function of altitude required to match MEO 
performance in LEO. This also shows the maximum time a satellite can be in view as a function of 

altitude. 
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Figure 6.14 shows the fit interval needed to match the performance of GPS in 

LEO as a function of orbital altitude. It also shows the maximum time the satellite can 

be in view as calculated using [207]. These time intervals are nearly identical. It shows 

that if these fit intervals were used, the ephemeris from LEO would be valid the entire 

time the satellite was in view. Thus, once the user downloads an ephemeris message, it 

would be valid the entire time the satellite was visible.  

Though the GPS ephemeris can describe LEOs, there is still limited dynamic 

range on these parameters in practice. This is because each is allocated a fixed number 

of bits and a scale factor used to unpack the parameter. Some parameters are 

unaffected, such as the 6 Keplerian elements at the heart of the message due to their 

generality for all orbits. However, though LEO is dominated by the same dynamics as 

MEO, Earth oblate gravity is stronger and necessitates larger values of the correction 

terms. Figure 6.15 shows the distribution of rate in inclination IDOT for both MEO 

and LEO. Clearly, LEO exceeds the dynamic range built into the GPS ephemeris 

message. Results show that all of the harmonic and rate correction terms, with the 

exception of rate in right ascension, exceed the GPS ephemeris dynamic range. As 

such, we propose a set of alternate scale factors for LEO as given in Table 6.9. This 

allows for the same bit allocation and message structure, but requires the application 

of different scale factors on the user side.  

If the ephemeris parameter fit interval is as described in Figure 6.14 along with 

the message structure given in Table 6.9, the resulting message performance is given 

in Figure 6.16. This shows comparable performance to GPS in LEO, with similar, if 

not better, URE distributions. This is likely more accuracy than is needed by the 

Broadband LEOs because of their enhanced geometry. Nonetheless, the GPS 

ephemeris message can be used to convey orbit data to the same degree of accuracy as 

GPS today. 
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Figure 6.15. Distribution of rate in inclination IDOT for MEO and LEO along with the message dynamic 

ranges. 

 

 
Figure 6.16. Distribution of the GPS ephemeris message RMS URE contribution in MEO and LEO. 
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Table 6.9. GPS ephemeris message bit allocations and scale factors needed for MEO and LEO. 

Parameter No. of Bits Scale Factor 
GPS 

Scale Factor 
LEO 

IODE 8 - - 

√A 32 2-19 2-19 

e 32 2-33 2-33 

i0 32* 2-31 2-31 

ω 32* 2-31 2-31 

Ω0 32* 2-31 2-31 

M0 32* 2-31 2-31 

Crs, Crc 16* 2-5 2-3 

Cis, Cic 16* 2-29 2-27 

Cus, Cuc 16* 2-29 2-27 

IDOT 14* 2-43 2-36 

!Ω  24* 2-43 2-43 

Δn 16* 2-43 2-37 
*Parameter so indicated shall be two’s complements, with the sign (+ or -) bit 

occupying the most significant bit (MSB). 

 

6.4.2.2 Orbit Determination 

We now turn to orbit determination, the final piece of the SIS URE. This is knowledge 

of the absolute orbit before it becomes parameterized by the ephemeris. There are 

several architectures that could be considered for orbit determination of the Broadband 

LEO constellations. The problem from a navigation standpoint is scale and latency. 

Scale in the sense there are many satellites to keep track of and latency is how often 

measurements can be taken to establish the orbits. A network of ground stations can be 

used to take measurements such as pseudo-ranges that can be batch processed to 

determine the orbit. This has been done precisely in the past for LEO navigation 

systems such as Transit where better than 3 meter 3D RMS orbit determination levels 

were being achieved in the 1980s [208]. Though this would suffice for our purposes, 

the performance will depend on the density of ground stations and their capacity.  
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Figure 6.17. Broadband LEO cross-link constraints for aid in orbit determination. 

 

Some Broadband LEO constellations plan for inter-satellite communication 

links also known as cross-links. These links could be used as additional ranging 

sources, further constraining the orbit determination problem of the constellation as a 

whole. Examples of such constraints are shown in Figure 6.17. Using such links in 

conjunction with a ground network improves orbit determination by a factor of two in 

the radial, cross-track, and along-track directions compared to a ground network alone 

[209].  Furthermore, it has been shown that a network of only 15 ground stations (that 

used by Galileo) could give rise to orbit determination comparable to GPS in LEO 

[209]. For our purposes, we will take a conservative estimate of a factor two 

improvement on Transit, giving a 3D RMS orbit determination of 1.5 meters.  

 More precise orbit determination has been achieved by missions employing an 

on orbit accelerometer. Examples of these include the Earth gravity-mapping missions 

of CHAMP and GRACE. The German CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) 
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mission was launched in July of 2000 and re-entered Earth’s atmosphere in September 

of 2010 [210]. The Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission 

undertaken by NASA and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) was launched in 2002 

and continues operation today [211]. Both missions used GPS receivers and 

accelerometer measurements in order to precisely determine their orbits and remove 

non–gravitational accelerations from the list of unknowns [212]. In the case of 

GRACE, this achieved orbit determination down to the centimeter level [213]. 

Another architecture is to simply use the GPS constellation to perform 

navigation in LEO. This is commonplace today with commercial space-capable 

receivers such as the Novatel OEM615 reporting 1.5 meter RMS 3D accuracy, more 

than meeting our orbit determination requirement [214]. Though this makes the 

Broadband LEOs dependent on GPS above, it gives rise to more signals to the user on 

the ground. This multitier GNSS architecture could have core-constellations like GPS 

at its center with a multitude of LEO satellites reliant on it and delivering more signals 

to the user. The more powerful radio signals from LEO would be more resilient to 

jamming on Earth. Meanwhile, the LEO satellites would be largely unaffected by 

Earth bound jammers, allowing them to use GPS even if the user cannot. Furthermore, 

a GPS receiver in LEO could be used to steer the LEO clock, reducing the onboard 

clock requirement and complexity. 

In summary, each of these orbit determination schemes more than meets our 

requirement of 4.3 meters 3D RMS and are summarized in Table 6.10. 

 
Table 6.10. Comparison of orbit determination methods.  

Method 3D RMS Error 
[m] 

Ground Stations [21] 3 

Ground Stations + Cross Links [209] 1.5 

GPS Receiver [214] 1.5 

Accelerometry [213] <1 
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6.5 Radiation Environment in LEO 

A major cost driver of space hardware is the radiation dosage received during its 

mission lifetime. The higher the dosage, the more specialized the hardware must be. In 

many cases, special radiation hardened electronic components and designs are 

required [215]. Figure 6.18 shows the total ionizing dose (TID) in silicon over a 5-year 

mission as a function of orbital altitude and inclination. This is a measure of material 

damage caused by ionizing radiation. This plot assumes aluminum shielding of 5 mm 

in thickness; beyond this and shielding adds only a marginal benefit [216]. These 

results were produced using the European Space Agency (ESA) Space Environment 

Information System (SPENVIS) [217]. The radiation models employed were trapped 

proton (AP-8) and electron (AE-8) models for solar maximum as well as long-term 

solar particle fluences and galactic cosmic ray fluxes.  

 
Figure 6.18. Radiation dosage in silicon over a 5 year mission as a function of orbital altitude and the 

distribution of operational satellites on orbit. 
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Figure 6.18 also shows the distribution of operational satellites in orbit as a 

function of altitude [131]. Notice the concentration in LEO and GSO with only a brave 

few in between representing the navigation constellations in MEO. The reason for this 

is ionizing radiation. There are two distinct peaks in the TID curves between LEO and 

GSO. These are the Van Allen belts. The lower belts are dominated by high energy 

protons and the upper by high energy electrons, both trapped by the Earth’s magnetic 

field [133]. The varying radiation dosage by orbital altitude has led to a classification 

system [215]. LEO satellites below 500 km are classified as operating in level I 

radiation conditions. Level II represents LEO between 500 and 1200 km. Level III are 

the geosynchronous satellites. GPS is considered level IV. This is the highest on the 

operational hierarchy with the exception of level IVa, which specifies tactical 

survivability of a nuclear detonation. This gives a sense of how difficult it is to make 

the navigation satellites today, which must survive the worst radiation conditions we 

subject spacecraft to.  

Typical commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) electronic components fail between 

5 and 20 kRad in Silicon (Si) TID. Figure 6.18 shows that some COTS components 

could work in LEO and GSO but not in MEO and hence the challenge in their design. 

By careful selection of COTS components, it has been found that designs tolerant to 

30 kRad (Si) can be achieved [216]. This is a design technique known as ‘Careful 

COTS’ where COTS components are tested to establish their radiation tolerance and 

the hardest are used in the final design. Typically this makes use of industrial or 

automotive grade components in lieu of commercial grade. This method has been 

successfully employed by small satellite manufacturers which operate in LEO such as 

Skybox Imaging, also known as Terra Bella and now Planet [216]. Though a more 

expensive technique than ‘Vanilla COTS’ due to the testing required, it is cheaper than 

radiation hardened designs. Furthermore, the CSAC considered in this analysis has 

also been shown to be radiation tolerant, designed to survive a dose of 50 kRad (Si) 

[218].  

Figure 6.19 focuses on radiation levels in LEO. This plot also shows the target 

altitudes of the Broadband LEOs. This appears to be partly because not much is there 
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today, however, it also puts these systems in a level II radiation environment. This 

combined with a ‘Careful COTS’ design makes a hosted payload consisting of a 

CSAC and COTS components a possibility, thereby reducing costs and further 

showing the feasibility of such a hosted payload concept for LEO.  

 

 
Figure 6.19. Radiation dosage in silicon over a 5 year mission in LEO and the distribution of satellites in 

this regime. 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

The proposed Broadband LEO constellations of OneWeb, SpaceX, Boeing, and others 

represent a major paradigm shift. This unparalleled amount of new space 

infrastructure could increase the number of operational satellites in orbit by tenfold. 

Here, we examined how these constellations can be leveraged via a hosted payload as 

a platform to provide navigation services. The hosted payload design drivers are 

summarized in Figure 6.20. The major components of user position accuracy are the 

satellite geometry and user range error, the latter a measure of the quality of the 
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satellite clock and orbit. The unprecedented number of satellites of these LEO 

constellations gives rise to better geometry than any of the GNSS core-constellations 

in MEO by at least threefold. This strength in numbers is key as it allows for 

relaxation of the signal-in-space user range error (SIS URE), while still matching the 

position accuracy of GPS. This, coupled with the more benign radiation environment 

in LEO compared to MEO, enables a hosted payload designed using commercial-off-

the-shelf (COTS) components.  

 
Figure 6.20. Summary of the hosted payload design. The improved satellite geometry relaxes orbit and 
clock constraints. When combined with the LEO radiation environment, the user positioning performance 

of GPS can be achieved using COTS components. 

 

The addition of navigation satellites in LEO provides a number of benefits to 

the user. LEO spacecraft travel overhead more quickly, passing in minutes instead of 

hours in MEO. This gives rise to more multi-path rejection, as reflections are no 

longer static over short averaging times [89]. This faster motion also gives rise to 

benefits in the initialization time required for carrier-phase differential GPS [88]. 

Perhaps most importantly, LEO has the advantage of being closer to the Earth than 

core constellations in MEO, experiencing less path loss and delivering signals one 

thousand times (30 dB) stronger. This makes them more resilient to jamming and 

more capable in deep attenuation environments such as in urban canyons and indoors.  
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Chapter 7  
 
Conclusion 

7.1 Summary and Contributions 

The underlying theme of this dissertation was the utilization of new orbits to improve 

the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) we rely upon in nearly all facets of 

modern life. This comprised the inclusion of new orbits for safety-critical 

augmentation systems as well as for navigation core-constellations. Today, safety-

oriented augmentation is placed in geosynchronous orbit while navigation core-

constellations such as GPS are placed in medium Earth orbit. This lack of diversity 

leads to certain pitfalls. Augmentation systems are limited in platforms on which they 

can piggyback and do not reach users at high latitude. Navigation systems have 

limited geometric diversity as well as faint signals, leaving them vulnerable to 

interference and limited in urban and indoor environments. The orbital diversity 

introduced here improves the service, reliability, and functionality of GNSS. This was 

accomplished through the following contributions: 

 

GNSS Integrity for the Arctic 
Chapter 4 used new orbits to bring safety-critical augmentation to the Arctic. The 

remote Arctic has seen substantial economic growth in recent years due to the 

recession of sea ice. This has resulted in higher traffic and thus more risk for 

accidents. Hence, this region would benefit greatly from safety-critical GNSS 

capability. The current geostationary space segment of augmentation systems falls 
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short in the Arctic, supporting up to a latitude of only 70 degrees in practice. Section 

4.3 shows that the inclined geosynchronous and highly elliptical orbits supported by 

the new standards developed in Chapter 5 give excellent coverage in the Arctic. With 

this, along with multi-constellation and multi-frequency coming by 2026, both 

aviation and maritime operations can be supported using existing ground 

infrastructure. Section 4.4 shows that aircraft precision approach can be achieved in 

the entire Arctic Circle. Most augmentation systems plan to use one or two core-

constellations by 2026. It was found that if each system included an additional core-

constellation than what is planned, precision approach down to a decision height of 

200 feet (61 meters), the strictest GNSS approach, could be achieved. Section 4.5 

showed what is achievable in the maritime domain. First, aviation standards were 

modified for use at sea, adjusting allocation of protection levels from vertical to 

horizontal. With the planned service for 2026, ice navigation requirements can be met. 

By making use of all four core-constellations, namely, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and 

BeiDou, stricter requirements for drilling and mapping can be achieved.  

 

New Orbits for Augmentation Systems  
Chapter 5 brought new orbits to safety-critical augmentation systems. Current aviation 

GNSS receiver standards limit the type of orbit that can be used for this application, 

where only geostationary satellites are supported today. This stems from the orbit 

description message, which is tailored for this orbital regime as described in Section 

5.1. Contributions in this chapter enable the next generation of aviation standards to 

support multiple orbit classes. Here, orbit messages were designed which can support 

the wide range of orbits currently used in GNSS, namely, medium, geostationary, 

inclined geosynchronous, and highly elliptical orbits. This consisted of two separate 

messages, the ephemeris used for satellite ranging and tracking and the almanac used 

in signal acquisition. Section 5.3 described the first challenge: the ephemeris message 

design and qualification. Section 5.3.1 showed the message design. This consisted of 

an orbit parameterization based on a subset of the GPS ephemeris parameters, 

allowing for backward compatibility with existing user algorithms. The challenge was 
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both the selection of these orbital parameters and assigning them individual bits to fit 

them within the message blocks allocated in the next generation of standards. This 

balanced model fidelity and truncation error to ultimately describe the desired orbit 

classes to the centimeter level. Section 5.3.2 described the message qualification 

process where all combinations of orbital perturbations were tested to ensure statistical 

performance of the message and fitting algorithms, ensuring they met the stringent 

requirements for safety critical systems. The result was a message which supports the 

existing geostationary satellites and brings MEO, IGSO, and HEO with an order of 

magnitude improvement in orbit description accuracy. Section 5.4 described a similar 

process for the almanac. It was determined that the GPS almanac parameters could be 

used for the desired range of orbit classes. Both the ephemeris and almanac messages 

are now in the draft Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) to be 

broadcast on L5 [180] and have been agreed upon by the international aviation 

community. 

 

Broadband LEOs for Navigation 
Chapter 6 focused on navigation itself, bringing core-constellations from devoted 

government systems to achieving the same performance via the commercial low Earth 

orbiting (LEO) constellations under development for broadband by means of a hosted 

navigation payload. These global LEO constellations plan to deliver Internet to the 

world and are being developed by more than a half dozen organizations, which include 

the likes of OneWeb, SpaceX, and Boeing. These constellations are unprecedented in 

size; some promising three times the number of operational satellites in orbit today. 

From a navigation standpoint, this scale is their strength. Section 6.3 shows that these 

LEO constellations deliver at minimum threefold superior geometry than core-

constellations today. This allows for relaxed requirements on satellite clock and orbit 

estimation to match the position accuracy of GPS as shown in Section 6.4. Section 

6.4.1 shows that timing requirements can be met using a chip-scale atomic clock 

(CSAC). This commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) component is orders of magnitude 

smaller, lighter, cheaper, and more power efficient than the radiation hardened atomic 
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clocks used presently by core-constellations. Section 6.4.2 examines the orbit 

component. It shows that the GPS ephemeris message can be used to describe LEO 

orbits to the same accuracy as GPS today, enabling backwards compatibility. 

Furthermore, it is found that orbit determination based on ground stations alone or 

with the inclusion of crosslinks can meet the needed requirements. We further explore 

a two-tiered GNSS where LEO satellites perform orbit determination using the GPS 

constellation above. Though one is reliant on the other, it ultimately yields more 

signals to users on the ground. Section 6.5 closes with an assessment of electronic 

components in the LEO radiation environment. Compared to MEO, the more benign 

LEO radiation environment along with the relaxed constraints on the satellite clock 

and orbit, enabled by the improved constellation geometry, allows for the use of 

COTS components in the hosted payload design while still achieving the positioning 

accuracy of GPS. The closer LEOs offer signals one thousand times stronger than core 

constellations in MEO today. This makes them more resilient to jamming and more 

capable in deep attenuation environments such as in urban canyons and indoors.  

 

7.2 Directions for Future Work 

Much of the work outlined here shows the improvement that can be achieved through 

GNSS orbital diversity in principle, but offers little experimental validation. The 

schemes shown here for both augmentation and navigation require technology 

demonstration and ultimately exploration of the capability introduced to users on 

Earth.  

 In safety-critical augmentation, data from the highly elliptical orbit of the 

Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System was used in the orbit message qualification 

process. Broadcasting these messages from such a platform would be the ultimate 

performance test. In the Arctic Circle, using the full L5 Minimum Operational 

Performance Standards (MOPS) would truly show the system’s capability. One 

proposed location for such a test is the Svalbard Airport at Longyearbyen, the 

northernmost airport with publically scheduled flights located at 78oN. 
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 Strategies for future safety-oriented maritime operations in the Arctic require a 

micro view of the world through ship-level sensing of the local environment, a macro 

view given by situational awareness and data sharing, GNSS to tie them together, and 

crew competency to execute best practices [93]. Autonomous perception at sea, which 

utilizes artificial intelligence along with multispectral redundant sensors to mimic 

human expertise in ice detection and classification has been explored [94]. Improved 

maritime situational awareness through systems like ESABALT, which automatically 

crowd-sources data from ships, servers, satellite imagery, and aerial reconnaissance is 

under development [219]. This represents challenges in maritime ‘Big Data’ where 

useful information must be extracted and disseminated, enabling better informed 

decisions at sea. With this wealth of knowledge, route optimization becomes practical 

in avoiding dangerous ice and to perhaps minimize the impact on the Arctic ecosystem 

[220]. In a framework of collaborative data crowd-sharing at sea, GNSS integrity will 

play an important role in ensuring safety in this and other Arctic applications. 

Questions concerning the integrity of such crowd-sourced data will be a further area of 

research, especially for safety-critical applications.  

 For navigation, we discussed the technologies and methods to deliver 

navigation services from low Earth orbit through the coming broadband constellations. 

However, we did not discuss the signals themselves. Major areas of future work 

include the selection of frequencies and the signal structure design. Of major 

consideration are atmospheric effects. Attenuation must be minimized and delays 

introduced by the ionosphere and troposphere must be manageable. There is also a 

major political component to frequency allocation. Obtaining usage rights from the 

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is not a modest task. An altogether 

different approach is to examine the potential of utilizing the satellite communications 

signals themselves with no devoted navigation payload.  

 For signal structure, should such signals be backward compatible with GPS or 

should they offer an improved and all together different service? New designs could 

include encryption and authentication, making them more difficult to spoof. Work in 

this area has been undertaken by Satelles in cooperation with the Boeing Company 
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and Iridium Satellite LLC. The Iridium constellation now broadcasts structured 

navigation signals that can penetrate deep indoors due to their stronger signals 

compared to those from MEO [90]. Single GNSS/LEO receiver chips now exist for 

this service [91]. Furthermore, testing has shown the system feasibility for time 

transfer and positioning in deep attenuation environments such as indoors [92].  

 The chip-scale-atomic-clock (CSAC) discussed in Chapter 6 is slated to be in 

low Earth orbit in 2017. Flown on the NASA CubeSat Handling of Multisystem 

Precision Time Transfer (CHOMPTT) mission, it aims to demonstrate time transfer 

capability comparable to GPS via an optical link [200, 201]. Analysis of this data from 

a navigation standpoint would be of great benefit.  

 Orbit determination, propagation, and parameterization as well as clock 

characterization should ultimately be tested together on a demonstration satellite. 

Preliminary work with the NASA Ames Research Center has indicated potential for 

flying a demonstration hosted navigation payload. This would be flown on COTSAT, 

a spacecraft bus developed by NASA Ames Research Center for low cost commercial 

and government use [221]. With target applications including LEO communications, 

this is precisely the intended platform for the hosted navigation payload. Preliminary 

talks with NASA engineers indicate that hosting such a payload would indeed be 

possible in terms of size, power, and other constraints.  

 The logistics of managing the unprecedented number of satellites in the 

broadband LEO and other large constellations is another area of future work [222]. A 

push towards more autonomy is the direction taken by many, where management of 

individual satellites becomes a practical impossibility. Groups like Planet and Terra 

Bella (now the same company), who plan large constellations for Earth imaging, as 

well as companies like OneWeb, SpaceX, and Boeing, building constellations for 

broadband, are undoubtedly working on this problem. However, the handling of 

navigation constellations in this context should also be examined and has not been to 

the knowledge of the author.  

 Finally, the fruits of this labor bring potentially new applications to explore on 

Earth. Stronger signals from LEO could enable indoor localization and better service 
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in urban environments. There are also new applications which could stem from the 

marriage of navigation services from LEO and better coverage from the use of new 

orbits in safety-critical augmentation.  
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Appendix A  
 
Glossary  

A-GNSS Assisted-GNSS 

ARAIM Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency 

BD SBAS BeiDou Satellite-Based Augmentation System 

BDS BeiDou Navigation Satellite System 

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 

CIA Central Intelligence Agency  

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DFMC Dual Frequency, Multi-Constellation 

DGPS Differential GPS 

DHS Department of Homeland Security 

DME Distance Measuring Equipment 

DOP Dilution of Precision 

DOT Department of Transportation 

EC European Commission 

ECEF Earth Centered Earth Fixed 

ECI Earth Centered Inertial 

EGNOS European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service 

ESA European Space Agency 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

FOC Full Operational Capability 
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FODE Fundamental Orbital Differential Equation  

GAGAN GPS Aided GEO Augmented Navigation system 

GDOP Geometric Dilution of Precision 

GEO Geostationary Earth Orbit 

GIPSY  GNSS-Inferred Positioning System  

GMAT General Mission Analysis Tool 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSO Geosynchronous Orbit 

HDOP Horizontal Dilution of Precision 

HEO Highly Elliptical Orbit 

HPOP High Precision Orbit Propagator  

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

ICBM Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile 

ICD Interface Control Document 

IGS International GNSS Service 

IGSO Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit 

ILS Instrument Landing Systems 

IOC Initial Operational Capability 

ISS International Space Station 

IWG Interoperability Working Group 

JPL Jet Propulsion Lab 

KASS South Korean Augmentation Satellite System 

LADEE Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer 

LAN Longitude of the Ascending Node 

LEO Low Earth Orbit 

LORAN Long Range Navigation 

LPV Localizer Performance with Vertical guidance 

MEO Medium Earth Orbit 

MSAS Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System 
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NNSS Navy Navigation Satellite System 

NORAD North American Aerospace Defense Command 

OASIS Orbit Analysis Simulation Software 

PNT Position, Navigation, and Time 

PRN Pseudo-Random Noise 

QZSS Quasi-Zenith Satellite System 

RAAN Right Ascension of the Ascending Node 

RMS Root-Mean-Square 

RSS Root-Sum-Square 

SAIF Sub-meter-class Augmentation with Integrity Function 

SAS Scandinavian Airlines 

SBAS Satellite-Based Augmentation System 

SDCM System for Differential Corrections and Monitoring 

SGP4 Simplified General Perturbation Model 4  

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

STK Systems Tool Kit (Formerly Satellite Tool Kit) 

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access 

TDOA Time Difference of Arrival 

TDOP Time Dilution of Precision 

TLE Two Line Elements 

UAS Unpiloted Aerial System 

UAV Unpiloted Aerial Vehicle 

UN United Nations 

USAF United States Air Force 

UTC Universal Coordinated Time 

VDOP Vertical Dilution of Precision 

VHF Very High Frequency 

VOR VHF Omnidirectional Range 

WAAS Wide Area Augmentation System 
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WGS 84 World Geodetic System 1984 
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Appendix B  
 
The L5 MOPS Orbit Parameter 
Fitting Algorithms 

In this appendix, the algorithms for generating the Satellite-Based Augmentation 

System (SBAS) L5 Minimum Operational Performance Standard (MOPS) ephemeris 

and almanac messages of Chapter 5 are worked out in full detail. This allows us to fit 

the ephemeris parameters given in Figure 5.2 and the almanac parameters given in 

Figure 5.11 to a high fidelity orbital trajectory. This amounts to a nonlinear 

optimization problem. We wish to fit a set of fixed orbital elements such that they best 

represent the ground estimate of the orbital state over the fit interval in question. This 

interval is 2 or 4 minutes for the ephemeris (as discussed in Chapter 5) and 6 days for 

the almanac. This yields the best possible representation of the true orbit while using 

these parameterizations. This will begin with the orbit representation model itself in 

Section B.1. We outline the process of taking orbital elements and producing a 

satellite ECEF position. Section B.2 derives the orbit parameter fitting algorithm. 

Section B.3 details best practices for seeding the nonlinear optimization problem of 

Section B.2 in the form of a robust initial guess. Section B.4 discusses possible 

singularities and how they can be handled in practice. This demonstrates with 

simulated data that there is no degradation in message performance even for small 

inclinations and small eccentricities. Section B.5 closes by bringing all elements 

together in pseudo-code to outline the full process of producing the message 

parameters.  
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B.1 Orbital Position 

In this section, the process of converting orbital elements to the satellite ECEF 

coordinates is outlined in the context of satellite navigation. The position of the 

satellite r is assumed to be a function of the orbital elements y and time t as follows: 

 r = f(y, t)  (B.1) 

where the orbital parameters of the L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris are: 

 y = a,e, i0,Ω0,ω,M0, IDOT,Cus,Cuc[ ] T  (B.2) 

and those of the L5 SBAS MOPS almanac are:  

 y = a,e, i0,Ω0,ω,M0, !Ω"# $%
T

 (B.3) 

For both the L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris and almanac the function f that describes the 

satellite position is nearly identical to that given for the GPS ephemeris in the IS-GPS-

200 [130]. The procedure for the full GPS ephemeris message will be summarized 

here for completeness. The GPS ephemeris has six more parameters than the L5 SBAS 

MOPS ephemeris. As such, the unused parameters will be set equal to zero, namely, 

Crs =Crc =Cis =Cic = Δn = !Ω = 0  in the following algorithm. In the case of the 

almanac, Cus, Cuc, Crs, Crc, Cis, Cic, Δn, and IDOT are set equal to zero. The algorithm 

is as follows:  

 

1. Compute the mean orbital rate n0: 

 n0 =
µ
a3

 (B.4) 

where a is the semi-major axis and µ is the gravitational parameter of Earth 

equal to 3.986005×1014 m3/s2. 
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2. Compute the time tk that has elapsed since the reference epoch toe: 

 tk = t − toe  (B.5) 

where t is the current epoch.  

 

3. Compute the corrected mean motion n: 

 n = n 0+Δn  (B.6) 

 

4. Compute the mean anomaly Mk: 

 Mk =M0 + ntk  (B.7) 

where M0 is the mean anomaly at epoch toe. 

 

5. Compute the eccentric anomaly Ek by solving Kepler’s equation: 

 Mk = Ek − esinEk  (B.8) 

where e is the orbit eccentricity. This must be solved iteratively and is typically 

computed using Newton’s method [103].  

 

6. Compute the true anomaly fk: 

 fk = atan2 1− e2 sinEk, cosEk − e( )  (B.9) 

 

7. Compute the argument of latitude Φk: 

 Φk = fk +ω  (B.10) 
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8. Compute the harmonic corrections: 

 δuk =Cus sin2Φk +Cuc cos2Φk  (B.11) 

 δrk =Crs sin2Φk +Crc cos2Φk  (B.12) 

 δik =Cis sin2Φk +Cic cos2Φk  (B.13) 

 

9. Correct the argument of latitude: 

 uk =Φk +δuk  (B.14) 

 

10. Compute the orbit radius rk: 

 rk = a (1− ecosEk )+δrk  (B.15) 

 

11. Compute the inclination ik: 

 ik = i0 + IDOT tk +δik  (B.16) 

 

12. Compute the position in the orbital plane: 

 
!xk = rk cosuk
!yk = rk sinuk

 (B.17) 

 

13. Compute the longitude of the ascending node: 

 Ωk =Ω0 + ( !Ω− !Ωe ) tk − !Ωe toe  (B.18) 

where Ω0 is the longitude of the ascending node at weekly epoch and !Ωe is the 

rotation rate of Earth equal to 7.2921151467×10-5 rad/s. One small difference 

in the case of the L5 SBAS MOPS is that the longitude of the ascending node 

is specified at the time of ephemeris toe, not at the weekly epoch [180]. This 
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was suggested to improve accuracy of the message. When defined in this way, 

longitude of the ascending node is computed as follows: 

 Ωk =Ω0 + ( !Ω− !Ωe ) tk  (B.19) 

 

14. Compute the final ECEF position vector rk of the satellite: 

 rk =
xk
yk
zk

!

"

#
#
#
#

$
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&
&
&
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=

'xk cosΩk − 'yk cosik sinΩk

'xk sinΩk + 'yk cosik cosΩk

'yk sin ik
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$
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&
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&
&

 (B.20) 

 

B.2 Parameter Fitting Algorithm 

We are ultimately after the optimal set of orbital elements which describe the ground 

segment’s best estimate of the orbit using our function f over a given time interval. 

Unfortunately, these are locked in the nonlinear function outlined in Section B.1. To 

gain access, we can linearize this function. This orbital parameterization captures the 

dominant physics of the satellite motion. We thus expect the orbital elements to vary 

only by a small amount relative to some nominal parameters. As such, a decent 

approximation to the satellite position r can be achieved by linearizing about a set of 

nominal orbital elements p. This can be realized using a Taylor series expansion: 

 r ≈ f(p, t)+ ∂f
∂y

⋅ y−p( )  (B.21) 

where the partial derivative of function f with respect to the orbital elements y is the 

Jacobian matrix J: 

 J ≡ ∂f
∂y

 (B.22) 
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At a given epoch t, the previous section showed that our function f gave rise to the 

position of the satellite rk in the following form: 

 rk = rk r̂k = rk

cosuk cosΩk − sinuk cosik sinΩk

cosuk sinΩk + sinuk cosik cosΩk

sinuk sin ik

#

$

%
%
%
%

&

'

(
(
(
(

 (B.23) 

where rk = rk 2

 

is the radial distance to the satellite and r̂k = rk rk  is a unit vector 

pointing in the satellite direction. This was also derived in Section 2.5. The derivative 

of the above function with respect to the ephemeris (or almanac) parameters is the 

desired Jacobian J. At a given epoch, the Jacobian is as follows:  

 ji =
∂rk
∂αi

 (B.24) 

where ji are the columns of the Jacobian matrix and αi are the orbital parameters to be 

fit. In the case of the full GPS ephemeris, α = {a, e, i0, Ω0, ω, M0, Cus, Cuc, Crs, Crc, Cis, 

Cic, IDOT, !Ω , Δn}. In the case of the L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris, α = {a, e, i0, Ω0, ω, 

M0, Cus, Cuc, IDOT} and for the almanac α = {a, e, i0, Ω0, ω, M0, !Ω}. These partial 

derivatives were derived by the author in [97] for the case of the L5 SBAS MOPS 

ephemeris. For completeness, the partial derivatives needed to fit the full 15 parameter 

GPS ephemeris message are given below. This formulation is based on the work of 

[206]. We’ll begin with the derivatives with respect to the Keplerian elements:  

 
∂rk
∂a

= (1− ecosEk ) r̂k  (B.25) 

 
∂rk
∂e

=
a(e− cosEk )
1− ecosEk

r̂k + rk
(2sinEk − esinEk cosEk − e

2 sinEk )
1− e2 (1− ecosEk )

2

∂r̂k
∂uk

 (B.26) 
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∂rk
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 (B.28) 

 
∂rk
∂ω

= rk
∂r̂k
∂uk

 (B.29) 

 ∂rk
∂M0

=
aesinEk

1− ecosEk

r̂k +
rk 1− e

2

1− ecosEk

∂r̂k
∂uk

 (B.30) 

where:  
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∂uk

= rk

−sinuk cosΩk − cosuk cosik sinΩk

− sinuk sinΩk + cosuk cosik cosΩk
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$
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(

)
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 (B.31) 

For the correction harmonic correction terms:  

 
∂rk
∂Cus

= rk sin(2Φk )
∂r̂k
∂uk

 (B.32) 

 
∂rk
∂Cuc

= rk cos(2Φk )
∂r̂k
∂uk  

(B.33) 

 
∂rk
∂Crs

= sin(2Φk ) r̂k
 

(B.34) 
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∂rk
∂Crc

= cos(2Φk ) r̂k
 

(B.35) 

 
∂rk
∂Cis

= rk sin(2Φk )
∂r̂k
∂ik  

(B.36) 

 
∂rk
∂Cic

= rk cos(2Φk )
∂r̂k
∂ik  

(B.37) 

For the secular terms:  

 
∂rk

∂IDOT
=
∂rk
∂i0

tk
 

(B.38) 

 
∂rk
∂ !Ω

=
∂rk
∂Ω0

tk
 

(B.39) 

 
∂rk
∂Δn

=
∂rk
∂M0

tk
 

(B.40) 

 We now need to solve for the optimal orbital elements. Assumedly, the best 

estimate of the true position x(t) is computed numerically by the ground segment using 

a precision orbit propagator (discussed in Chapter 2) at discrete times ti. We can 

linearize about the first epoch and take p to be the orbital elements at time t0. This 

gives us an approximation at each time step of the form: 

 x(ti ) ≈ f(p, ti )+ J p, ti δy  (B.41) 

where δy ≡ y−p , x(ti) are the discrete orbital position vectors as calculated by the 

ground segment, and J
p, ti

is the Jacobian evaluated at time ti with orbital elements p. 

Taking the above as an equality, we can stack N discrete points to form the following 

system of equations: 
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 (B.42) 

which can be written more succinctly as: 

 !Jδy = !r− !f  (B.43) 

The right hand side is the difference between the ground segment’s estimate of the 

orbit and that given by the function f using orbital elements p at each time step. The 

above now has the form of an over determined linear system Az = b. We can obtain a 

least-squares approximation to z via the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse: 

 z =A†b = (ATA)−1AT b  (B.44) 

This allows us to solve for the difference between the actual orbital elements and those 

we linearized about: 

 δy = !J† (!r− !f )  (B.45) 

This result is not the final answer. This must be iterated upon in order to obtain the 

optimal result. The obtained δy is a successive update in an iterative scheme: 

 p = p+ δy  (B.46) 

After a sufficient number of iterations (less than 100 as shown by Figure 5.5), δy  

approaches zero and p approaches the optimal set of orbital elements p". This 

represents the final orbit message parameters. A reliable convergence criteria for this 

scheme was found to the take the following form: 

 !J δy
2
< ξ  (B.47) 

This is akin to the Newton decrement. For the ephemeris message parameters a 

suitable value of ξ was found to be 1×10-11 and worked consistently well for the orbit 
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classes of MEO, GEO, IGSO, and HEO. As suitable value for the almanac was found 

to be ξ = 1×10-3. 

 

B.3 Initial Guess 

In practice, a good initial guess for p is the 6 Keplerian elements taken at epoch toe, 

namely, the first data point of the precise propagated orbit against which the elements 

are being fit. Given the satellite inertial position xECI and velocity vECI at a specified 

time, the 6 Keplerian elements can be computed analytically [103]. The transformation 

between ECEF and ECI coordinates was given in Section 2.5. The remaining 

correction terms can be assumed zero in the initial guess. Some care needs to be taken 

for cases where the orbit is nearly circular, equatorial, or both. The following outlines 

an algorithm for creating a reliable initial guess for the iterative scheme outlined in the 

previous section. The algorithm presented here assumes a closed orbit around Earth 

and does not handle parabolic or hyperbolic trajectories as they would not be 

encountered with SBAS satellites. This algorithm is as follows: 

 

1. Compute the inertial position and velocity vector magnitudes:  

 r = xECI
2
 (B.48) 

 v = vECI
2  

(B.49) 

 

2. Compute the orbit angular momentum vector and magnitude:  

 h = xECI × vECI  (B.50) 

 h = h
2
 

(B.51) 
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3. Compute the line of nodes vector and its magnitude:  

 !n =
0
0
1

!

"

#
#
#

$

%

&
&
&
×h  (B.52) 

 !n = !n
2
 

(B.53) 

 

4. Compute the specific mechanical energy: 

 ε =
v2

2
−
µ
r

 (B.54) 

 

5. Compute the eccentricity vector. Its magnitude is the desired orbit eccentricity:  

 e = 1
µ

v2 − µ
r

"

#
$

%

&
'xECI − (xECI

T
vECI )vECI

"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.55) 

 e = e
2
 

(B.56) 

 

6. Compute the semi-major axis: 

 a = − µ
2ε

 (B.57) 

 

7. Compute the inclination: 

 i = cos−1 hz
h

"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.58) 

where hz denotes the ECI z-component of the angular momentum.  
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8. Compute the right ascension of the ascending node: 

 RAAN = cos−1
!nx
!n

"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.59) 

where !nx is the ECI x-component of the line of nodes vector. An additional 

quadrant check must be performed where if !ny < 0 then RAAN = 2π – RAAN. 

The algorithm given in Section B.1 outputs the ECEF coordinates of the 

satellite and relies on the longitude of the ascending node LAN, not the right 

ascension of the ascending node RAAN. For consistency with the IS-GPS-200, 

LAN is denoted by Ω in this thesis. The conversion from RAAN to LAN can be 

achieved through calculation of the sidereal time θg as discussed in Section 2.5 

[103]: 

 Ω = LAN = RAAN −θg  (B.60) 

 

9. Compute the argument of perigee: 

 ω = cos−1
!nTe
!n e

"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.61) 

An additional quadrant check must be performed where if ez < 0 then ω = 2π –

ω. 

 

10. Compute the true anomaly: 

 f = cos−1 e
TxECI

e r
"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.62) 

An additional quadrant check must be performed where if xECI
T
vECI < 0  then f 

= 2π – f. Though the true anomaly is sufficient to define the orbit, the 

ephemeris and almanac messages utilize the mean anomaly. To compute this, 

we first have to compute the eccentric anomaly.  
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11. Compute the eccentric anomaly: 

 E = atan2 1− e2 sin f
1+ ecos f

, e+ cos f
1+ ecos f

"

#
$$

%

&
''  (B.63) 

 

12. Compute the mean anomaly: 

 M = E − esinE  (B.64) 

 

 The above steps give rise to the Keplerian elements {a, e, i, RAAN, ω, M} that 

represent the orbital state defined by xECI and vECI. However, there are some cases that 

result in singularities. Figure 2.3 shows why. When eccentricity becomes zero, perigee 

becomes undefined and thus there is no unique argument of perigee or true anomaly. 

We see this in the above equations where both the argument of perigee and true 

anomaly become undefined due to a division by zero. When inclination is zero, the 

argument of perigee and right ascension of the ascending node collapse into the same 

plane and there is again no unique solution. In this case the angular momentum is 

completely in the z-direction resulting in a null line of nodes vector and hence causing 

a division by zero. When the orbit is both circular and equatorial, the true anomaly, 

right ascension of the ascending node, and argument of perigee all become undefined. 

When the above algorithm is implemented in Matlab, the circular and equatorial cases 

result in angles being output as Inf and are unusable. Though the above steps break 

down in these special cases, valid orbital element sets can still be created in these 

circumstances as will be shown in Sections B.3.1 through B.3.3.   

 

B.3.1 Special Case 1: Elliptical Equatorial 

If the inclination is zero but the eccentricity is non-zero, i.e. i  = 0 and e > 0, then the 

right ascension of the ascending node RAAN and argument of perigee ω become 

undefined. Instead, an angle known as the true longitude of perigee ϖ is used which is 

defined as follows:  
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 ϖ = RAAN +ω  (B.65) 

This is calculated as:  

 ϖ = cos−1 ex
e

"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.66) 

An additional quadrant check must be performed where if ey < 0 then ϖ = 2π – ϖ. We 

can now use this parameter to create a valid RAAN and ω. One way is as follows:  

 ω =ϖ  (B.67) 

 RAAN = 0
 

(B.68) 

 

B.3.2 Special Case 2: Circular Inclined 

If the eccentricity is zero but the inclination is non-zero, i.e. e  = 0 and i > 0, then the 

argument of perigee ω and true anomaly f become undefined. Instead, an angle known 

as the argument of latitude u is defined as follows:  

 u =ω + f  (B.69) 

This is calculated as:  

 u = cos−1
!nTxECI

!n r
"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.70) 

An additional quadrant check must be performed where if xz
ECI < 0  then u = 2π – u. 

We can now use this parameter to create a valid ω and f. One way is as follows:  

 ω = 0  (B.71) 

 f = u
 

(B.72) 

Since eccentricity is zero, it follows that M = f = u.  
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B.3.3 Special Case 3: Circular Equatorial 

If both the eccentricity and inclination are zero, i.e. e  = 0 and i = 0, then the right 

ascension of the ascending node RAAN, argument of perigee ω, and true anomaly f are 

all undefined. In this case, an angle known as the true longitude λT is defined as 

follows:  

 λT = RAAN +ω + f  (B.73) 

This is calculated as:  

 λT = cos
−1 x x

ECI

r
"

#
$

%

&
'  (B.74) 

An additional quadrant check must be performed where if x y
ECI < 0  then λT = 2π – λT. 

We can now use this angle to create a valid RAAN, ω and f. One way is as follows:  

 RAAN = 0  (B.75) 

 ω = 0
 

(B.76) 

 f = λT
 

(B.77) 

Since eccentricity is zero, it follows that M = f = λT.  

 

B.4 Corner Cases 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the near circular and equatorial orbit of GEO can cause 

some convergence failures with the scheme outlined in Section B.2. These difficulties 

stem in part from the singularities discussed in Section B.3. To ensure convergence in 

all problematic cases, further analysis was performed to inform the fitting algorithm 

design, specifically how to handle the singular cases and identify other problems that 

could arise.   
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 To analyze near GEO and other extreme cases in detail, we created high 

fidelity orbital trajectories using NASA’s GMAT software [108] discussed in Chapter 

2. We produced a plethora of trajectories with a GSO semi-major axis and variety of 

eccentricities and inclinations to assess the breaking points of the fitting scheme. It 

was found that in certain cases, a subset of the Keplerian elements must be fit in order 

to achieve convergence. This does not mean excluding parameters from the ephemeris 

message, but instead keeping the initial guess of certain parameters constant during the 

fitting process. In all cases, however, convergence was achieved and the scheme 

produced a message of acceptable performance in terms of orbit representation error, 

with just over 2 centimeters URE in the worst case.  

 
Figure B.1. Likelihood of the parameter fitting algorithm convergence failure with the full ephemeris 

parameters for the L5 SBAS MOPS as a function of orbit inclination and eccentricity.  

 

 The results from this experiment are given in Figures B.1 through B.4. Each 

data point represents statistics on 24 hours of orbit data where the 4-minute ephemeris 

message was produced every 15 minutes. Furthermore, these results include data for 

cases where RAAN equals 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. These figures are 

representative of the results found for each right ascension case, so their statistics were 
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combined in the creation of these plots. Figure B.1 shows the observed likelihood of 

fitting algorithm convergence failure while attempting to fit the full L5 SBAS MOPS 

ephemeris parameter set. In other words, this indicates the percentage of cases where 

some parameters had to be held constant to achieve convergence. For an inclination 

greater than 0.1 degrees and an eccentricity less than 0.1, very few failures were 

observed while fitting the full ephemeris set. For cases where eccentricity was greater 

than 0.4 and inclination was below 10-3 degrees, nearly 80% of cases required fitting a 

subset of parameters to achieve convergence.  

  It was determined that different eccentricity and inclination regions could 

require special treatment. For example, a small inclination could occasionally require 

keeping the ascending node Ω0 fixed. A small eccentricity could at times require the 

argument of perigee ω to be held constant. In some instances, the fitting scheme could 

converge to a nonsensical negative inclination (though very small). Maintaining the 

inclination constant in the fitting scheme mitigated this difficulty. Very eccentric 

orbits can also cause convergence failures. In these instances, it was found that 

keeping eccentricity constant during the fit led to good results. At times, a 

combination of these parameters had to be held constant to achieve convergence. To 

evaluate the best course of action following a convergence failure with all parameters, 

we attempted the 12 fitting schemes given in Table B.1. That which gave rise to the 

best fit in terms of the smallest RMS URE was decided as the best alternate course of 

action.  

 In all scenarios, the single most popular fit type was number 1, where no 

parameters required exclusion. Figure B.2 shows the most popular alternative fit type 

to the full message parameters as a function of orbit inclination and eccentricity. This 

shows that when eccentricity was below 10-2 and inclination was below 2 degrees, the 

most popular method required to achieve convergence was to keep the ascending node 

Ω0 fixed. Above an eccentricity of 10-2, we see a variety of fit types required ranging 

from type 3 (constant ω) to type 9 (constant ω and Ω0). Never did three parameters 

have to be held constant to obtain convergence, at most we required two of {i0, e, Ω0, 

ω}.  
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Table B.1. Different fit types attempted during algorithm testing. Occasionally one or more parameters 
had to be excluded from the fit and held constant to obtain convergence. 

Fit Type Parameters Excluded 
From Fit 

1 none 
2 Ω0 
3 ω 
4 i0 
5 Ω0, i0 
6 ω, i0 
7 Ω0, e 
8 ω, e 
9 Ω0, ω 

10 Ω0, ω, i0 
11 Ω0, ω, e 
12 Ω0, ω, i0, e 

 

 

 
Figure B.2. The most popular fit type alternative to the full message parameters as a function of orbit 
inclination and eccentricity. Missing points are scenarios where no alternative fit types were required. 
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 Though a variety of fit types were employed, they all gave rise to similar 

message representation errors as shown by Figure B.3. This plot shows the max 3D 

RMS message representation error observed as a function of inclination and 

eccentricity where all cases are below 6 centimeters. Figure B.4 projects these results 

into the user space and shows the resultant RMS URE, where the maximum observed 

is just over 2 centimeters. Notice that orbits of larger eccentricity appear to have worse 

performance. This is because such orbits give rise to satellite positions much closer to 

Earth. With a GSO semi-major axis, orbits of eccentricity larger than 0.3 start to 

approach altitudes of MEO satellites. Recall from Chapter 5 that MEO satellites made 

use of a shorter 2-minute fit interval (compared to GSO at 4-minutes) to achieve the 

same representation accuracy. Furthermore, the Molniya 1-93 orbit with an 

eccentricity of 0.75 examined in Chapter 5 was limited to use near apogee. At perigee, 

the orbit approached LEO altitudes at the message accuracy was much more limited. 

For the purposes of this experiment, perigee data was retained, resulting in slight 

message performance degradation with large eccentricities.  

 In summary, though a subset of the L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris parameters 

were occasionally fit while keeping others constant, the message performance was still 

excellent in terms of representation accuracy. This method ensured convergence in all 

orbit scenarios with little to no degradation in corner cases compared to the nominal 

ones given in Chapter 5. In general, there are no hard and fast rules as to which 

parameters must be removed from the fit in order to achieve convergence. However, it 

was established that removing up to two parameters from the set {i0, e, Ω0, ω} in the 

fitting process would always yield convergence and acceptable orbit accuracy. This 

section aimed to better understand the fitting algorithm corner cases and ultimately 

make it more robust as is summarized in Section B.5. 
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Figure B.3. The L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris max 3D RMS representation error observed as a function of 

orbit inclination and eccentricity.  

 

 
Figure B.4. The L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris max RMS URE observed as a function of orbit inclination 

and eccentricity. 
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B.5 Algorithm Pseudo-Code  

In this section, pseudo-code outlining the details of the L5 SBAS MOPS ephemeris 

and almanac fitting schemes is presented. This is not meant to be executable code but 

rather uses a code-like structure to convey the synthesis of all the elements presented 

in this section. This is as follows:  
 

 

% Choose the message fit interval. 

if ephemeris 

 if MEO 

  t_fit = 2 minutes; 

 elseif HEO || GSO 

  t_fit = 4 minutes;  

 end 

elseif almanac 

 t_fit = 6 days; 

end 

 

% Choose the data spacing of the ground’s propagated orbit ‘truth.’  

% We’ll call the ground truth data x_ground and v_ground.  

if ephemeris 

 dt_data = 10 seconds; 

elseif almanac 

 dt_data = 15 minutes; 

end 

 

% Choose the parameters to be fit based on the notation of 

% Eqn. (B.24).  

if ephemeris 

 alpha = {a,e,i0,Ω0,ω,M0,Cus,Cuc,IDOT};  
elseif almanac 

 alpha = {a,e,i0,Ω0,ω,M0,OMEGA_DOT}; 
end 
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% Form the initial guess based on Section B.3. 
[a,e,i0,Ω0,ω,M0] = initial_guess(x_ground, v_ground); 
if ephemeris 

 Cus = Cuc = IDOT = 0; 

 p_0 = {a,e,i0,Ω0,ω,M0,Cus,Cuc,IDOT};  
elseif almanac 

 OMEGA_DOT = 0; 

 p_0 = {a,e,i0,Ω0,ω,M0,OMEGA_DOT}; 
end 

 
% Choose the convergence criteria used in Eqn. (B.47). 

if ephemeris 

 eps = 1e-11; 

elseif almanac 

 eps = 1e-3; 

end 

 

% Fit the orbital parameters.  

max_iterations = 100;  

ure_best = 9999; % [m], this is a dummy value used later.  

p_star = []; % Saved for the optimal output later.  

 

% Run through the necessary fit types described in Table B.1.  

for fit_type = 1:9  

% Set the initial orbital elements.  

p = p_0; 

 

% Set alpha, the parameters to be fit or held constant using the 

notation of Eqn. (B.24) and the fit types in Table B.1.   

alpha = fit_type_definitions(fit_type); 

 

for iterations = 1:max_iterations  

% Form the Jacobian matrix. This was outlined in section B.2. 

J_tilde = form_jacobian(p, alpha, t_fit, dt_data); 

 

% Compute the satellite positions as estimated by the orbit 

message. This was outlined in sections B.1 and B.2. 

f_tilde = satellite_positions(p, t_fit, dt_data); 
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% Solve for the successive update using Eqn. (B.45). This uses 

Matlab notation for solving the system.  

dy = J_tilde \ (orbit_data_tilde – f_tilde); 

 

% Update the orbital elements.  

p = p + dy;  

 

% Check for convergence using Eqn. (B.46). 

if norm(J_tilde * dy) < eps 

 break; % This means we have converged.  

end 

end 

 

% Check if we had a failure. This occurs if we run through all the 

iterations or if we get a negative (and thus invalid) 

inclination.  

if iterations < max_iterations && p{3} > 0 

 % Calculate the message URE.  

 ure_rms = calc_ure(p, x_ground, t_fit, dt_data); 

 

% Check if this is our best performing message so far, if so, 

keep track of it.  

if ure_rms < ure_best 

 p_star = p; 

 ure_best = ure_rms; 

  

 % If we fit all the parameters, stop. If we didn’t, run 

through all fit types as given in Table B.1 and we’ll 

determine which one was best and use it.  

 if fit_type == 1 

  break; 

 end 

end 

end 

end 
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Appendix C  
 
DOP-URE Error Analysis 

In this appendix, the methodology used in Chapter 6 to calculate user position 

uncertainty based on satellite geometry and range uncertainty will be given in detail. 

This was used to compute the results given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Section C.1 shows 

how to combine range error components stemming from the satellite control segment 

(orbit and clock uncertainties), atmospheric propagation uncertainties, user equipment 

noise, and multipath. This aggregate user range error (URE) is then combined with 

satellite geometry, known as dilution of precision (DOP), to compute the user position 

uncertainty in Section C.2. Section C.3 closes with the transformation used to convert 

root-mean-square (RMS) errors to folded normal distributions, allowing for a direct 

comparison with the observed FAA monitored performance of GPS given in Table 6.3 

[55].  

  

C.1 User Range Error  

The user range error (URE) σURE is the uncertainty in the satellite ranging signal and 

includes errors from a multitude of sources. The first is the control segment which 

estimates the satellite orbit and clock. These uncertainties are typically combined into 

a parameter is known as the signal-in-space user range error (SIS URE), denoted by 

σSIS URE. Next are the atmospheric propagation errors. These stem from the ionospheric 

and tropospheric modeling uncertainties and are denoted by σIONO and σTROPO, 

respectively. Finally, there are the errors associated with the user equipment. This 
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includes receiver noise and multipath and is typically denoted as the combined 

parameter σRNM. Typical values for these uncertainties were summarized in Table 6.2. 

 These error sources are modeled as normal distributions with a zero mean. 

Hence, these root-mean-square (RMS) errors represent the standard deviation of these 

error distributions. Furthermore, it is reasonable to model these errors as being 

uncorrelated, and the aggregate URE can be defined as the root-sum-square (RSS) of 

these individual components [77]:   

 σ URE = σ 2
SIS URE +σ IONO

2 +σ TROPO
2 +σ RNM

2
 (C.1) 

 

C.2 User Position Error 

In this section, we show the method used to calculate the RMS user position error 

given the satellite geometry and user range error σURE. As discussed in Chapter 6, 

uncertainties in ranging errors are mapped into the user space through the satellite 

geometry known as dilution of precision (DOP). DOP is a measure of the number of 

satellites in view and their geometric distribution in the sky. With this, the user 3D 

position uncertainty σ3D is related to the user range error σURE as follows: 

 σ 3D = PDOPσ URE  (C.2) 

where PDOP is the position dilution of precision. This can be further separated into 

vertical and horizontal components: 

 σ V = VDOPσ URE  (C.3) 

 σ H =HDOPσ URE  (C.4) 

where σV is the user vertical RMS error, σH is the user horizontal RMS error, VDOP is 

the vertical dilution of precision, and HDOP is the horizontal dilution of precision. 

HDOP and VDOP are instantaneous parameters based on the particular satellite 

geometry at a give time. In the present work, HDOP and VDOP distributions were 
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obtained by evaluating satellite geometry over a period of time and over a variety of 

representative user locations spread over the entirety of Earth as summarized in Figure 

6.7. As such, we will not use one particular DOP value here, but instead will use the 

mean value.  

 

C.3 Half Normal Distribution 

To validate our DOP-URE position error model, we wanted to compare the results 

obtained to the observed performance of GPS as monitored by the FAA given in Table 

6.3 [55]. These are reported as histograms of absolute horizontal and vertical error, 

giving rise to one-sided distributions. The σV and σH computed using Eqns. (C.3) and 

(C.4) correspond to a normal distribution. To compare them directly, we will make use 

of the properties of the half normal distribution. If X follows an ordinary normal 

distribution with zero mean N(0, σ2), then Y = |X| follows a so-called half normal 

distribution. The half normal distribution has the follow properties [223]: 

 µhalf normal =
2
π
σ  (C.5) 

 σ 2
half normal = 1− 2

π

"

#
$

%

&
'σ 2

 
(C.6) 

To obtain the 95% approximation for the horizontal and vertical error components for 

direct comparison with FAA reported values we will use the following: 

 95% Error ≈ µhalf normal + 2σ half normal
 

(C.7) 

In terms of our RMS vertical and horizontal errors, this becomes: 

 95%Vertical Error ≈ 2
π
+ 2 1− 2

π

#

$
%

&

'
(σ V  (C.8) 
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 95%Horizontal Error ≈ 2
π
+ 2 1− 2

π

#

$
%

&

'
(σ H  (C.9) 

where σV and σH were given by Eqns. (C.3) and (C.4), respectively. As shown by 

Table 6.3, these formulas give rise to results that agree well with the observed 

performance of GPS over the United States. The above results are not limited to 

vertical and horizontal error, they are general and can be applied to other DOP values 

such as PDOP and TDOP.  
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